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July 20, 1995

Dear Reader:

This Final Environmental Impact statement (FBS) is prepared pursuant to 40 CFR 1500 . 1 580 on the
proposed Greater Wamsutter Area /I Natural Gas Development Project and is submined for your review and
comment. This FEiS has been prepared to analyze the potential impacts from additional infill natural gas
de~elopment proposed by several companies wrthin the existing Greater Wamsutter Area II Natural Gas field
located in Carbon and Sweetwater Counties. Wyoming . The proposed action is the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) Rawlins District preferred alternative for this Final Environmental Impact Statement.
If you w ish to comment on the FElS, we request that you make your comments as specif ic as possible.
Comments will be more helpful if they include suggested changes, sources, or methodologies. Comments that
contain omy opinions or preferences will not receive a formal response; however, they will be considered and
included as part of the BLM decisionmaking process.
The purpose of this document is to inform the public of the impacts associated with implementing the
companies' infill drilling proposal and to evaluate alternatives to the proposal. This FEIS is also intended to
provide information to other regulatory agencies for use in their decisionmaking process for other permits
required for implementation of the project.
Please retain this copy of the FBS for future reference. A copy of the FBS has been sent to affected
Government agencies and to those persons who responded to seoping or otherwise indicated to BlM that they
wished to receive a copy of the FBS. Copies of the FBS are available for public inspection at the following
locations:
Bureau of Land Management
Great Divide Resource Area Office
812 Eas! Murray
Rawlins. Wyoming 82301

Bureau of Land Management
Rawlins District Office

P. O. Box 670
Rawlins. Wyoming 82301

Bureau of Land Management
Wyoming State Office
2515 Warren Avenue
Cheyenne. Wyoming 82001

Sincerely,

~/~
Alan R. P;erson
State Director
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Prepared By:
This Enviranmen1a.l Impact Swemc:nt was prepllJ"Cd by Gary HOUQII EftvirONMnJaJ PlaJWJag enviromnenll.l consulting
fmn. with me guidance, participation, and independent evaluation of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The BIM.
in accordmce wilb Feden.I Regulation 40 CFR 1506.5(.) & (b), is in _ , wilh lbe rlDdings of <he analysis and
approves and LIkes responsibiliry for the scope and cootent of this docwnent
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Wyoming State Director
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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE
GREATER WAMSUITER AREA U NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT
CARBON AND SWEETWATER COUNTIES, WYOMING
(X) Fmal

() Draft

U.S. Department of the Interior
Bun:au of Land Management

This finaJ Environmental Impact Statement assesses the environmental consequences of a proposed ItaIWtIl gos
development project in southwestern CaJbon and eastern Sweetwater Counties. approximately 45 miles southwest
of Rawlins. Wyoming. Public scoping commenced on Decem"" 13. 1993. AD issues noised during scoping and

intmlisciplinaJy team preparation of the analysis were a<ldrossed in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS). This document should be used in conjunction with the DEiS. Copies of the DEiS are available from the
Greal Divide Reoource Area at the ad~ss given on the bouom of this page. The DEiS was made avaiJabie to the
EPA and the public on January 23. 1995 and Bnotice of Bvailability was publisbed in the FedenIl Register. A public
meeting was held on February 23. 1995 and the comment period closed on March 25. 1995. The Executive
Summary from the DEiS. motlified as appmpriaIe in response to the public conunents. is presented betein. The
changes from the DEiS are presented for all other material by corresponding section in this documenL Comments
on the DEIS that were received from the public and agencies are reproduced in this document and the responses from
the BLM are presented. The proposed project entails the drilling. completion testing. operation. abandonmetll, and
reclamation of natural gas production openllions by Union Pacific Resources Company. Amoco Production Company.
and other OpellllOrs. The proposed project would use standard procedures as currenOy employed by other State and
regional gas field developments. Under the Proposed Action. a maximum of 750 wells B1 300 locations and
associated ancillary facilities. roads. and pipelines would result in the initial disturbance of approximalely 2.416 acres
within the 334.191-acre project area. The BLM has identified the Proposed Action as the Agency Preferred Action.
Numerous standard. project-specifIC. and site-specifIC mitigation measures would be employed to assure that project
impacts are minimized on all important resources. Impacts to most resources would be negligible to moderate during
the life of the project. Potentially significant impacts resulting from the project include the changes to visual
resources. wetlands. soils. reclamalion. and reduction in wildlife habitaL The proposed project would have benefICial
impacts associated with increased revenues generated by taxes. royalties. and the use of 10cal goods and services.
Further information regarding this document can be obtained from the

~

below:

Area Manager

Greal Divide Resource Area
Buteau of Land Management
812 East Mumoy
Rawlins. Wyoming 82301

Date ElS Made Available

to

EPA and Public:

Date By Which Comments Must Be Received:

August 4. 1995

September 5. 1995
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EXECUl'IVE SUMMARY
EXECUT1VES~ARY

S.O INTRODUcrION
This Fmal Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) analyzes the impacts of drilling and
production operations in the Greater Wamsuner Area n (GWA n) natural gas-producing area of
southern Wyoming. The GWA n analysis area is located in southeastern S wcctwater County and
southwestern Carbon County, Wyoming, within Townships 16 through 22 North (T16-22N).
Ranges 92 through 95 West (R92-95W), 6th Principal Meridian. The analysis area encompasses
334,191 actes of mixed federal, state, and private lands. Of this total, approximately 146,912
actes are federal, 19,240 actes are State of Wyoming lands, and 168,039 are private lands.
This FEIS has been prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act and is presented
in an abbreviated-format document. Details on the proposed action and alternatives are described
in the DEIS (USDI-BLM 1995) according to the following chapters. DEIS Chapter I defined the
Purpose and Need for the proposed projecL Chapter 2 detailed the parameters of the Proposed
Action and other alternatives as well as provided a summary of proposed mitigation and
monitoring measures to avoid or reduce impacts proposed by Union Pacific ResolD'Ces
Corporation (UPRC) and other GWA n operators (the Operators). Chapter 3 of the DEIS
discussed the areas and reSOlD'Ces that would be affected under each alternative. Chapter 4
examined the environmental consequences to each reSOlD'Ce under each alternative and also
provided a summary of additional mitigation measures by resource discipline which were
identified during the analysis process. The measures and requmments in the DEIS described how
implementation of the Proposed Action or alternatives should be managed to assure minimal
impacts in the GWA n analysis area and adjacent lands. The DmS assumed that all impacts that
would occur with implementation of the proposed project could be effectively and feasibly
mitigated with the measures presented in the mitigation summaries of Chapters 2 and 4. Chapter
5 of the DEIS summarized the consultation and coordination accomplished with various federal,
state, county, and local agencies, elected representatives, environmental and citizen groups,
industries, and individuals potentially concerned with issues regarding the proposed drilling
action.
The DEIS addressed in detail a maximum development scenario proposed by the GWA n
operators (Proposed Action) and three other alternatives as described in greater detail in the
following section and briefly summarized here. The Proposed Action would increase drilling
production in the GWA n analysis area by allowing the Operators to develop 750 wells and 300
well locations within the analysis area in addition to existing operations. The Proposed Action
has been identified as the BLM Preferred Action. The other three alternatives analyzed in this
DEIS are I) Alternative A, which would allow the Operators to develop 300 wells and 250 well
locations within the analysis area in addition to existing operations; 2) Alternative B, which
would allow the Operators to develop 225 wells and 200 locations within the analysis area in
addition to existing operations; and 3) Alternative C, the No Action alternative, which would
disallow any further gas/oil developlD"nt beyond that currently authorized.

GrUJIer Wwn.nurer Area 11 Gtu DeveJopfMnI FiNJI £IS - July /995
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For this FEIS, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Rawlins District has identified a preferred
alternative based on the analysis of the DmS and public comment on the alternatives and their
associated impacts.
The GWA n natural gas production project EIS was prepared by a third party contractor worldng
under the direction of, and in cooperation with the lead agency for the project, which is the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Great Divide Resource Area. and Rawlins District Office,
Rawlins, Wyoming.

S.O.1

Background

Management
Decision and
(USDI-BLM
conformance

of federal lands within the GWA n analysis area is provided by the Record of
Approved ResolD'Ce Management Plan (RMP) for the Great Divide Resource Area
1990a). The proposed natural gas production project and alternatives are in
with management objectives provided in the Great Divide Resource Area RMP.

Lands associated with the additional drilling program include those previously analyzed in the
GWA Natural Gas Project Environmental Assessment (EA) (USDI-BLM 1992a), and additional
mixed federal and private lands located north of Interstate 80 (1-80). The additional area
combines with the previously analyzed area to form the Greater Wamsutter Area n (GWA
analysis area. Currently, natural gas drilling and development activities within the GWA are
authorized by the approved GWA EA.

m

The Decision Record and Finding of No Significant Impact (USDI-BLM 1992a) for the GWA
Natural Gas Project provided for perminiog a maximum development panern of 70 new
production gas wells within the GWA and associated access roads. pipelines, and other ancillary
facilities. Since completion of the EA, 70 wells have been drilled by Union Pacific Resources
Company (UPRC) and other operators, with current plans calling for additional production well
drilling and development within the GWA n analysis area.
UPRC, Amoco Production Company. (Amoco). and other GWA n operators have proposed to
drill and develop 300 additional well locations (750 wells) in addition to the existing drilling and
production operations within the GWA n analysis area. This proposal would provide for full
development of the natural gas fields within the GW A n analysis area. The precise number of
wells. locations of wells. and timing of drilling would be directed by the success of developing
drilling and production technology. as well as economic considerations such as drilling and
production costs.
The BLM has advised UPRC and the other GWA n operators that an environmental impact
statement (EIS) of the GWA II analysis area would be required in view of UPRC and other
operators' plans to drill additional infill locations and construct ancillary facilities Hithin the
GW A n analysis area in 1994 and beyond at levels not previously analyzed in the GW A EA. The
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EXEClITIVE SUMMARY

EXEClITIVE SUMMARY

GW A II DEIS analyzing the proposed action and alternative actions was distributed iD January
1995.

percent of the total GWA II surface area). This ~elopment ~nario w~~ involve clearing land
and constructing well sites, access roads, pipelines, and asSOClated facilines.

S.I.4 Alternative C
S.1

PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

S.1.1 Proposed Action
The Proposed Action provides a maximum development scenario of 750 wells and 300 locations
within the GWA II analysis area, in addition !O existing operations. Under the Proposed Action,
once the development drilling progrnm by UPRC is finalized, 225 of the proposed 750 wells with
known gas reserve~ would initially be drilled. This proposed action allows for the continued
development of proven narural gas reserves and provides the Operators the opponunity to explore
new drilling and production techniques necessary for the development of marginal properties. The
remaining wells described in the Proposed Action would be developed over some unspecified
time period from late 1996 and several years beyond. The precise number of wells, locations of
wells, and timing of drilling would be directed by the success of developing effective drilling and
production technologies, and economic considerations. The development scenario would affect
2,416 acres, bringing the total disturbance within the GWA II analysis area to 14,943 acres of
land (4.5 percent of the total GWA II surface area). This development scenario would involve
clearing land and constructing well sites, access roads, pipelines, and associated facilities.

Alternative C. the No Action Alternative, implies that on-going narural gas production activities
would be allowed to continue by the BLM in the GWA II analysis area, but the proposed full
field development program and the other development alternatives would be disallowed.
Additional Applications to Drill (APOs) and right-of-way (ROW) actions would be granted by
the BLM on a case-by-<:ase basis.

S.I.5 Major Impact Conclusions
The GWA II narural gas development proposal could cause direct and indirect. shon-term and
long-term, as well as cumulative disturbance of the h~ and narural envirorunc:nts. Potennal
environmental impacts that could result from implementanon of the Proposed Acn~~ an~or the
alternatives are detailed in Chapter 4 of the DEiS. A summary of proposed nunganon and
monitoring measures to avoid or reduce impacts as committed to by the GW A II operators were
presented in Chapter 2 of the DEIS . Chapter 4 summarized th~ environmental impacts for ~h
resource discipline which were identified during the analysis process. The results are summanzed
belo\~ under each resource elemenL

S.I.2 Alternative A

S.2

Alternative A provides an optimal development scenario of 300 wells and 250 well locations
within the GWA II analysis area, in addition to existing operations. Should the planned
experimental drilling and production techniques prove to be moderately successful, then some,
but not all, marginal properties within the analysis area would be developed. The minimum 225
wells and 200 locations would be developed during 1994 through 1996, and the remaining 75
wells (at 50 well locations) would be developed from 1996 and beyond. Alternative A would
affect 2,015 acres, bringing the total disturbance within the GWA II analysis area to 14,542 acres
(4.4 percent of the overall GWA II surface area). This development scenario would involve
clearing land and constructing well sites, access roads, pipelines, and associated facilities.

S.2.1 GeologylPaleontology

S.I.3 Alternative B
Alternative B provides a minimum development scenario of 225 wells and 200 locations, in
addition to existing operations. Should the planned experimental drilling and production
techniques prove not to be economically viable, then the minimum 225 wells (at 200 locations)
would be developed during 1994 through 1996. Additional drilling as described in the Proposed
Action would not be completed by the Operators. Alternative B would affect 1,613 acres,
bringing the total disturbance within the GWA II analysis area to 14,140 acres of land (4.2
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POI' S-J

RESOURCE ELEMENTS ANALYZED

Implementation of the Proposed Action and Alternatives A, B, and C would result in construction
excavation associated with the development of well pads, access roads, pipelines and other
production facilities which could directly result in the exposure and damage or destruction of
scientifically Significant fossil resources. The potential magnitude of impact to fossil resoun:es
associated with the action alternatives (the Proposed Action, Alternatives A and B) vanes
proportionally with the total number of wells which would be developed under each alternative.
The magnitude of impact for Alternative C - No Action, which would allow additional APDs and
ROW action on a case-by-case basis, is unknown at present and would depend on the specific
action taken and the specific area involved. Potential for impacts to project facilities as a result
of seismic activity is low, as is the potential for landslides and road subsidence that would
temporarily close access roads. No significant impacts to important surface resources or other
geologic resources would occur under the Proposed Action. Mitigation measures should reduce
potential impacts to geologic/paleontologic resources.
Beneficial impacts under the action alternatives include the unanticipated discovery of previously
unknown fossils which could occur as a result of construction anywhere in the analysis area. To
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

have beneficial impact, such newly discovemi fossils must be properly coUected and catalogued
into a museum repository so that associated geologic data is preserved and available for future
scientific study.

depend on the proximity of the disturbance to the drainage channel, slope aspect and gradien
degree and area of soil disturbance, soil character, dunuion of time within which construction
activities would occur, and the timely implementation of mitigation measures. Impacts would
likely be treatest shonly after the stan of construction activities and would likely decrease in
time due to narural stabilization, reclamation, and revegetation efforts. Mitigation measures
discussed in DEIS Section 2.3.4.2.4 and other mitigation measures outlined in the Soils and
Vegetation Sections of the DEIS should reduce impacts to water resow-ces.

S.z.z Air Quality
Implementation of the Proposed Action and/or Alternatives A and B would result in the
construction and operation of additional weU sites in the GWA 11 analysis area. These actions
would not pose a significant air quality impact. The airborne poUutant concentrations that would
result from the increased weU site emissions would meet aU Wyoming and federal ambient air
quality standards, and would comply with applicable Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD) increments. In addition, the impact to air quality related values (visibility, acid deposition,
and soils/vegetation) would be below significance criteria levels. Alternative C, the No Action
Alternative, would aUow on-going natural gas production activities to ·continue in the GWA n
analysis area. but will not exceed the Ie el of significance criteria. Mitigation measures discussed
in Section 2.3.4.2.2 should reduce impacts to au quality.

S.z.3 Soils
Implementation of the Proposed Action and/or Alternatives A and B would initiaUy affect 2,416
acres, 2,015 acres, and 1,613 acres of soils, respectively, during construction. Altemadve C, the
No Action Alternative could continue to add to the 12,527 acres of existing disturbance in the
GWA n analysis area as APDs are granted by the BLM. The majority of the GWA n analysis
area faUs into a sensitive soils category in regard to topsoil depth and quality, with limitations
to road and facilities construction, rapid to very rapid runoff potential, and severe to very severe
wind and water erosion potential. Impacts resulting from drill pad, access road, facility site, and
pipeline ROW construction could include removal of vegetation. exposure of the soil, mixing of
soil horizons, soil compaction,loss of topsoil productivity, and increased susceptibility of the soil
to wind and water erosion. Although sensitive soils cannot be totaUy avoided, steep slopes greater
than 30 percent, badlands, and soils with high water tables should be avoided. These impacts
could be kept to non-significant levels with application of mitigation measures proposed in
Section 2.3.4.2.3 of the DEIS and conttol measures recommended in DEIS Appendix B.

S.2.4

Water Resources

Construction of the proposed drill sites under the Proposed Action and Alternatives A and B
could include increased surface water runoff and off-site sedimentation due to soil disturbance;
increased salt loading and water quality impairment of surface waters; changes in stream
discharge due to project disturbance; changes in groundwater levels, quantity, and quality; and
channel morphology changes due to road and pipeline crossings. Under AI.ternative C, water
resources within the GWA n analysis area would remain as described in the Affected
Environment (Chapter 3) of the DEIS. The magnitude of impacts to water resources would
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S.2.5

Vegetation/Wetlands

Implementation of the Proposed Action and Al~natives A and B would initiaUy affect 2,416
acres, 2,0 I 5 acres, and 1,613 acres of various vegetation cover types, respectively, during project
construction. This would add to the existing 12,527 acres of existing disturbance in the GWA n
analysis area. Direct impacts include the shon-term loss of vegetation (modification of Structure,
species composition, and areal extent of cover types). Indirect impacts include the shon-tenD and
long-term increased potential for weed invasion, establishment, and expansion; exposure of soils
to accelerated erosion; shifts in species composition and/or changes in vegetative density;
reduction of wildlife habitat; and changes in visual aesthetics. Under Alternative C - No Action,
vegetation would continue to be impacted as APDs are granted by the BLM on a case-by-<:ase
basis. Except for waters of the U.S. and/or special starus plant species and their habitat, a
reduction in vegetation density would not be significant because upland vegetation types are
relatively common, cover large areas, have wide distribution and occur with high frequency
within the project area. Although project implementation could potentiaUy impact the area and
functions of wetlands, measures imposed by the RMP and the CWA 404 permitting process
would prevent or avoid impacts to jurisdictional wetlands and other special aquatic sites. All
alternatives have potential to affect special starus plant species or habitat for such species. Given
implementation of DEIS Chapter 2 measures and mitigation, no significant impacts are
anticipated. Reclamation would be accomplished according to a site-specific reclamation and
revegetation plan that uses best management practices.

S.2.6

Range Resources and Other Land Uses

Implementation of the Proposed Action and Alternatives A and B, would initiaUy remove 2,416
acres, 2,015 acres, and 1,613 acres, respectively, from forage production during the construction
phase of development operation. Under Alternative C - No Action, the conditions described in
DEIS Chapter 3, under Affected Environment, would generaUy remain unchanged except for
disturbances due to vehicular use. Impacts to the range resource would involve loss of liv"stock
forage, potential for livestock loss through theft or vehicular collision, and the inttoduction of
weed species. Most of these impacts would be shon-term, lasting only as long as construction
activities were on-going. Once production operations are und.::rway and reclamation measures
completed, impacts to livestock operations would be minimal. Mitigation measures proposed by
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

UPRC and other GWA n operators, as outlined in Chapter 2 of the DEIS and stipulated in the
RMP, should reduce or avoid impacts to range resources and other land uses to acceptable levels.

avoidance and mitigation measures proposed by UPRC, and those described both in Section 4.8,
and in the 1988 BLM Medicine Bow-Divide RMP, no significant impacts are expectaI.

S.2.7 Wildlife

Because endangered and candidate species are so far removed from the GWA n analysis area,
no direct effects to fisheries are anticipated. With implementation of the mitigation measures
contained in the DEIS in Section 4.8 and in Cbapter 2, no ad-.erse residual impacts to fisheries
are expected.

Impacts and potential impacts !!) wildlife are classified into three basic categories. The first
category includes technically significant impacts that have the potential to occur but would be
unlikely to occur if prescribed avoidance measures are implemented. Category I impacts include
I) increased potential for illegal kill and harassment of wildlife; 2) potential for disruption of
raptor and sage grouse nesting activities; 3) potential for sttiking bald eagles with vehicles; 4)
potential to adversely impact black·footed ferrets; 5) potential for displacement of pronghorn
from crucial winter range; and 6) potential to adversely affect nesting ferruginous hawks,
DlOuntain plovers, loggerhead shrikes, and white· faced ibises.
Category 2 includes teChnically significant impacts that would occur but that could be reduced
to non-significant levels through the application of presctibed mitigation measures. These impacts
include: I) long-term loss of sage grouse nesting babitat; 2) increase in potential for
vehicle/wildlife collisions; and 3) long-term loss of crucial big game winter range.
Category 3 includes other important, but technically non-significant potential impacts for which
avoidance or mitigation measures may or may not have been prescribed. Category 3 impacts
include: I) long-term and shan-term losses of non-crucial habitat of wildlife; and 2) temporary
displacement of wildlife during the construction period.
Although the nature of potential impacts to wildlife is identical between the Proposed Action and
Alternatives A and B, the potential magnitude of impacts is highest under the Proposed Action,
intermediate under Alternative A, and least under Alternative B. This is because of the difference
in the number of wells and the associated increase in miles of new roads and pipelines
constructed under each alternative. Implementation of Alternative C would maintain the current
level of human activity and associated impacts. Given the application of prescribed avoidance
and mitigation measures listed in Section 2.3.4.2.7, Appendix A, and under individual species in
Section 4.7 of the DEIS, significant impacts to wildlife would not occur.
S.2.8

Fisheries

Although the intermittent tributary drainages on the GWA n analysis area do not suppon fISh
populations, the Proposed Action and Alternatives have the potential to affect fish resources and
associated values if construction and drilling activities result in I) increased stream sedimentation;
2) downstream water pollution from accidental discharge of toxic substances; and 3) water flow
depletions from Muddy Creek or the Linle Snake River. Potential impacts to fisheries resources
include the degradation of surface water quality, an increase in stream flow from surface runoff,
and a decrease in stream flow from the consumption of groundwater. However, given the
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S.2_9

Recreation

Well drilling, testing and production operations, and associated site preparation and construction
activities such as those proposed for GWA n analysis area bave the potential to cause substan~ 'll
alterations to the recreation setting and recreation opporrunities available. Some recreationists
could be temporarily or permanently displaced from using certain locations associated with
drilling and production activities. Although user displacement would not occur at significant
levels, levels of satisfaction with recreation experiences would be reduced due to the
redistribution of recreation use patterns, resultant crowding in some locations and increased
exposure to noise, dust, vehicle traffic, as well as land and visual disturbances associated with
project activities. The Proposed Action as well as Alternatives A and B would bave adverse
impacts on recreation resource conditions in the project area, despite the measures outlined i'l
Chapter 2 of the DEIS and in the RMP (USDI-BLM 19908) stipulations. Shan-term impacts
would be identical for the Proposed Action and Alternatives A and B during the initial two-year
development period. Impacts would still persist but at reduced levels over the longer term for the
Proposed Action, and to a lesser degree for both Alternatives A and B. Implementation of the
No Action Alternative (C) would result in the continuation of existing recreation conditions and
activity patterns in the GWA n analysis area
S.2_10

Visual Resources

Shon-term impacts would occur from well consuuction due to conaaSlS in line, form. color, and
texture associated with equipment and surface dislurbance juxtaposed with the existing landscape.
Long-term impacts would result from production facilities, access roads, and fugitive dust. The
severity of impact depends on scenic quality, sensitivity level, and distance zone of the affected
environment, reclamation potential of the disturbed area, and level of dislurbance to the visual
resource created by the project construction. Under the Proposed Action, impacts would be
greatest since this alternative proposes the largest number of wells developed. The Proposed
Action and Alternative A could produce significant impacts if all potential well locations in the
Class 3 zone, and in the higher sensitivity Foreground-Middleground areas mapped specifically
for this proposed project (See DEIS Exhibit 3-10) were developed. Impacts for Alternatives B
and C would nO! be considered significant, but would deaact from the experience of motorists,
Amtr.J< passengers, and backcountry recreationists.
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S.2.11 Cultural Resources
The GWA II cultural resource database includes at least 1,935 sites, consisting of both prehistoric
and historic components. Prehistoric sites in the study area are predominantly open camps, lithic
scaners, and features not associated with ponable cultural material. Historic site types include
historic trails, stage stations, railroad grades and stations, townsites, ranches, and cabins. Potential
impacts to specific eligible or unevaluated properties are unknown at this time. In general, the
GW A II analysis area has a moderate to high site density, and therefore, high archaeological
sensitivity. Certain geomorphic situations have a greater archaeological potential than other areas
especially in terms of significant cultural resources. These situations include eolian deposits (sand
dunes, sand shadows and sand sheets), alluvial deposits along major drainages, and colluvial
deposits along the low slopes of Delaney Rim.
Although the GWA II analysis area has a high degree of archaeological sensitivity, impacts to
cultural properties would not be significant. Potential impacts to known and anticipated cultural
resources can be alleviated through mitigation measures outlined in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 of
the DEIS. With implementation of mitigation measures discussed in Sections 2.3.4.2.11 and
4. 11.6 of the DEIS, no significant impacts to cultural resources would occur in the analysis area.

as well as on county and operator maintained roads. These increases would result from movement
of workers, equipment and materials to and from the analysis area to perform drilling, field
development, well service, field operations and reclamation activities. Alternative C - No Action
would result in transponation conditions similar to those described in DElS Chapter 3 (Section
3. 13). These impacts associated with the Proposed Action and Alternatives A and B would occur
throughout the life of the drilling program, but due to the good condition and excess capacity of
the highways within the analysis area, these impacts are not considered significant.

S.2.14 Health and Safety
Hazards associated with the drilling program, including construction and operation, are hazards
normally associated with heavy construction and industtial work. Potential risks associated with
the oil and gas extraction industry. including impacts from road, drill site, and pipeline
construction, drilling operations, production operations and project traffic, would mostly be
limited to employees and subcontractors. There would be a minor increased risk to the public
caused by project implementation resulting from additional drilling and production related traffic
in the GWA II analysis area. However, none of these impacts are expected to occur at significant
levels. With implementation of mitigation measures in DElS Section 2.3.4.2.14, no significant
impacts should occur with respect to health and safety.

S.2.12 Socioeconomics

S.2.1S Noise
Although neither the Proposed Action nor any of the alternatives would stimulate extremely rapid
growth, potential adverse effeets may occur, particularly in the town of Wamsuner.
Socioeconomic impacts which could arise under the Proj>Osed Action include shon-term
difficulties involving housing supply, public service provision, and general adjustment problems
associllted with rapid social and economic change. Alternative A would have these same impacts
during the initial 1994-1996 project phase, with much·reduced impacts thereafter depending on
the pace of project development. Alternative B would also produce similar effects during the
initial 1994-1996 drilling and construction period, but would have only limited effects thereafter.
None of the action alternatives are likely to generate widespread dissatisfaction or organized
opposition among area residents. Implementation of Alternative C - No Action, would continue
the existing socioeconomic conditions and trends in the communities located in and around the
project area. In addition to measures listed in Section 2.3.4.2.10 of the DEIS, mitigation
procedures described in DEIS Section 4. 11.6, and stipulations outlined in the RMP, effons to
accommodate the potentially significant socioeconomic impacts associated with this project would
be addressed.

Implementation of the Proposed Action and Alternatives A and B has the potential to create
noise-generated impacts that emanate from machinety utilized during the construction of drill
sites, pipelines, access roads, and ancillary facilities, and from the opetation of heavy trucks and
related equipment. Given the low human population densities in the GW A II analysis area,
construction and development operations under the Proposed Agion and Alternatives A and B
would be sufficiently distant from residences that none would likely be affected by construction
or development operations. Under the No Action Alternative, Alternative C, no additional noise
levels would be added to already existing noise in the analysis area Overall noise produced by
construction and suppon services equipment during peak activity periods would be moderate
because of its dispetsed and shon-term nature. Implementation of mitigation measures in DElS
Sections 2.3.4.2.15 and 4. 15.6 should fully mitigatelreduce noise impaets to acceptable levels.

S.3 SCOPE OF ANALYSIS

Transponation effects of the Proposed Action and Alternatives A and B, would occur primarily
on 1-80, WY 789, and Sweerwater County Road 4-23. Under the Proposed Action and
Alternatives A and B, traffic volumes would increase on highways leading to the analysis area

The purpose of the scoping process, as stipulated (40 CFR, Parts 1500-1508), is to identify
imponant issues, concerns, and potential impacts that require analysis in the EIS and to eliminate
inSignificant issues and alternatives from detailed analysis. A Scoping Statement was prepared
and submined to the public by the BLM on 13 December 1993, requesting input into the
proposed GW A II natura. gas development project. A total of 130 scoping documents were sent
out to the public on the BLM mailing list, as well as to organizations, groups, and individuals
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requesting a copy of the scoping documenL During preparation of the EIS, the BLM and
consultant Interdisciplinary Team (lDT) had communicated with, and received input from various
federal, state, county, and local agencies, elected representatives, environmental and citizen
groups, industries, and individuals potentially concerned with issues regllJ'ding the proposed
drilling action as summarized in Chapter 5 of the DEIS.
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PREFACE
ERRATA:
MODIFICATIONS, CORRECTIONS, AND ADDITIONS
TOTtIE
GREATER WAMSUITER AREA n GAS DEVELOPMENT
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (OEIS) analyzes the impacts of drilling and
production operations in the Greater Wamsutter Area II (GWA II) natural gas-producing area of
southern Wyoming. The GWA II analysis area is located in southeastern Sweetwater County and
southwestern Carbon County, Wyoming, within Townships 16 through 22 North (T16-22N),
Ranges 92 througb 95 West (R92-95W), 6th Principal Meridian. The analysis area encompasses
334,191 acres of mixed federal, state, and private lands. Of this total, approximately 146,912
acres are federal, 19,240 acres are State of Wyoming lands, and 168,039 are private lands.

PURPOSE AND NEED
1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS PROCESS
Page I-II, last paragraph. Insert a new sentence that reads: ''The ReconI of Decision will be
signed by the BLM Wyoming State Director."

CHAPTER 2
PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This Final EIS (FEIS) document is not a complete reprinting of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (OEIS) ft)r the Greater Wamsutter Area II natural gas development project. It
incorporates by reference the material presented therein and identifies changes in the OEIS
required as a result of public and agency comment on the OEIS and further Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) Interdisciplinary Team (lDT) environmental studies and analyses.
This FEIS is divided into
Section 1:

Section 2:

TWO

GrUlt:T

w~O' Ar~a

2.3.2.3 Access Road Construction

ERRATA: Modifications, Corrections, and Additions to the Greater
Wamsutter Area II Gas Development Draft Environmental Impact
Statement; and

Exhibits 2-11, 2-12, and 2-13

Comments and Responses on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Pages 2-25, 2-26, 2-27. The wellbore diagrams in Exhibits 2-11 , 2-12, and 2-13 should show the
top of the cement (TOe) of the production casing a minimum of 100 feet above the La.1ce
Formation, not the Lewis Formation as shown.

The OEIS is required to accompany this document because only the modifications, corrections,
and additions are provided herein. For ease of reference, inserts, deletions, and modifications to
the OEIS are presented herein under the section numbers and headings, page number, column,
paragraph, and line. The Wildlife section of Chapter 4, Analysis of Environmental
Consequences, is presented in its entirety, since numerous changes h~ve been made to this
section. A new section, Cumulative Impacts Analysis, has also been included in Section I, and
follows the OEIS errata.

1/ Ga.r DeveJopnvlll FinDJ ElS - July /995
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2.3.3.2 Completion and Testing Operations
Page 2-29. Paragraph 3, line 5. After ..... for use in the GWA II analysis area." add "All new
open produced water pits will be nened or covered at the time of construction so as not to be
accessible to migratory birds."
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2.3 PLAN OF OPERATIONS

Page 2-11. Paragraph I, end of paragraph. Add the following sentence, 'The BLM district
engineer will assist the operator in determining the survey and design requirements so as to
minimize cost while ensuring that the road is safe for the user and meets Bureau standards."

sections:

I
I
I

CHAPTER 1
The OEIS addressed in detail a maximum development scenario proposed by the GWA II
operators (Proposed Action) and three other alternatives as described in greater detail in the
following section and briefly summarized here. The Proposed Action would increase drilling
production in the GWA II analysis area by allowing the Operators to develop 750 wells and 300
well locations within the analysis area in addition to existing operations. The Proposed Action
has been identified as the BLM Preferred Action. The other three alternatives analyzed in this
OEIS are I) Alternative A, which would allow the Operators to develop 300 wells and 250 well
locations within the analysis area in addition to existing operations; 2) Alternative B, which
would allow the Operators to develop 225 wells and 200 locations within the analysis area in
addition to existing operations; and 3) Alternative C, the No Action alternative, which wuuld
disallow any further gas/oil development beyond that currently authorized.
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2.3.4.2.3 Soils

,
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subdivided inlO several tongues or members that are characterized either by their distinctive
lithology and fossils that reflect changing water salinities in the ancient lakes, or by their
intenonguing relationship with the Wasatch Formation."

Page 2-35. "Measure 4: Limit construction activities to periods when the soils are dry or not
frozen." Change to: "Construction activity will not be conducted using frozen or saturated soil
material or during periods when watershed damage is likely to occur."

3.1.2.1 Applicable Laws, Regulations and Policies

2.3.4.2.4 Water Resources

Page 3-11. Line 2. The correct name is the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.

Page 2-38. Measure 10, end of paragraph. Add "An approved plugging plan will be
implemented when the oil and/or gas well is abandoned."

3.6 RANGE RESOURCES AND OTHER LAND USES

Page 3-48. Paragraph 2, lines 2 and 3. Change the term "feral horses" 10 "wild horses." The
sentences should read "Wild horses are found within the GWA n, most of which are south of
the interstate Highway. Some of the wild horses north of the interstate are scheduled to be
removed during 1994... "

Page 2-41. Measure 5, line 4. Delete word "minor" and change to "necessary."
2.3.4.2.7 Wildlife
Page 2-43. Measure 12. Replace "Relocate drilling sites 10 avoid white-tailed prairie dog
colonies." 10 "Relocate drilling sites 10 avoid white-tailed prairie dog colonies when these
colonies are greater than 200 acres in size and active IOwns are located within the colony."

3.7 WILDLIFE

2.3.4.2.14 Health and Safely

Page 3-48. Last paragraph, line 6. Change sentence to read, " Specifically, information on the
disnibution and location of sage grouse leks. raptor nests, and prairie dog colonies were obtained
through this agency."

Hazardous Materials.

3.7.1 Introduction

Page 3-49. Paragraph 2, line 5. insen "Appendix F" in citation to read "FWS (USDI-FWS 1994;
Appendix F)."

CHAPTER 3

Page 3-49. Paragraph 2, last line. Change citation from "(HWA 1994a)" to "(HWA 1994)."
3.7.2 Wildlife Habitats

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
3.1 GEOLOGYIPALEONTOLOGY

Page 3-49. Paragraph 5, first line. Add the word "type" after "desen scrub" to read, " The
sagebrush mixed desen sbrub type is dominated by numerous sagebrush species... "

3.1.1.1 Regional Geologic Overview

t

Tertiary Deposits

I
I

Page 3-2. Last line" .. .lake systems (Lake Luman and Lake Gosimc), that experienced many
cycles of expansion and" just stops. Last paragraph. beginning with line 10, the rest of the
paragraph should read as follows: "Sediments of the Green River Formation, which overlie the
Wasatch, record the history of large lake systems (Lake Luman and Lake Gosiute), that
experienced many cycles of expansion and contraction. The Green River Formation has been

Page 3-50. Paragraph 3, line 1. Change citation to read "Biological Assessm£nJ of Threatened,
Endangered. and Candidate Fish and WildJife Species for the Greater Wamsuner Area II,
prel-Bred by Hayden-Wing Associates (1995)."
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Page 2-46, line 6. Change "field office" to "workplace."
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3.6.1 Range Resources
2.3.4.2.5 Vegetation and Wetlands
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3.7.3 Threatened and Endangered Wildlife Species
Page 3-50. Paragraph 2, line 3. Change citation 10 read "(USDI-FWS 1994; Appendix F)."
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3.7.3.1 Black-footed Ferret

3.7.4.5 Long-Billed Curlew

Page 3-50. Paragraph 5, line 3. Change citation 10 read "(HWA 1992, 1994)."

Page 3-56. Paragraph 6, line 3. Add sentence al end of paragraph: 'Th=fore. their presence
within and immedialely proximal 10 the OW A II analysis area is unlikely."

Page 3-50. Paragraph 6. line 6. Delete "and several unidentified scals were found and analyzed,"
Sentence should read "Although apparently suitable habital for ferrets exists on the analysis area,
no conclusive evidence of ferrel presence was founei"

Page 3-57. Add new section 3.7.3.8 Burrowing Owl after 3.7.3.7 Loggerhead Shrike.

Page 3-53. Paragraph 3, line 2. Change "Arkansas NWR" 10 "Aransas NWR."
3.7.4 Candidate Wildlife Species
Page 3-54. Paragraph 5. line 2. Change citation from "(USDI-FWS 1994; Appendix A)" 10
"(USDI-FWS 1994; Appendix Fl."
Page 3-54. Paragraph 5, line 2. before lasl sentence begins. Add the following sentence: "In
addition. the burrowing owl, which is present on the projecl area and has only recently
(November 1994) been listed as a candidate species by the FWS will be addressed."
Page 3-54. Paragraph 5, line 2. Change senlence from "The seven candidale ..... 10 read "The
eighl candidate .....
Page 3-54. Table 3-18. Add the following :

I
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Page 3-55. Paragraph I, line I. Citation should read "Biological Assessment of Threatened,
Endangered. and Candidate Fish and Wildlife Species for the Greater Wamsuller Area II,
prepared by Hayden-Wing Associates (1995)."
Page 3-56. Numbering is off in resl of Wildlife Section. Change third level heading from 3.7.3.4
103.7.4.4.
3.7.4.2 Ferruginous Hawk

Cremer Wamswtu Aua /I Gas DeveiopmLfIJ Final ElS · July J995

Formerly listed as only a species of high federal inleresl and a species of special inleresl in
Wyoming. the burrowing owl has only recently received federal stalUS as a C2 candidate species.
The burrowing owl is associated with open habitat that has shon vegetation and contains an
abundance of burrows (Thomsen 1971. Wedgwood 1978). In Wyoming, prame dog and ground
squirrel burrows are the mosl imponant sources of burrowing owl nesl sights. Moderately large
expanses of prairie dog colonies are present on the OW A II and the polential for large amounts
of nesting habitat for burrowing owls appears 10 exist Despite the presence of apparently
suitable habital for burrowing owls within the OWA II. only two sightings of burrowing owls
have been reponed for the analysis area in the WOS and only two burrowing owls were observed
by HWA biologists during 1994 field mapping of prairie dog towns."
3.7.5 Big Game
Page 3-57. Paragraph 1. line 2. Delele "Approximalely 18,506 acres of crucial winter range for
pronghorn occurs within the OW A II analysis area. The amounl of crucial winter range available
is generally considered 10 be the single most imponant faclor limiting the carrying capacity of
the range for the big game species in northern climates." Insen 'These anirnals are managed by
the WOFD in major herd units. The amount of crucial winter range available is generally
considered 10 be the single mosl imponant faClor limiting the cauying capacity of the range fl)l"
big game species in northern climates. Crucial winler range is defined as winler range which has
been documented as the delermining factor in a population ' s ability to maintain itself al a desired
level over the long lerm (Wildlife Society 1990)."
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Page 3-59. Paragraph 3, line 5. Change "is nol classified as mule deer habital al aU Coul' range
designations)" 10 "is nOI considered seasonal mule deer habitat."

I

Page 3-59. Paragraph 4, line 2. Change the word "for" 1993 10 "in" 1993.

t

Page 3-59. Paragn'ph 5. line I. Change the sentence 10 read "The Baggs herd unil. localed south
of 1-80 10 th~ Colorado border, is considered imponanl 10 sponsmen due to the high hunter
success ratc there. "
Page 3-61. Paragraph ., line 3. Add Ihe words occurring "north and" wesl of Wamsutter.

Page 3-55. Paragraph 2. line 6. Change "within 1/2 mile" 10 "within 1.0 mile."

•I
I

"3.7.4.8 Burrowing Owl
Page 3-51. Paragraph 2. lines 1 through 3. Citations should read "(HWA 1994). and the
Biological Assessment of Threatened. Endangered. and Candidate Fish and Wildlife Species for
the Greater Wamsuller Area II (HWA 1995)."
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Page 3-61. Paragraph 3, line 2. Add citation at end of first sentence, "(WGFD 1993a)."
3.7.6 Sage Grouse

I

Page 3-61. Paragraph I, line 2. Change ''Historical'' to "Documented."
T

Page 3-61. Paragraphs 2 and 3, replace both entire paragraphs. Replace with:

22
N

"The GWA II analysis area was flown by HWA biologists during two survey periods, one in
April 1992 (USDI-BLM 1992a) and the other in late March and early April 1994 (HWA 1994)
to search for new leks and check existing known leb. Aerial surveys were conducted to the
extent possible, according to specifications outlined in the Handbook of Biological Techniques
(WGFD 1982). Based on BLM and WGFD documcntetllek locations and HWA survey results,
a total of 22 sage grouse leks were identified on the project lLrea. This includes 20 previously
documented leks and two new leks discovered by HW A personnel; one in 1992, located in
Section 13;Tl9N, R93W and the other in 1994 located in Section 2;T2IN, R93W. It should be
Doted, however, that 1992 surveys were likely initiated too late in the breeding season to
adequately assess the activity status of all leks, since the primary breeding ~ctivity was earlier
that year because of a mild, dry spring."

T

21
N

T

20
N

"Each new and previously documented lek was checked three times from either the ground or
the air. Each of these observations were made within a two-hour period that began at first light
in the morning. Numbers of male and female sage grouse in attendance were recorded during
each visit. Legal descriptions of lek locations were either verified or determined and placed on
I :24,000 topographic maps. The 22 lek locations arc illustrated in Exhibit 3-8. Grouse
attendance, along with dates of observations, of the respective leks is documented in the GWA
EA (USDI-BLM 1992) and the wildlife techrtical repon for the Greater Wamsutter Area II (HWA
1994). Nine of the 22 leks had no binls present during any of the ground or aerial visits and
may no longer be active or be temporarily inactive due to protracted drought conditions. The
other 13 leks had from 2 to 22 males in attendance (USDI-BLM 1992, HWA 1994, WGFD
1994). The most notable of these was located in Section 22;T20N, R92W on which 22 males
and 16 females were observed in March, 1993 (WGFD 1994)."

T
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Page 3-63. Replace Exhibit 3-8, "Sage Grouse Lek Locations" with new exhibit on page 1-8 of
the FEIS .
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3.7.7 Raptors

I
I

Page 3-64. Paragraph 3, line 6. Delete "by ferruginous hawks."

Exhibit 3-8. Sage Grouse Lek Locations.
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3.7.8 Other Species

CHAPTER 4

Page 3·64. Paragraph I, line 3. Change "biological assessment repon" to "wildlife technical
repon."

ANALYSIS OF ENVlRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
4.6 RANGE RESOURCES AND OTHER LAND USES

3.9 RECREATION

4.63.3 Alternative B

Page 3-65. Paragraph 2, line 3. Delete "54."

Page 4-46. Paragraph 2, line 3. Change "about O. percent" to "about 0.45 percent."

Page 3-66. Paragraph I, line 3. Delete "and October."

4.7 WILDLlFE - Entire section to be replaced by the foUowing:

3.103 Visuals Analysis

n

Page 3-68. Exhibit 3-10. Visual ResoW"Ce Management Direction in the GWA Analysis Area.
All areas designated as Qass 4 should be changed to Class 3; all areas designated as Class 3
should be changed to Class 4.
.
Page 3-69. Paragraph 2, line 2. Change from "feral or 'wild' horse" to "wild horse."
Page 3-69. Paragraph 3, line 3. Change from ..... analysis area as Class 3 (55 percent) and Class
4 (45 percent) as shown in Exhibit 3-10." to ..... analysis area as Class 3 (45 percent) and Qass
4 (55 percent) as shown in Exhibit 3-10."

3.11.2 The Cultural Chronology of the GWA n Analysis Area
Page 3-71. Paragraph I, last line. Change "Table 3-19" to 'Table 3-20."
Page 3-72. Paragraph I, last line. Change "Table 3-19" to 'Table 3-20."

3.113 Summary of the Cultural Resource Data.
Page 3-72. Paragraph I, line 3. Change "(Table 3-20)" to "(Table 3-19)."
Page 3-72. Paragraph I, last line. Change "Table 3-20" to 'Table 3-19."

4.7.1 Introduction
The principle impacts likely to be associated with the proposed field development project include:
(I) a direct loss of wildlife habitat, (2) the displacement of some wildlife species, (3) an increase
in the potential for coUisions between wildlife and motor vehicles, and (4) an increase in the
potential for the illegal kiU and harassment of wildlife.
4.7.2

Impact Significance Criteria

Page 1-9

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

to provide habitat quality adequate to suppon a natural diversity of wildlife and fisheries,
including big game, upland game, waterfowl, non-game species, game fish, sensitive,
threatened, and endangered species, species of special management (concern) m
Wyoming, and feaTUred species of federal interest.

I

I

To comply with mandates of the Endangered Species Act so as to assist in recovery of
threatened or endangered species and species of special management in Wyoming, as weU
as to assist in meeting goals of recovery plans.

I

To maintain or improve vegetation condition and/or to avoid long-term disturbance in
high priority standard habitat sites and fisheries areas.

I

Crucial winter ranges for big game species would be protected by the application of the
Wyoming JLM standard mitigation guidelines for curtace-disturbing activities. In
addition, surface disturbance would be mitigated to restore and/or replace lost habitat
Grea/u WamsWIIO' Area 1/ Gas D~dopmefll FiNJJ tiS - July 1995

I

The foUowing management goals and actions regarding wildlife and wildlife habitat are
prescribed in the Great Divide RMP (USDI-BLM 199Oa):

To maintain or improve overall ecological quality, thus providing good wildlife habitat
within the constraints of multiple-use management in moderate and low priority standard
habitat sites.
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In areas where crucial winter ranges for more than one species of big game overlap, the
BLM would employ spatial and temporal management of development, facilities, and
us= to avoid activity during cenain times of the year and in cenain areas. The BLM
would cooperate with owners of adjacent property 10 manage these overlapping winter
ranges and would consult with the WGFD concerning proposals involving surface
disturbance in these areas.
Other factors considered in the assessment of potential effects of proposed actions on wildlife
include:

i

Whether or not the action(s) would result in non-compliance with existing BLM, FWS,
or WGFD management objectives for wildlife, or BLM wildlife stipulations for surface
occupancy criteria on natural gas mineral developments.
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A collective increase in direct monality of wildlife due 10: road kill, poaching,
harassment, or other causes.

The permanent reduction in size, the elimination, or otherwise rendering unsuitable for
wildlife of an officially designated crucial habitaL
Any effect, whether direct or indirect, that results in long-term decreases in recruitment
and/or survival of individuals in a wildliff population.
Disruption of grouse or raplOr breeding or nesting activities.
Impacts to species of special concern including listed threatened 8Ild endangered species, species
proposed for listing, FWS or state sensitive species and federal candidate species would be
considered significant if any of the following were to occur:
If the Biological Assessment, according to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) of 1973, concludes a "May Affect" determination BLM will initiate formal
consultation with FWS.
The loss (death) of any individual from direct or indirect project-related causes including,
but not limited to, recruitment rate reductions to viable populations.

I
I

Project-related impacts that jeopardized or substantially decelerated the recovery program
for any species of concern.

I

Direct and Indirect Impacts

4,73,1

Proposed Action

This alternative would provide a maximum development scenario of 750 production wells and
related facilities at 300 locations through the next ten-year planning period. Well spacing on
existing production areas is predominantly TWO wells per section which complies with existing
WOGCC approved spacing for the GWA IT analysis area. Under the proposed action the precise
number of wells and their specific locations, however, would be directed by the success of
developmental drilling and production teChnology, and economic considerations such as the cost
of development of leases with marginal profitability. Since specific well site locations have not
been designated, it is assumed for purposes of analysis in this EIS, that there is a uniform
disaibution of new well sites over the entire project area (excluding areas with existing well
densities of 2 or more per section) rather than specific designated well site locations. Thus, the
analysis of impacts to wildlife for this alternative is based on an average density of 0.63 new well
pads per section with an associated disturbance of 8.03 acres per well site, which includes 5.0
acres for the pad and 3.03 acres for associated roads and pipelines.

The displacement of animals from crucial habitat during an imponant use period.

I
i

4.73

Development at this level would disturb approximately 2,416 acres of wildlife habitat over the
next ten-year planning period. This includes a total of 1,500 acres associated with well pad
construction, 909 acres for related access roads and pipeline construction, and 7 acres for the
construction of the compressor station. Beginning the first fall after wells stan producing, the
reclamation of disturbed habitats would commence and re-establish vegetation along the pipeline
and road ROWs. Re-vegetation would continue with the subsequent reclamation of abandoned
well sites that are no longer productive. This reclamation of well, road and pipeline construction
activity would reduce the area disturbed by the Proposed Action to 1,086 acres. Grasses and
forbs are expected to become established within the first several years following reclamation,
however an estimated eight to 15 years would be required for shrub establishment.
Consequently, the removal of shrub habitat within the project area would represent a long-term
loss to those species that depend on such vegetation for forage or shelter.
General Wildlife
The physical removal of 2,416 acres of wildlife habitat associated with the construction of drill
sites and access roads will reduce habitat availability for a variety of common small mammals,
birds, reptiles, amphibians, and their predators. Because of the small amount of habitat lost in
relation to the large amount of comparable habitats on the analysis area and in the region, no
adverse effects to the populations of these species is expected. The duration of this impact may
be shon-term or long-term depending on the production starus of the wells.
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4.7.3.1.1 Threatened and Endangered Wildlife Species
Black-footed Ferret. H black-footed ferrets inhabit the GWA II analysis area, the potential for
the Proposed Action to significantly impact this species exists. Because o~ the I~e numbers of
prairie dogs found on the area and the relatively large number and consIStent history of ferret
sightings reponed for this area (HWA 1995), the possibility of ferrets iohab~ting this area c~ot
be discounted. Collectively, nearly 2 percent of the GWA II analysIs area IS covered by whitetailed prairie dog colonies. Nearly all of the 106 colonies found on .G WA II analysis ~ occur
south of 1-80 with the main concentration located in the southern third of the area (ExhibIt 3-4).
Duriog the past 20 years, five conf1llI1ed sightings and seven probable sightings have been
reponed withio a 3D-mile radius of the GWA II analysis area.
Potential impacts to this species that are associated with project activities ioclude 1) direct loss
of habitat iocluding prairie dog towns and burrows, resulting io a direct loss io prey. base, 2)
iocreased possibility for beiog struck by moving vehicles on existing and new roads, 3) mcreased
possibility for beiog misrakenly shot as a prairie dog, and 4)' possibility of beiog buried or
otherwise iojured if construction activities overlap active prairie dog burrows.
Under this alternative, an estimated 39 acres of potential black-footed ferret habitat would be
disturbed over the shon-term in the next ten-year planniog period by the construction of wells
and associated facilities. This constitutes approximately 0 .7 percent of the potential ferret habitat
withio GWA II. However, upon installation of the production facilities and successful
reclamation, the overall long-term surface disturbance would be reduced from 39 acres to 29
acres.

In order to avoid impacting this species, consultation with the FWS to determioe the necessity
of conducting black-footed ferret searches prior to construction is recommended. The size,
location, and burrow densities of prairie dog colonies on the GWA II analysis area has been
described in detail in a wildlife technical repon for the Greater Wamsutter Area II (HWA 1994).
H the Proposed Action is coordinated with the BLM and FWS, and the prescribed avoidance and
mitigation measures listed io Section 2.3.4 .2.6 and Appendix A are applied, impacts to this
species are unlikely to occur.
Bald Eagle. Bald eagles that pass through the region may be attracred to road-killed wildlife,
particularly duriog the winter months, and therefore would be more vulnerable to iojury or death
from vehicle traffic. The death of one bald eagle would constitute a significant impacL Due to
the absence of open water, roosting trees, and a suitable prey base, bald eagles are not expected
to frequent the area. Although several winter sightings of bald eagles have been made on and
withio a few miles of the boundaries of the GWA II analysis area, their use of the area is likely
to be limited to occasional hunting flights in search of winter food. Although a small potential
exists for vehicles colliding with bald eagles feeding on road-killed carrion during the winter
months, the construction and operation of the pr Jject are not likely to adversely affect .ris
species.
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Peregrine Falcon. Although the GWA II analysis area appears to provide suitable habitat, the
peregrine falcon is unlikely to occur on the project area or in the region except as an occasional
migranL There is no evidence that iodicates the GWA II analysis area is used by the peregrine
falcon and, therefore, implementation of the Proposed Action is not expected to adversely affect
this species.
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Whooping Crane. Wetlands are extremely limited withio the GWA II analysis area and since
there is no evidence indicating the GWA II analysis area is used by the whooping crane,
implementation of the Proposed Action is not expected to adversely affect this species.

I

4.7.3.1.2 Candidate Wildlife Species

I

White-Faced Ibis. Waterfowl and shorebird nesting habitat is limited withio the GWA II analysis
area because of the ephemeral nature of the water suppiy. Although the white-faced ibis has been
observed on and near the GW A II analysis area on occasion, including sightings on rwo different
locations during the 1994 field surveys (HWA 1994), it is likely that the use of the area by this
species is only for resting and feeding during migration. Because the habitats that are normally
used by white-faced ibis for nesting (extensive waterbodies with dense stands of canails or reeds)
(Dinsmore 1983) are nearly non~xislent on GW A II analysis area, it is not likely that this species
nests here. However, because rwo birds that appeared to be pair-bonding were observed on Red
Lake on May 6, 1994, the possibility of nesting cannot be ruled out.
Wetland areas which serve as suitable habitat for white-faced ibis comprise less than 1.5 percent
of the GWA II analysis area. Well sites would be located to avoid wetlands, however, roads and
pipeline facilities might affect a small amount « 5 acres) of wetlands where such facilities
cannot be located elsewhere. Although the probability of directly impacting potential ibis nesting
habitat is low, the potential exists for impacting ibis by way of disturbance associated with
facilities that may occur nearby. These impacts could be prevented by avoiding construction
withio a suitable distance from potential ibis nesting habitat from late April through mid-July.
H construction is planned within this time period, a search for nesting ibis at the APD level
would determine whether or not ibis were present. H nesting ibis were discovered, the FWS
would be contacted and a consultation on required action requested. Given the application of
these measures, adverse impacts to this species are unlikely.
Ferruginous Hawk. The ferruginous hawk is a cornmon inhabitant of GWA II analysis area and
nests throughout the area. Although 51 nests of this species have been found duriog the 1994
BLM survey and the 1992 HWA survey, only eight active nests were located. The majority of
these nests occur along the Delaney Rim in the southwestern portion of the GW A II analysis area
and in rock outcrops and prominances throughout the area.
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The primary possible impact to ferruginous hawks from project activities is disturbance during
nesting that may result in reproductive failure. This would be mitigated by prohibiting project
activities within a 'A- to I-mile raltius of active ferruginou s hawk nest sites from March I through

I
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July 31. On the basis of current use, natural topographic barriers, and the judgement of the BLM
AO, the size of the buffer zone may vary. From 126 to 2,010 acres per occupied nest could be
subject to seasonal restrictions with total acreage varying with the number of active nests. For
this reason, an activity status survey of raptor nests should be conducted immediately prior to
construction to allow for well placement planning and the avoidance of impacts to actively
nesting birds. With the implementation of seasonal restrictions adverse impacts to ferruginous
hawks under this alternative are unlikely.
Columbian Sharp-Tailed Grouse. No impacts to the Columbian sharp-tailed grouse are
anticipated due to the lack of suitable habitat for this species within the GWA II analysis area
Mountain Plover. Mountain plovers were sighted during the 1994 field surveys (HWA 1994) and
large amounts of apparently suitable habitat for this species occurs in the southern third of the
area Even though sightings of this species in the area are not numerous, it is possible that
relatively large numbers of them occur there.

I

Under this alternative, an estimated 39 acres of potential mountain plover habitat would be
disturbed over the next ten-year planning period by the construction of new wells and associated
facilities under this alternative. This constitutes approximately 0.7 percent of the potential nesting
habitat for mountain plovers within GWA II. Nesting locations of this species are difficult to
determine because the birds nest independently and can be sporadically spaced (Riaer 1992).
Because the status of nests changes between years, activity status and location must be current
to allow the planning of tuitigation and the avoidance of impacts.

I
I
I

A significant impact to the mountain plover would occur if an active nest were disturbed during
the incubation period or if the nest was disturbed before the chicks were mobile. This impact
would be prevented lly avoiding construction within suitable mountain plover nesting habitat from
late April through tuid-July. If construction is planned within this time period, a search of the
construction site would detertuine the occurrence of mountain plover. The FWS would be
contacted and a consultation on required action requested regarding construction activities that
are scheduled between March 15 and August 15. Given the application of these measures, adverse
impacts to this species are unlikely.

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

Long-Billed Curlew. No impacts to the long-billed curlew are anticipated due to the lack of
suitable habitat for this species within the GWA II analysis area
Black Tern. No impacts to the black tern are anticipated due to the lack of suitable habitat for
this species within the GWA II analysis area

n FINAL EIS

of attaIysis in this EIS, it was assumed that these areas were the limiting factor in the
detertuination of the distribution and abundance of loggerhead shrikes within the project area
Potential nesting habitat for loggerhead shrikes along major drainages within the GWA II
comprises an area totalling approximately 4,000 acres in size. Under this alternative, an estimated
32 acres of potential loggerhead shrike nesting habitat would be disturbed over the n" xt ten-year
planning period by the construction of new wells and associated facilities. This represents
approximately 0.8 percent of the potential nesting habitat available to loggerhead shrikes within
the project area
A significant impact to the loggerhead shrike would occur if an active nest were disturbed during
the incubation period or if the nest was disturbed before the chicks were mobile. This impact
could be prevented by avoiding construction within suitable loggerhead shrike nesting babitat
from late April through tuid-July and/or avoiding well placement within areas of known
loggerhead shrike habitat. If construction is planned within this time period, a search of the
construction site would detertuine whether or not suitable habitat existed and, if present, whether
or not shrikes were present. If nesting loggerhead shrikes were discovered, the FWS would be
contacted and a consultation on required action would be requested. Given the application of
these measures, adverse impacts to this species are unlikely.
Burrowing Owl. Scaaered sightings of burrowing owls on prairie dog colonies on the GWA II
analysis area have been reponed in the WOS (1992a) and by HWA (1992 and 1994). Any habitat
alterations that affect openness, vegetation height, prairie dog densities, and burrow availability
have the potential to influence burrowing owl populations. Of these four components, shon
vegetation height and burrow availability are the most critical for maintaining owl populations
(Marks and Ball 1983). Possible impacts to burrowing owls could be minimized by avoiding the
construction activities within prairie dog colonies during the owl nesting season (late April-late
June). If it is not feasible to avoid construction during the nesting season, a ground search for
owls should be conducted prior to commencement of activities. If no owl nests are found and
the area had been cleared for black-footed ferrets, the BLM AO could authorize construction
activities. If owl nests are found the FWS should be contacted and consultation requested.
Under this alternative, a maximum of 39 acres of potential burrowing owl nesting habitat (i.e.,
prairie dog colonies) could be disturbed over the next ten-year planning period by the
construction of new wells and associated facilities. This amounts to approximately 0.7 percent
of the total habitat available to burrowing owls within the project area

Loggerhead Shrike. Loggerhead shrikes, including breeding pairs, were sighted during the 1994
field surveys (HWA 1994) and suitable nesting habitat for this species occurs within and
proximal to major drainage channels within the GW A II analysis area Th.:refore, for purposes

The placement of facilities in prairie dog colonies may displace some burrowing owls into
surrounding areas. Because these areas contain over 6,000 acres of prairie dog colonies which
constitute prime nesting habitat of this species, such displacements are not expected to produce
adverse or irretrievable impacts. In addition, Measure 7 in Section 2.3.4.2.6 states that
construction during the critical nesting season will be restricted when an active raptor nest occurs
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within ~-mile of a proposed well location. Given the application of these restrictions, adverse
impacts 10 bwrowing owls are not expected.

percent and shrub establishment on the initially reclaimed areas would have been achieved. At
the end of the 30-year life of the well field, a well-dcveloped mosaic of shrub stands would be
present on an estimated 50 percent of the area and would be fully functional as pronghorn winter
range. The development of the remaining 50 percent of the area inlO functional pronghorn winrcr
range is likely 10 take an additional 8 to 15 years of post reclamation time.

4.7.3.1.3

Big Game

Impacts to all big game species include the loss of habitat due 10 well, road and pipeline
development; displacement due 10 increased human activities; increased potential for vehicular
collisions due to new roads and increased traffic levels on existing roads; and increased poaching
due to easier access and increased human activities. The amount of habitat loss depends on the
seasonal use of the atea hy each species and the corresponding drilling schedule. Also,
displacement due 10 human disturbance is more pronounced in the shon term and the magnitude
depends on the ability of a species to habituate to disturbance. Habitat summaries and
disturbance responses for each big game species are presented below.
Pronghorn Antelope. The Proposed Action involves the placemen! of up 10 750 wells at 300 new
well locations, some of which could be drilled within crucial pronghorn antelope winter range
(Exhibit 3-5). The amount of crucial winter habitat removed would depend on the number of new
well locations constructed, with a loss of approximately 8.03 acres per drilling site and associated
access roads and pipelines. Assuming uniform spacing of proposed well sites, an estimated 17
new well locations would be constructed within crucial winter range for pronghorn antelope. The
construction of 17 new well locations in this habitat would initially result in the direct removal
of approximately 139 acres of habitat on this crucial range, or 0.74 percent of the crucial winter
range which covers approximately 18,506 acres, and reduce the carrying capacity for pronghorn
antelope within the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units by approximately 9 animals. An
additional 220 well locations would be constructed within winter/yearlong habitat resulting in the
disturbance of 1,767 acres, and the remaining 63 well locations would be constructed in
spring/summer/fall pronghorn antelope habitat which would reduce the acreage of this habitat by
approximately 506 acres. In the long term, following reclamation and assuming production on
all well sites, approximately 78 acres of crucial winter range (0.42 percent) and 1,273 acres of
winter/year-long and spring/summer/fall range would remain impacted. Th.is amount of habitat
loss by itself is not considered to be significant, but must be evaluated in the context of
cumulative impacts (Section 4.7.5) in order to assess the magnitude of overall effects.
The re~stablishment of crucial winter range will be an on-going process throughout the life of
the well field and will, over time, replace lost acreage. All of the loss has been calculated up
front, but will in fact take place over the first 10 years of the project. Reclamation will also
begin during the first year of the project and will extend at least up through the retirement of the
last active well. The reduction in pronghorn carryinr capacity initially created by project
activities will be continuously diminished over the life of the project as shrub habitats on the area
are restored through reclamation effons.
By the end of the initial developmental activities during the first 10 years of the project, on-going
reclamation activities will have reduced the size of the disturbed area by approximately 30
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In addition to the direct loss of habitat due

10 the development of wells and associated
transportation facilities, disturbances from drilling activities and traffic would affect utilization
of the habitat immediately adjacent to these areas. However, pronghorn have been found 10
habituate 10 increased traffic volumes (Reeve 1984) and heavy machinery as long as the machines
move in a predictable manner, whereas deviation from the ordinary caused pronghorn antelope
displacement (Segerstrom 1982).

By the time the field is under full production, construction activities have ceased and traffic and
human activities in general are greatly reduced, this impact would be minimal and the level of
pronghorn use of the area is likely 10 be determined mostly by the quality and quantity of forage
available. Only long-term monitoring could determine the actual magnitude and duration of
displacement and avoidance impacts.
The potential for vehicle collisions with pronghorn would increase as a result of increased
vehicular traffic associated with the presence of construction crews and would continue (although
at a reduced rate) throughout all phases of the well operations. Therefore, the potential for an
increase in the incidence of pronghorn-vehicle encounters exists and mitigative measures 10 avoid
and/or reduce such incidents should be taken.
The shan-term influx of temporary construction workers and the long-term increase in the use
of the area by gas field employees would increase the potential for poaching and general
harassment of pronghorn antelope. Such activities would not reat;/1 Significant proportions, with
implementation of prescribed mitigation measures.
With the application of avoidance and mitigation measures described above and in Section
2.3.4.2.7 and Appendix A, the proposed action is not expected 10 significantly impact crucial
winter range of pronghorn.
Mule Deer. No officially-designated crucial mule deer habitats occur on the GW A n analysis
area, and most of the northern portion of the area ( 1l8,016 acres) is not classified as mule deer
habitat (Exhibit 3-6). An estimated 190 of the 300 proposed well locations would be drilled
within winter/yearlong range of mule deer and together with associated roads and pipelines would
initially disturb approximately 1,526 acres of this habitat. Another 15 well locations would be
located within yearlong habitat for mule deer and would temporarily remove approximately 120
acres of yearlong mule deer range. The remaining 95 proposed well locations would not be in
de ,ignated mule deer range. After construction and initial reclamation, assuming that all wells
are productive, a maximum of approximately 882 acres of winter/yearlong and yearlong mule
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deer habitat would be impacted in the long term. Since no crucial habitat will be affected by this
project, no significant impact to mule deer populations is expected.

surrounding the 13 known active lek sites on the project area) and, assuming that the total area
within each 2-mile lek radius is suitable nesting habitat, would initially disturb a maximum of
650 acres of habitat. Occupancy is restricted within a 'A-mile radius from each lek from March
15 through May 31 to protect breeding habitat This excludes 1,638 acres from occupancy for
two and one half months out of the year. An additional I'A-mile radius from each lek is
protected from consnuction activities from March through mid-June to protect nesting habitat on
a total of 95,785 acres. On the basis of current sage grouse use, time of season,
presence/location of sagebrush cover, and topographic barriers, exceptions may be granted to
these stipulations by the BLM AO on a case-by-case basis.

An additional loss of habitat could occur when mule deer are displaced from the habitat
immediately surrounding the project sites. This impact would occur in the shon term during the
consnuction phase of the project. Over time, levels of human activity would decrease as wells
are shut down or put into production and animals would have had time to habituate over the long
term. Mule deer winte!ing along 1-80 in southern Wyoming showed little concern for traffic
(Ward et al. 1980). In Montana, a IO-year study of the effects of surface coal mining on mule
deer showed that despite extensive increases in mining disturbance and activity over a 680square-mile area, the mule deer population increased over 600 percent in an 8-year period
(Phillips et al. 1986). An extreme case of tolerance to humans was documented by Crocken and
Green (1986) who describe the management problems created by a mule deer population that
colonized the western edge of the city of Boulder, Colorado and use it as year-round habitat.
Elk. No officially-designated crucial elk habitats occur on the GWA II analysis area, and most
of the area is not classified as elk habitat (Exhibit 3-7). Approximately 28,224 acres of elk yearlong range occur in the nonheastem comer of the GWA II analysis area. Assuming uniform
spacing of proposed well locations, an estimated 28 well sites would be consnucted within elk
yearlong range. Total well and road consnuction would initially result in the direct removal of
approximately 225 acres of habitat. Long-term impacts after initial reclamation, assuming all
wells are productive, would b-- reduced to 126 acres. The remaining 277 well locati~ns ~d
associated roads would not be within designated elk range. Because the Proposed Acnon will
affect relatively little elk habitat and no crucial elk range, significant impacts to this species due
to habitat loss are not expected.
In addition to the direct loss of habitat due to consnuction of well pads and roads, disturbances
from drilling activities and traffic would affect utilization of the habitat immediately adjacent to
these areas. Because elk have been found to habituate to disturbances that are repetitive and
predictable (Johnson 1982), and because of the decrease in human activity in the area following
well consnuction, this impact would only occur for the shon-term and is not expected to be
significant.

4.7.3.1.4 Sage Grouse
Twenty-two sage grouse leks have been documented on the GWA II analysis area and 13 were
found to be active during 1992 and 1994 breeding seasons (Exhibit 3-8). The Proposed Action
could displace nesting birds if consnuction is performed within a 2-mile radius of an active lek
during the spring or early summer (March to June). If consnuction occurs within 1/4-mile of an
active lek during the snuning season (March and April), it would also disrupt breeding activities.
Assuming u.liform distribution of proposed new wells over the project area, an estimated 81 well
sites would fall within sage grouse breeding and nesting habitat (area within the 2-mile radius
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Collectively, those well locations that fall within the 2-mile radius of leks could result in a
significant loss of nesting habitat. Such losses of nesting habitat could be minimized by the
selective placement of well locations outside of such 2-mile radii, or placement of wells in nonsagebrush barren areas within the 2-miIe radius, and by using sagebrush in the species mix when
reclaiming these areas. The disturbance of 650 acres of habitat under this alternative would
displace some grouse into adjacent areas of similar habitat and would reduce the carrying
capacity of the area to suppon grouse for the life of the project, or until reclamation effons have
replaced the sagebrush habitats that were removed during consnuction. The application of BLM
seasonal occupancy restrictions would result in the avoidance of impacts to breeding and nesting
activities, and the implementation of a reclarnationlhabitat restoration plan would, over time,
mitigate the long-term loss of sage grouse habitats.
Due to the direct depredation of sage grouse by raptors, artificial nesting snuctures consnucted
for raptors should be located outside the 2-mile nesting radius of known leks.
Although the potential to impact sage grouse exists, adverse effects can be minimized with the
application of prescribed avoidance and mitigation measures listed above and in Section 2.3.4.2.7,
and Appendix A.

4.7.3.1.5

Raplors

Sixty-five raptor nests have been documented on and within I mile of the GW A II analysis area,
and eight (ferruginous hawks) were found to be active during the 1992 survey by HWA and the
1994 survey by BLM. The condition of the majority of the historical nests indicated they had n"t
been used in a number of years and, in some cases, were little more than a few scanered sticks
on a ledge. Several nests are no longer identifiable as raptor nests.
A total of 300 well locations will be consnucted under the Proposed Action. The primaty
potential impacts to raptors from project activities include: (I) disturbance to an active nest
during its period of use that might result in nest abandonment for the season and reproductive
failure, and (2) the establishment of long-term well locations so close to raptor nest sites (during
the season of non-use oy raptors) that future use of such sites by rdptors is precluded. The first
type of potential impact would be mitigated by prohibiting project activities within IA- to I-mile
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from active raptor nest sites from February I through July 31 (See Measure 7 in Section
2.3.4.2.7). The buffer radius and exclusion dates applicable would vary. depending upon activity
status of nests. species involved. natural topographic barriers. and line-of-sight distances.
Depending on the radius applied to a minimum of 8 active nests, from 126 to 2,010 acres per
occupied nest may be subject to seasonal restrictions for three to six months. Exceptions and
modifications to these stipulations may be granted with approval from the BLM AO on a caseby-case basis. In order to resolve the second type of potential impact. the FWS should be
consulted to determine the requirement for developing a Raptor Management Plan in coordination
with the WGFD, BLM, and producers.
With the development of an appropriate Raptor Management Plan, including the application of
avoidance and mitigation measures presented in Section 2.3.4.2.7 and Appendix A, significant
impacts to raptors are not expected.
4.7.3.1.6

Vehicle Collisions

An increase in potential for vehicular collisions with wildlife would occur as a result of new road
construction and from increasing traffic levels on existing roads. The potential for this impact
increases during winter months, during nocturnal and twilight periods. with vehicle speed, and
with driver ignorance or disregard. On the higher-speed roads there is some potential for carrioneating raptors (e.g. golden eagles) to be struck by motor vehicles while feeding on road-killed
animals.
After the drilling phase is completed, this impact decreases greatly as traffic decreases. During
the production phase only occasional well inspections occur rather than the continuous activity
associated with the drilling phase.
The terrain associated with the Proposed Action is generally fairly level and contains
predominately shrub and grassland habitat. Consequently, drivers can see relatively long distances
and are aware of wildlife on the road well before possible collisions occur.
During field reconnaissance of the area no wildlife carcasses were observed adjacent to the
extensive existing roads, indicating vehicle collisions are infrequent.

expected to increase significantly due to the increase in roads. However, the temporary increase
in work force associated with the drilling program will moderately increase the potential for
illegal kill and harassment of wildlife. The potential for this type of impact should return to
existing levels follOwing the completion of the drilling and intensive construction phase of the
project.

In order to reduce incidents of illegal kill and harassment of wildlife, all projecr. workers should
be instructed on local wildlife regulations, state wildlife laws and regulations should be posted
in conspicuous places at the job sites, and workers would not be allowed to carty firearms.
Personnel should also be instructed about the nature of the wildlife species that occur on the
work site, potential impacts to these species, and measures that could be taken to avoid or
minimize impacts. Project workers should repon raptor nests, sage grouse leks and other
notewonhy wildlife occurrences to the WOFD and the BLM.
Although the potential for increased human harassment exists, significant adverse effects are
unlikely with the application of prescribed avoidance and mitigation measures listed above and
in Section 2.3.4.2.7 and Appendix A.
4.7.3.1.8 Noise

In addition to direct habitat losses and the disturbance potential associated with direct human
encounters, noise disturbances to wildlife would OCCur during the construction phase of the
project and would continue through the production and operations phase of the project Noise
levels from ineffective compressor mufflers could affect utilization of habitat immediately
adjacent to these areas. This may be especially true for sage grouse, since the WGFD (1995) has
suggested that lek abandonment has occurred on the OW A II analysis area on several occasions
as a result of poorly muffled compressors on existing wells. Similarly, Amstrup (1977) reponed
that displaying sharp-tailed grouse responded negatively to strip mine noises by reducing or
ceasing breeding activities on the site.
Mitigation of impacts as a result of sustained, excessively loud noise levels could include the
implementation of effective mufflers on all compressors.
4.7.3.2

Although the potential for increased vehicular collisions exists, significant adverse effects are
unlikely with the application of prescribed avoidance and mitigation measures listed in Section
2.3.4.2.7 and Appendix A.
4.7.3,1,7

Human Harassment

Roads and associated human activity create the potential for harassment of all species of wildlife.
Big game species are especially vulnerable to increased harassment in the fonn of poaching. Due
to the existing road network in the area, the potential for harassment already exists and is not
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Alternative A

This alternative would provide an intennediate development scenario of 300 production wells
and related facilities at 250 locations through the next ten-year planning period. The analysis of
impacts to wildlife under this alternative is based on an average density of 0.52 well pads per
section with an associated disturbance of 8.03 acres per well site, which includes 5.0 acres for
the pad and 3.03 acres for associated roads and pipelines. The types of impacts under this
alternative are identical to those described under the Proposed Action; however, the magnitude
of potential impacts under Alternative A IS somewhat less than the Proposed Action because of
the smaller number of well locations, and miles of road and pipeline proposed. Similar to the
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Proposed Action, this scenario is based on the assumption of a unifonn distribution of well sites
over the entire project area (excluding areas with exhting well densities of 2 per Section) rather
than on specific designated well site locations, since specific well sites have not been designated.

Mountain Plover. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project area,
an estimated 31 acres of potential mountain plover nesting habitat would be disrurbed by the
development of wells and related facilities. The potential for impacting this species is moderately
lower than the Proposed Action in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed and 8 fewer
acres of potential plover habitat will be disrurbed.

Development at this level would disturb approximately 2,015 acres of wildlife habitat over the
next ten·year planning period. This includes a total of 1,250 acres associated with well pad
construction, 757 acres for related access roads and pipeline construction, and 7 acres for the
construction of the compressor station. Following initial reclamation efforts, disturbed acreage
would be reduced to an estimated 905 acres on which on· going project activities remain
throughout the 3D-year life of production. Vegetation would become re·established along the
pipeline and road ROWs beginning the fIrSt fall after wells stan producing and would continue
with the subsequent reclamation of abandoned well sites that are no longer producnve.

4.7.3.2.1

Threatened and Endangered Species

Black.footed FerreL The analysis for Alternative A is identichl to that previously described
under the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project
area, an estimated 31 acres of potential black·footed ferret habitat would be disturbed by the
development of wells and related facilities. The potential for impacting this species, if present,
is moderately lower than the Proposed Action in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed
and 8 fewer acres of potential ferret habitat will be disturbed.
Bald Eagle. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the
Proposed Action.
Whoooing Crane. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action.

Long·Billed Curlew. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described
under the Proposed Action.
Black Tern. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the
Proposed Action.
Loggerhead Shrike. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project area,
a minimum of 26 acres of potential loggerhead shrike nesting habitat would be disrurbed by the
development of wells and related faci1ities. The potential for impacting this species is moderately
lower than the Proposed Action in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed and 6 fewer
acres of potential shrike habitat will be disturbed.
Burrowing Owl. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project area,
a minimum of 31 acres of potential burrowing owl habitat would be eliminated by the
development of wells and related facilities. The potential for impacting this species is moderately
lower than the Proposed Action in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed and 8 fewer
acres of potential burrowing owl habitat will be disturbed.

4.7.3.2.3
4.7.3.2.2

White·Faced Ibis. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action.
Ferruginous Hawk. As with the Proposed Action, the primary potential impact to ferruginous
hawks from project activities is disturbance during nesting that might result in reproductive
failure. This would be mitigated by implementation of standard seasonal buffer restrictions
around active raptor nests; the same as those described for the Proposed Action. Depending on
the radius applied, from 126 to 2.010 acres per occupied nest could be subject to seasonal
restrictions from three to six months.
Columbian Sharp· Tailed Grouse. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously
described under the Proposed Action.
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Pronghorn Antelooe. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described
under the Proposed Action, but the potential for impactiog this species is moderately lower than
the Proposed Action in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed. Assuming the unifonn
distribution of wells described for Alternative A. an estimated 14 well locations would be drilled
within crucial pronghorn antelope winter range. The development of these wells along with
associated facilities would disturb an estimated 114 acres of crucial winter range within the
project area. Reclamation effons will proceed beginning the fIrSt fall after wells go on
production and continue through the entire ten·year planning period. Such reclamation includes
road ROW. pipelines, partial restoration of active well pads, and total restoration of abandoned
well sites that are no longer productive. Under post·reclamation it is assumed that 30 percent
of the disturbance is returned to productive pronghorn antelope habitat in 5 years and the balance
rentmed in 8 to 15 years (required for shrub reestablishment). Following these reclamation
effons. disturbance for the crucial winter range of the project ..rea would be reduced to 68 acres.
Another 183 and 53 well locations would be constructed within winter/yearlong and
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spring/summer/fall pronghorn habitat, respectively. This would result in an additional disturbance
of approximately 1.469 acres of winter/yearlong habitat and 426 acres of spring/summer/fall
habitat for pronghorn.
Mule Deer. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the
Proposed Action. The potential for impacting this species is moderately lower than the Proposed
Action in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed. An estimated 157 of the proposed 250
well locations would be constructed within mule deer winter/yearlong range. The development
of these well sites along with associated roads and pipelines would remove approximately 1,262
acres of winter/yearlong habitat within the project area. An additional 13 well locations would
be constructed within yearlong mule deer range and would remove an estimated 104 acres of
habitat. The remainder of proposed well locations are not in designated mule deer range.
Elk. The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the Proposed
Action. The potential for impacting this species is moderately lower than the Proposed Action
in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed. An estimated 23 of the proposed 250 well
locations would be constructed within yearlong habitat for elk. Total well site and associated
road and pipeline construction would initially remove approximately 185 acres of yearlong range
for elk during the ten-year planning period. The remainder of the proposed well locations are
not in designated elk range.
4.7.3.2.4

Sage Grouse

Alternative A encompasses the same sage grouse breeding and nesting habitat on the project area
as the Proposed Action. but involves fewer wells. The proposed development of approximately
67 well sites within nesting habitat for sage grouse would disturb an estimated 538 acres of
habitat associated with 13 active leks located on the project area. Occupancy restrictions for
active leks under this alternative would essentially be the S8ll)e as those described for the
Proposed Action. The removal of 538 acres of habitat under this alternative would displace some
grouse into adjacent areas of similar habitat and would reduce the carrying capacity of the area
to suppon grouse for the life of the project. or until reclamation effons have replaced the
sagebrush habitats that were removed during construction. The application of BLM seasonal
occupancy restrictions would result in the avoidance of impacts to breeding and nesting activities
and the implementation of a reclamationlhabitat restoration plan would. over time. mitigate the
long-term loss of sage grouse habitats.
4.7.3.2.5

Raptors

The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the Proposed
Action. however. the potential for impacting this species is moderately lower than the Proposed
Action in that 50 fewer well locations will be constructed.

G'~0I0
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4.7.3.2.6

Vehicle Collisions

The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the Proposed Action
except that the potential for impacting wildlife is moderately lower than the Proposed Action in
that 50 fewer well locations and associated roads will be constructed. Initially. 402 fewer acres
would be disturbed. but in the long-term. following reclamation and assuming production on all
well sites. 226 fewer acres would be disturbed.
4.7.3.2.7

Human Harassment

The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the Proposed Action
except that the potential for impacting wildlife is moderately lower than the Proposed Action in
that 50 fewer well locations and associated roads will be constructed and the construction wotK
force would be in place proportionately less time. Initially. 402 fewer acres would be disturbed.
but in the long-term. following reclamation and assuming production on all well sites. 226 fewer
acres would be disturbed.
4.7.3.2.8

Noise

The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the Proposed Action
except that the potential for impacting wildlife is moderately lower than the Proposed Action in
that 50 fewer well locations would be constructed and their associated noise eliminated from
surrounding areas of habitat.
4.7.3.3

Alternative B

This alternative would provide a minimum development scenario of 225 production wells and
related facilities at 200 locations through the next ten-year planning period. The analysis of
impacts to wildlife for this alternative is based on an average density of 0.42 well pads per
section with an associated disturbance of 8.03 acres per well site. which includes 5.0 acres for
the pad and 3.03 acres for associated roads and pipelines. The types of impacts under this
alternative are identical to those described under the Proposed Action; however. the magnirude
of potential impacts under Alternative B is somewhat less than the Proposed Action because of
the smaller number of well locations and miles of road and pipeline proposed. Similar to the
Proposed Action. this scenario is based on the assumption of a uniform distribution of well sites
over the entire project area (excluding areas with existing well densities of two per Section)
rather than on specific designated well site locations. since specific well sites have not been
designated. Development at this level would disturb approximately 1.613 acres of wildlife
habitat over the next ten-year planning period. This includes a total of 1.000 acres associated
with well pad consrruction. 606 acres for related access roads and pipeline construction. and 7
acres for the consrruction of the compressor station. Following initial reclamation effons.
disrurbed acreage would be reducul to an estimated 724 acres on which on ·going project
activities remain throughout the 30-year life of production. Vegetation would become re-
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established along the pipeline ROW beginning the frrst fall after wells stan producing and would
continue with the subsequent reclamation of abandoned well sites that are no longer productive.
4.7.3.3.1

Threatened and Endangered Species

Bald Eagle. The analysis for Alternative B is identical 10 that previously described under the
Proposed Action.
Whooping Crane. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action.
Candidate Wildlife Species

White-Faced Ibis. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action.
Ferruginous Hawk. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action. As with the other alternatives, the primary potential impact to raptors from
project activities is disturbance during nesting that might result in reproductive failure. However,
the potential for impacting this species, is lower than the Proposed Action in that 100 fewer well
locations will be constructed. Disturbances would be mitigated by implementation of standard
seasonal buffer restrictions around active raptor nests; the same as those described for the
Proposed Action. Depending on the radius applied, from 126 to 2,010 acres per occupied nest
could be subject to seasonal restrictions from three to six months.
Columbian Sharp-Tailed Grouse. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously
described under the Proposed Action.
Mountain Plover. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project area,
a minimum of 24 acres of potential mountain plover nesting habitat would be disturbed by the
development of wells and related facilities. However, the potential for impacting this species is
lower than for the Proposed Action in that 100 fewer well locations will be constructed and 15
fewer acres of potential plover habitat would be disturbed.

GUt1lu Wanuwtu Area 11 Gas D~dopmen.t Final EIS . July 1995

Long-Billed Curlew. The analysis for Alternative B is identical 10 that previously described
under the Proposed Action.
Black Tern. The analysis for Alternative B is identical 10 that previously described under the
Proposed Action.

Black-footed FerreL The analysis for Alternative B is identical 10 that previously described
under the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project
area, a minimum of 24 acres of potential black-footed ferret habitat would be disturbed by the
development of wells and related facilities. However, the potential for impacting this species, if
present, is lower than for the Proposed Action in that 100 fewer well locations will be
constructed and 15 fewer acres of potential ferret habitat would be disturbed.

4.7.3.3.2
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Loggerhead Shrike. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project area,
a minimum of 21 acres of potential loggerhead shrike nesting habitat would be disturbed by the
development of wells and related facilities. However, the potential for impacting uu•• jJCCies is
lower than for the Proposed Action in that 100 fewer well locations will be constructed and 11
fewer acres of potential shrike habitat would be disturbed.
Burrowing Owl. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under
the Proposed Action. Depending on the distribution of proposed new wells over the project area,
a minimum of 24 acres of potential burrowing owl habitai would be disturbed by the
development of wells and related facilities . However, the potential for impacting this species is
lower than for the Proposed Action in that 100 fewer well locations will be constructed and 15
fewer acres of potential burrowing owl habitat would be disturbed.
4.7.3.3.3

Big Game

Pronghorn Antelope. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described
under the Proposed Action. The potential for impacting pronghorn is lower than the Proposed
Action in that 100 fewer well locations will be constructed. Assuming uniform distribution of
wells over the entire analysis area, an estimated 12 well locations would be drilled within crucial
pronghorn antelope winter range. The development of these wells along with associated facilities
would disturb approximately 97 acres of crucial winter range within the project area. Following
initial reclamation efforts, disturbance for the crucial winter range of the project area would be
reduced to 56 acres in 5 years and the balance returned in 8 to 15 years.
Another 146 and 42 well locations would be constructed within winter/yearlong and
spring/summer/fall pronghorn habitat, respectively. This would result in an additional disturbance
of approximately 1,172 acres of winter/yearlong habitat and 337 acres of spring/summer/fall
habitat for pronghorn antelope.
Mule Deer. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under the
Proposed Action. The potential for impacting mule deer is lower than the Proposed Action in that
100 fewer well locations will be constructed. An estimated 126 of the proposed 200 well
locations would be constructed within mule deer winter/yearlong range. The development of
these well sites along with associated roads and pipelines would remove approximately 1,012
acres of winter/yearlong habitat within the project area. An additional 10 well locations would
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be constructed within yearlong mule deer range and would remove an estimated 80 acres of
habitat. The remainder of proposed well locations are not in designated mule deer range.
Elk. The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under the Proposed
Action. The potential for impacting elk is lower than the Proposed Action in that 100 fewer well
locations will be constructed. An estimated 19 of the proposed 200 well locations would be
constructed within yearlong habitat for elk. Total well site and associated road and pipeline
construction would initially remove approximately 153 acres of yearlong range for elk during the
ten-year planning period. The remainder of the proposed well locations are not in designated elk
range.

4.7.3.3.4 Sage Grouse
The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under the Proposed Action.
The potential for impacting sage grouse is lower than the Proposed Action in that 100 fewer well
locations will be constructed. The proposed development of approximately 54 well sites within
nesting habitat for sage grouse would remove an estimated 434 acres of habitat associated with
13 active leks located on the project area.

4.7.3.3.5

Raptors

The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under the Proposed
Action; however, the potential for impacting this species is lower than the Proposed Action in
that 100 fewer well locations will be constructed.

4.7.3.3.6

Vehicle Collisions

The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously desaibed under the Proposed Action
except that the potential for impacting wildlife is lower than the Proposed Action in that 100
fewer well locations and associated roads will be constructed. Initially, 803 fewer acres would
be disturbed, but in the long-term, follOwing reclamation and assuming production on aU well
sites, 452 fewer acres would be disrurbed.

4.7.3.3.7

Noise

The analysis for Alternative A is identical to that previously described under the Proposed Action
except that the potential for impacting wildlife is moderately lower than the Proposed Action in
that 100 fewer well locations would be constructed and their associated noise eliminated from
surrounding areas of habitat.

4.7.3.4

Alternative C

As a result of the "No Action" alternative, impacts related to the wildlife resources within the
unit area and adjacent lands would continue at current levels. These impacts consist mainly of
hunters who travel the existing access roads, current oil and gas developments, and livestock
grazing and associated activities. Implementation of this alternative would maintain the current
level of human activity and associated impacts.

4.7.4

Impacts Summary

Impacts and potential impacts to wildlife are classified into three basic categories. The first
category includes technically significant impacts that have the potential to occur but would be
unlikely to occur if prescribed avoidance measures are implemented. The second category
includes technically significant impacts that would occur but that could be reduced to nonsignificant levels through the application of prescribed mitigation measures. The third category
includes other important, but technically non-significant potential impacts for which avoidance
or mitigation measures mayor may not have been prescribed.
Category One impacts include the following: (1) increased potential for illegal kill and
harassment of wildlife, (2) potential for disruption of raptor and sage grouse nesting activities,
(3) potential for striking bald eagles with vehicles, (4) potential to adversely impact black-footed
ferrets, (5) potential for displacement of pronghorn from crucial winter range, and (6) potential
to adversely affect nesting ferruginous hawks. mountain plovers, loggerhead shrikes and whitefaced ibises.
Category Two impacts include the following: (1) long-term loss of sage grouse nesting habitat,
(2) increase in potential for wildlife/vehicle collisions, and (3) long-term loss of crucial big game
winter range.

Human Harassment

The analysis for Alternative B is identical to that previously described under the Proposed Action
except that the potential for impacting wildlife is lower than the Proposed Action in that 100
fewer well locations and associated roads will be constructed and the construction work force
would be in place proportionately less time. Initially, 803 fewer acres would be disrurbed, but
in the long-term, following reclamation and assuming production on all well sites, 452 fewer
acres would be disrurbed.

GrealU WamswltD' Area II Gas Devdopnvnl FiNJI EIS . j.Jyl99S
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Category Three impacts include the following : (1) long-term and shon-term losses of non-crucial
habitat of wildlife, and (2) temporary displacement of wildlife during the construction period.
Direct loss of wildlife habitat would result from the clearing of existing vegetation from the drill
sites and access roads. Pipelines would be constructed in association with the access roads and
would not increase the amount of habitat loss. For wells that are dry holes, this impact would be
shon-term and would persist only until the application of appropriate reclamation procedures and
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natural biotic succession restore the disrurbed area to pre-disturbance use levels. For weUs that
produce, this impact would persist throughout the life of the weU. On productive weUs,
approximately 24 percent of the disrurbed area will be reclaimed foUowing completion of drilling.

technology, economic considerations such as the cost of development of leases with marginal
profitability, and topographic considerations.

Some wildlife species would be indirectly impacted by being displaced from habitats in the
vicinity of the project area by the presence and activities of humans associated with construction
and operation. The severity of this impact would decrease over time as wildlife habiruate to the
operation, but some degree of impact would remain as long as human activities continue. On dry
holes, this impact would be shon-term and would persist only until the weU site is reclaimcd and
abandoned. On production weUs, some reduced level of impact would persist throughout the life
of the weU.
The potential for collisions between wildlife and motor vehicles would increase due to the
construction of new roads and increased traffic levels on existing roads leading to the project
area. Such collisions result in death or injury to a variety of wildlife species and can produce a
road-kill food chain whereby scavengers that feed on road-killed animals could in rum be struck
by vehicles.
The potential for displacement, vehicular collisions, and poachinglharassment would be greater
dwing the drilling construction phase when human activities on the area are at the maximum. The
potential for these impacts would be reduced as weUs are either reclaimed or put into production.
Although the namn: of potential impacts to wildlife is identical between the Proposed Action and
Alternatives A and B, the potential magnirude of impacts is highest under the Proposed Action,
intermediate under Alternative A, and least under Alternative B. This is because of the difference
in the number of weUs and the associated increase in miles of new roads and pipelines
constructed. Given the application of prescribed avoidance and mitigation measures listed in
Section 2.3.4.2.7, Appendix A, and under individual species in Section 4.7, significant impacts
to wildlife are not expected. Implementation of Alternative C would maintain the current level
of human activity and associated impacts.
4.7.5

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts have been assessed on the basis of combining the effects from three different
sources. These sources consist of: (I) other proposed, on-going, or recent projects within the area
affected by the proposed action or alternatives, (2) existing or historical impacts, and (3) the
action and alternatives proposed in this EIS. The analysis of cumulative impacts from the
development of gas wells and associated facilities assumes a uniform distribution of well sites
over the entire project area, based on existing WOGCC approved spacing within individual fields .
The rationale behind this analysis is the fact that acrual well site locations have not been
designated and assumptions cannot be made as to the precise number of weUs per section, since
specific weU locations would be directed by the success of developmental drilling and production
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Existing disturbance within the GWA n analysis area is 12,527 acres or 3.7 percent of 334,191
acres. Disrurbance under the Proposed Action would add 1,086 acres over the long term and
bring the cumulative disturbance within the GWA n analysis area to 13,613 acres. Under
Alternatives A and B, the amount of disturbed acreage would add 905 and 724 acres to the
existing disturbance, bringing the total cumulative disturbance to 13,432 and 13,251 acres,
respectively.
4.7.5.1

Pronghorn Antelope

Existing or historical impacts to pronghorn crucial ranges were calculated at the herd unit level
for the GWA n analysis area. These calculations were limited to pronghorn since it is the only
big game species that has crucial range on the GWA n analysis area. Existing disturbance within
designated crucial winter range was estimated for the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units
from USGS 1:24,000 scale topographic maps that were current as late as 1986. Information on
mineral development projects implemented after the most recently published quads was obtained
from existing EAs and EISs, basin-wide reconnaissance reports, and personal communications
with other appropriate state and federal agencies. Projects within the Great Divide Basin that
were considered in the analysis of cumulative impacts to pronghorn are: (I) the Mulligan Draw
Natural Gas Production Project located southeast of the GWA-n, (2) the Creston-Blue Gap Gas
Project to the east and southeast, (3) proposed Carbon County Underground Coal Gassification,
(4) Baroil Field Development Project, (5) Panrick Dr?w Oil and Gas Field located to the west
of the GW A-n, (6) the Bridger coal mine, and (7) the collective past developments of the region.
Existing disturbance within crucial winter range habitat for pronghorn antelope has reduced the
total acreage of this habitat by approximately 3.7 and 0.79 pe~nt within the Red Desen and
Biner Creek herd units, respectively (Table 4-9). This translates to a reduction in the carrying
capacity of crucial winter range for pronghorn by approximately 54') animals for the Red Desen
herd unit, and 199 animals for the Biner Creek herd unit. For purposes of analysis in this EIS,
carrying capacity reduction numbers were calculated by dividing the WGFD's population
objective within each herd unit into the total acreage of crucial winter range within the respective
herd unit. The resultant number (acres per animal) was then used as a density estimate of
animals applied to the reduced carrying capacity within crucial winter range.
Proposed Action. Under the Proposed Action, there would be an estimated 137 and 2 acres
of initial disrurbance to crucial winter range within the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units,
respectively (Table 4-9). This represents a decrease in the carrying capacity for pronghorn within
the respective herd units by 9 and 0 animals, respectively. This would result in an additional
reduction of approximately 0.06 and 0 percent of crucial winter range within the respective herd
I ,tits of Red Desen and Biner Creek and bring the cumulative totals to 3.76 and 0.79 percent,
respectively.
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With the implementation of the Proposed Action. the carrying capacity on the cumulative crucial
winter ranges of the Red Desen and Biner Creek pronghorn antelope herd units would initially
be reduced by 9 animals and. together with the existing reduction in carrying capacity of 748
animals. would increase the cumulative total to 757 animals. or 1.9 p..-rcent of overall population
objectives for the two herd units.

Table 4·9.

Cumulative Effects or Human Disturbance (Long.tenn) on Crucial Winter
Range (Pronghorn) Habitats within Herd Units that Occur on the GWA D
Analysis Area_

Alternative A • Initial surface disturbance resulting from the implementation of Alternative A
would involve an estimated 112 and 2 acres of available pronghorn antelope crucial winter range
within the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units. respectively (Table 4-9). Under this
alternative. the carrying capacity for pronghorn antelope would be reduced within the Red Desen
herd unit by 7 animals and in the Biner Creek herd unit by 0 animals. The removal of crucial
winter range from the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units would represent a 0.05 and 0
percent loss in the total available crucial winter range within the respective herd units and bring
the cumulative total to 3.75 and 0.79 percent within the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units.
respectively.

Herd Valt aDd Aaes
or Crucial Habitat

Bitler Creek
194,304 acres

Red Desert
224.192 acres
Acres

Percenl
o/TolIJi

Acres

PerunJ

o/ToUJI

Under Alternative A. the carrying capacity on the cumulative crucial winter ranges of the Red
Desen and Biner Creek pronghorn herd units would initially be reduced by 7 animals and,
together with the existing reduction in carrying capacity. of 748 animals. would increase the
cumulative total to 755 animals. or 1.9 percent of overall population objectives for the two herd
units.
Alternative B • Initial surface disturbance resulting from the implementation of Alternative B
would involve an estimated 96 and I acre(s) of available pronghorn crucial winter range within
the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units. respectively (Table 4·9). Under this alternative. the
carrying capacity for pronghorn would be reduced within the Red Desen herd unit by 6 animals
and in the Bitter Creek herd unit by 0 animals. The removal of crucial winter range from the
Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units would represent a 0.04 and 0 percent loss in the total
available crucial winter range within the respective herd units and bring the cumulative total to
3.74 and 0.79 percent within the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units. respectively.
Under Alternative B. the carrying capacity on the cumulative crucial winter ranges of the Red
Desen and Biner Creek pronghom antelope herd units would initially be reduced by 6 animals
and. together with the existing reduction in carrying capacity. of 747 animals. would increase the
cumulative total to 753 animals. or 1.9 percent of overall population objectives for the two herd
units.
At the end of the 30-year life of the well field. under all of the action alternatives. a welldeveloped mosaic of shrub stands would be present on an estimated 50 percent of the area and
would be fully functional as pronghorn winter range. The development of the remaining 50
percent of the area into functional pronghorn winter range is likely to take an additional 8 to 15
years of pvst reclamation time. Under either the Proposed Action or Alternative A. restoration
of pronghorn crucial winter range losses to their pre-disturbance condition would take
approximately 50 years.

Proposed Action and Alternatives for GW A II Analysis Area. Well spacing limitations of the
production field would allow no more than a single well to be placed in the 206 acres of crucial
winter range thaI occurs on the GWA II analysis area. The addition of this single well would
result in the long term loss of 4.5 acres or 0.0023 percent of the crucial range.
4.7.5_2

Although mule deer and elk occupy portions of the project area year-round there are no crucial
ranges for these species within the project area. Therefore. neither of the action alternatives is
likely to create impacts that would significantly affect mule deer and elk populations.
4.7.5.3

DeveJop~nI
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Raptors

As shown in Table 2-9. the existing disturbance to land area on the GW A II analysis area totals
12.527 acres. or 3.74 percent of the GWA II analysis area. Initially. the actions and alternatives
in this EIS would total from 1.613 to 2,416 additional acres. but in the long-term. following
reclamation and assuMing production on all well sites. from 724 to 1.086 additional acres would
be disturbed.

Page l -J4
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It is not known how many well locations will fall within the 0.75-mile buffer wne around raptor
nests, but there are 64 raptor nests (of which 8 were active during 1994) on the GWA II analysis
area and it is likely that some of them will be proximal to wells. Mariah Associates (1994)
reports that 119 potentially active raptor nests on the CrestonIBlue Gap Project Area occur within
the 0.75-mile buffer. Other projects in the region also have a collective potential to impact rap tor
nests.

an estimated 39 additional acres of prairie dog colonies would be disrurbed over the shorr term,
resulting in the reduction of approximately 0.7 percent of the total available habitat associated
with prairie dog colonies in the project area. As a result, the cumulative total area disrurbed
within prairie dog colonies would increase to 2.2 percent.

Although only eight nests were active during 1994, acavIty srarus is likely to change in
subsequent years. On the basis of current use, from 126 to 2,010 acres per occupied nest could
be subject to seasonal restrictions with total acreage varying with the number of active nests.
For this reason, a search of construction sites for active raptor nests is recommended prior to any
surface disturbing activities. This could be done at the APD level. With the development of an
appropriate raptor management plan, including the application of avoidance and mitigation
measures imposed on all developments on federal lands, significant cumulative impacts to raptors
are not expected.
4.7.5.4

Sage Grouse

As shown in Exhibit 3-8, a total of 22 sage grouse leks occur on the GWA II analysis area.
Existing disrurbance to sage grouse nesting and breeding habitat has reduced the total acreage
of this habitat by approximately 1.182 acres within the project area. Surface disrurbance resulting
from the implementation of the Proposed Action and Alternative A could disrurb an estimated
additional 650 and 538 acres of habitat, bringing the cumulative total to 1,832 and 1,720 acres,
respectively. Under Alternative B, an estimated 434 acres of sage grouse habitat would be
disrurbed and bring the cumulative total to 1,616 acres. Mariah A~sociates (1994) reports tbat
127 wells on the CrestonIBlue Gap Project would occur within sage grouse nesting habitats.
Other projects in the region also have a collective potential to impact sage grouse nesting habitat.
However, given the implementation of standard BLM stipulations on all of these developments,
impacts to breeding and nesting activities would be minimized, but the proposed actions will
add to the cumulative loss of nesting habirat by 434-650 acres. Given the mitigation and
avoidance measures for sage grouse that are described in this chapter (Section 4.7), the actions
and alternatives proposed for the GWA II analysis area project are not expected to significantly
increase cumulative impacts to sage grouse.

Surface disrurbance resulting from the actions of Alternative A would initially disrurb an
estimated 31 acres of potential black-footed ferret habitat within prairie dog colonies. This
represents approximately 0.5 percent of the total acreage of prairie dog colonies within the project
area and brings the cumulative total disrurbance to 2.0 percent. Under Alternative B an estimated
24 acres of potential black-footed ferret habitat would be disrurbed within the project area and
would bring the cumulative disrurbance to 1.9 percent.
Black-footed ferrets (if present) would likely be affected by the proposed level of development
under either alternative. As previously mentioned, numerous sightings of ferrets have been
recorded within and in proximiry to the project area within the last decade (WGFD 1992b);
consequently, their local presence cannot be ruled out. For this reason, surface disrurbance of
prairie dog colonies would not be permined until after the completion of ferret surveys required
by the FWS.
Because of the expanses of white-tailed prairie dog colonies on the GWA II analysis area and
in the region surrounding it, suirable habitat for the black-footed ferret exists. Because of the high
correlation berween the occurrence of these colonies and previous earth-disrurbing activities
associated with oil and gas development in this region, it appears likely that such activities have
collectively contributed to the creation of suitable habitat for the black-footed ferret Ironically,
these same human activities can impact ferrets by increasing the potential for: (I) being struck
by moving vehicles on existing and new roads, (2) being mistakenly shot as a prairie dog, and
(3) being buried or otherwise injured if construction activities overlap active prairie dog burrows.
Since all developmental activities in the region are governed by strict FWS and BLM guidelines
regarding the inventory of prairie dog colonies and searches for black-footed ferrets, an impact
to this species is unlikely.
Given implementation of mitigation stipulations for each of the proposed gas developments in
this region, and applicable federal regulations, the potential for significant cumulative impacts
to threatened and endangered species is low.

4.7.5.S Threatened and Endengered Species

4.7.5.6

For reasons stated in Sections 4.7.3.1.1, no cumulative impacts to the bald eagle, peregrine falcon
and Whooping crane are anticipated.

For reasons srated in Sections 4.7.3.1.2, no cumulative impacts to the white-faced ibis, Columbia
sharp-tailed grouse, long-billed curlew, and black tern are anticipated.

Black-footed Ferret. Existing disrurbance to prairie dog colonies within the project area has
reduced the acreage of this haLlrat by approximately 97 acres. This represents 1.5 percent of the
total potential habitat available to black-footed ferrets (if present). Under the Proposed Action,

Mountain Plover. The extent of existing disrurbance within known mountain plover habirat has
reduced the total acreage of this habit<., by approximately 1.5 percent. Assuming uniform
distribution of proposed new wells over the project area, an estimated 39, 31 , and 24 acres of
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potential mountain plover habitat would be disrurbed within the project area under the Proposed
Action. Alternative A. and Alternative B. respectively. This represents a 0.7.0.5. and 0.4 percent
reduction in the total potential habitat for mountain plovers in the project area. and together with
the existing disrurbance. raises the cumulative totals to 2.2. 2.0. and 1.9 percent under the
respective alternatives of the Proposed Action. Alternative A. and Alternative B.
Potential plover habitat was quantified based on the total acreage of existing prairie dog colonies.
Mountain plover may reside in additional areas outside of prairie dog colonies. such as relatively
barren areas with shoo grass. Nevertheless. from 24 to 39 acres of mountain plover habitat
would be disrurbed under the various alternatives. Impacts could be prevented or greatly reduced
by avoiding well placement. or greatly reducing the density of wells placed within areas of
known mountain plover habitat, and by avoiding construction during the nesting period from late
April through mid-June and within areas of known mountain plover habitat. The FWS will be
contacted and consultation on required action requested.
Loggerhead Shrike. The degree of existing disturbance within kriown loggerhead shrike habitat
has reduced the amount of habitat available to this species by 53 acres or 1.3 percent. A
minimum of 32. 26. and 21 acres of known loggerhead shrike habitat would be disrurbcd within
the project area by the implementation of the Proposed Action. Alternative A. and Alternative
B. respectively. This represents an additional reduction of approximately 0.8. 0.7. and 0.5
percent of known loggerhead shrike habitat under the respective alternatives and brings the
cumulative total disrurbance to 2.1. 2.0. and 1.8 percent respectively. Consequently. loggerhead
shrike populations could be adversely affected under either alternative. however. these impacts
would be prevented by avoiding construction during the nesting period from early April through
mid-July and reducing or avoiding well placement within areas of known loggerhead shrike
habitat. The addition of suitable native shrub species to the reclamation mix would also
accelerate the re-establishment of shrike nesting habitat.

4.7.5.7

Other Wildlife

Given implementation of mitigation stipulations for each of the proposed gas developments in
this region. and applicable federal regulations. the potential for significant cumulative impacts
to other wildlife species is low.
4.7.5.S.

Vehicle Collisions

The cumulative potential for vehicle collisions with wildlife is high when all of the new roads
and increased traffic from the several projects in the area are considered collectively. However.
with implementation of mitigation stipulations for each of these projects this potential is not
expected to reach significant levels.
4.7.6

Mitigation Summary

Given the implementation of avoidance and mitigation measures described in Section 2.3.4.2.7.
Appendix A. and under individual species in Section 4.7. significant impacts are not expected.
4.7.7

Residual Impacts

Unavoidable impacts that would occur throughout the life of the project include: (I) a loss of
some wildlife habitat, (2) some increase in potential for vehicle related wildlife injuries. stress.
and monality. (3) the displacement of sensitive wildlife species from some habitats. and (4) some
increase in potential for disruption and mortality of wildlife from use of the area by the general
public. Implementation of mitigation as summarized previously would mitigate or reduce impacts
to levels not considered significant.
4.10 VISUAL RESOURCES

Burrowing Owl. The extent of existing disrurbance within burrowing owl habitat has reduced
the total acreage of this habitat by approximately 1.5 percent. Assuming uniform distribution of
proposed new wells over the project area, a minimum of 39. 31. and 24 acres of potential
burrowing owl habitat would be disrurbed within the project area under the Proposed Action.
Alternative A. and Alternative B. respectively. This represents a 0.7. 0.5. and 0.4 percent
reduction in the total potential habitat for burrowing owls in the project area, and together with
existing disrurbance. raises the cumulative total to 2.2. 2.0. and 1.9 percent under the respective
alternatives of the Proposed Action. Alternative A. and Alternative B.
The disrurbance of this habitat could displace some burrowing owls into surrounding areas.
Because these areas contain over 6.000 acres of prairie dog colonies which constirute prime
nesting habitat of this species. such displacements are not expected to produce adverse or
irretrievable impacts. In addition. Measure 7 in Section 2.3.4.2.7 states that construction during
the c, itical nesting season will be restricted when a'. active raptor nest occurs within 3/4 mile of
a proposed well location.
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4.10.3.1 Proposed Action
Page 4-77 . Paragraph I. line IS. Change "Class 3" to "Class 4."
Page 4-77 . Paragraph I, line 16. Delete the first pan of the sentence that reads "These shooterm impacts would exceed the level of contrast permirted in Class 3 areas;" Begin sentence with
"However. because impacts would be shon-term. and no more than ... "
Page 4-78. Paragraph 1. Entire paragraph rewritten to read. "Successful implementation of
recommended mitigation measures would reduce contrasts to levels permitted in the Class 4 zone.
Impacts would nOl be considered Significant. They would however detract from the experience
of motorists (particularly tourists). Amtrak passengers. and backcountry recreationists. Successful
implementaLon of recommended mitigation measures wO~ld reduce contrasts. Development
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visible from 1-80 and Highway 789 includes production facilities, storage tanks, roads and
pipelines.

4.11 CULTURAL RESOURCES
4.11.3.1 Alternative A

4.10.3.2 Alternative A
Page 4-78. Paragraph 1, line 6. Delete the words "to non-significant levels" and change "Qass
3" to "Class 4." The sentence should read "Depending on site specific conditions and the level
of reduction of wells located in the 1-80 viewshed, adveISe long-term impacts could be reduced
in the Qass 4 zone in this alternative.

Page 4-81. Paragraph I , line 8. Change sentence to read "Additionally, if the portion of a site
crossed by earth-<listurbing activity does not possess the qualities that make the site eligible, the
project may be judged to have no advCISe effect on the site."

REFERENCES CITED
4.10.3.3 Alternative B
Page 4-78. Paragraph I, line 4. Delete the words "to non-significant levels" and change "Class
3" to "Class 4."

Page R-I7. Delete citation: "Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WGFD). 1981. Wildlife
Observation System."
Add the following citations:

4.10.4 Impact Summary
Page 4-79. Paragraph I, line 3. Add the words "and Alternative A" after "Proposed Action."
Page 4-79. Paragraph 1, line 4. Delete entire sentence 'The Proposed Action and Alternative
A could produce significant impacts if all potential well locations in the Class 3 zone, 180/Wyoming Highway 789 viewshed were developed."
Page 4-79. Paragraph I , line 6. Delete the words "would nOl be considered significant, bUl"
Sentence should read "Impacts for Alternatives B and C would detract from the experience of
motorists, Amtrak passengeIS, and backcountry recreationists."
4.10.5 Cumulative Impacts

..

Page 4-79. Paragraph I, line 4. Add new sentence after ".. .Human Dominated in the 1-80
viewshed. " Sentence should read ''This area was mapped as a higher sensitivity environment
(Foreground-Middleground--See Exhibit 3-10 in the DEIS) due to ready visual access by travelers
of 1-80 and on Amtrak.
4.10.6 Residual Impacts

Amsaup, S.C. 1977. Effects of coal strip mining on habitat use, activities and population trends
of sharp-tailed grouse (Pedioeceles phasiane/lus). Annual Progress Repon, Wildlife
Research Work Unit, Denver Wildlife Research Center, Denver, Colorado.
Hayden-Wing Associates (HW A). 1994. Prairie dog colony and sage grouse lek surveys on the
Greater Wamsutter Analysis Area. Unpubl. repon prepared for the BLM, Great Divide
Resource Area, and Gary Holsan Environmental Planning. 9 pp. plus appendices, maps,
and tables.
_ _ . 1995. Biological Assessment of Threatened. Endangered, and Candidate Fish and
Wildlife Species for the Greater Wamsutter Area II.
Wildlife Society. 1990. Standardized definitions for seasonal wildlife ranges. Unpubl. Draft
Report. lWS, Wyoming Chapter, Cheyenne, WY.
Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WGFD). 1995. Lener from Joe White, Deputy Director,
Wyoming Game and Fish Department, Cheyenne, WY to Julie Hamilton, Wyoming State
Clearinghouse, Office of the Governor, Cheyenne, WY. March 15, 1995. Comments
regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Greater Wamsutter Analysis
Area II Natural Gas Development Project, Sweetwater and Carbon Counties, WY.

Page 4-79. Paragraph 1, line 2. Delete the following sentence "Once activities are terminated,
compliance with recommended cleanup and reclamation procedures would bring the area into
compliance with Class 3 zone permined levels of contrast."
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CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ANALYSIS

APPENDIX C.2
Page C-S. No. 4. Change text from "A casing program will be submincd for the deepest APD."
to read "A casing program will be submincd for each well."
Page C·S. No. 5a. Delete all existifl~ text after the ~U"St sentence and replace as follows: "~
testing of the blowout preventer stack will he accomphshed per Onshore Oil and Gas Order 112.
Page C-S. No.5. Add the following: "f. The frequency of testing the BOP is: 1) when initially
installed; 2) whenever any seal subject to test pressure is broken; 3) followmg related repaU"S; and
4) at 30 day intervals."

1.0

The GWA II Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) provided a description of impacts
likely to occur due to implementation of the GWA II Natural Gas Development Project in
combination with other ongoing activities, recently consuucted projects, and projects likely to be
implemented in the near future (reasonably foreseeable future actions), regardless of what agency
(Federal or non-Federal) or person was undenaking these other actions. Several comments on the
DEIS suggested that cumulative impacts were not addressed or were incompletely addressed.
2.0

Page ColO. No. 9b. Change to read "The production casing and cement n:,ed to be sufficient
to isolate and protect water, hydrocarbon. and other valuable rruneral zones.

INTRODUCTION

COMMENTS ON THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT IN THE DEIS

Comments on the DEIS were received from the WGFD regarding the need to incorporate
additional area within crucial winter range in the Wildlife cumulative impacts assessment (CIA)
for pronghorn. This request includes the Bairoil development located north of the GWA II
analysis area, the Carbon County Underground Coal Gassification (VCG) project located east of
the GWA II analysis area, and the Co .•tinental Divide Natural Gas Development Project located
immediately west and north of the GWA II analysis area. With the exception of the Continental
Divide project, these areas have been included in a revised CIA for pronghorn presented in this
section.
A comment was received on the DEIS concerning why the Amoco Production Company's
Continental Divide natural gas development project was not included in the GWA II CIA. The
Continental Divide project was not included in the GWA II CIA because at the time the draft EIS
was being finalized, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) did not have a defmed proposal
from Amoco and other operators as to what was planned within the Continental Divide area. The
BLM did not receive draft copies of a preparation plan from Amoco until February 1995. a
month after the GWA II DEIS was disttibuted to the public.
The following narrative is provided so the reader will understand the level of possible future
activity associated with the proposed Continental Divide project and potential environmental
impacts within the region. An intensive analysis of unit-specific impacts and cumulative impacts
will be addressed in the Continental Divide EIS and will be available for review by all interested
publics.
The Continental Divide proposal is generally located in Townships 15 through 23 Nonh, Ranges
91 through 99 West in south-central Wyoming, and encompasses approximately 660.000 acres
of mixed (checkerboard) federal (340,000 acres). State \1,000 acres). and private (313,000 acres)
lands. The Continental Divide project area is approximately 25 miles west of Rawlins and 40
miles east of Rock Springs along Interstate Highway SO (I-SO). The Continental Divide proposed
analysis area is nonh and west of. and adjacent to, the GW A II analysis area.
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For the Continental Divide project, the proposed action consists of drilling and developing
approximately 1,250 well locations and associated facilities within the analysis area beginning
in 1996 and continuing for the next ten years. Proposed well spacing patterns would vary from
160 10 640 acres per well. The Continental Divide Area presently contains 34 active producing
wells in the area, and additional wells could be permitted during the NEPA process currently
underway. Currently, three alternatives to the proposed action are under consideration. These
include development of 250 well locations (minimum development scenario), development of
2,000 well locations (maximum development scenario), and the "No Action" alternative.
3.0
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GWA II CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ANALYSIS PROCESS

The following section has been prepared to present the CIA in one location within the GWA n
FEIS document. The CIA was completed following the basic directions provided in the
Guidelines for Assessing and Documenting Cumulative Impacts (USDi-BLM 1994c). These
guidelines are intended 10 be used by the BLM when incorporating CIA principles into the
preparation of environmental assessments (EAs) and environmental impact statements (EISs) and
in meeting other requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). These
guidelines emphasize the full consideration of cumulative impacts in the NEPA process.

.-

The CIA presented in the GWA n DEIS analyzed each resource element in terms of its own
geographical/management area/vegetative community parameters (USDi-BLM 1995). For most
of the resource elements analyzed, the boundary for the CIA area was the same as the GWA n
analysis area boundary. Exceptions to the use of the GWA n analysis area as the boundary for
the CIA area included Soils, Water Resources, Vegetation and Wetlands, and Wildlife. The
following analyses were primarily extracted from discussions provided in the DEIS. Additions
and modifications have been made, as appropriate, in response to viewer comments.

3.1

-

....

6

tfij;)
,-- -

,

Air Quality

The air quality impacts prompted by the applicant's proposed ac 'on, and by Alternatives A and
B, would add to the existing air quality impacts already cause "y pollutant sources currently
located in the area. The air quality impacts shown in Table CIA- I reflect the cumulative impact
of the proposed new well sites, existing well sites, and background concentration. These
cumulative impacts fully comply with the allowable Wyoming air quality standards.
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GeologylPaleontology

Exhibit CIA-I depicts other minerals development projects in the vicinity of the GWA II analysis
area. No cumulative adverse impacts to fossil resources beyond those described above are likely
to occur as a result of the Proposed Action or the alternatives in combination with other ongoing
activities, recently constructed project, or projects likely 10 be implemented in the near future.
Adoption and implementation of mitigation measures described in Section 4.1.2.6 of the DEIS
would foster long-term cumulative beneficial impacts of the project.
3.2

#'

'"""""

:,.-

Exhibit CIA-I.

Other Minerals Development Projects in' the Vicinity of the GWA II
Analysis Area.
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Comparison of Modeled Concentrations with W AAQS (Jlg/m' ).
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Soils

The CtA for soils was accomplished following BLM guidelines (USDl·BLM 1994c) using
USGS-delineated watershed and hydrologic unit polygons (USGS undated). The polygon map was
overlaid on a comparably scaled map of the analysis area to determine the hydrologic units
included in or touched by the GWA II project boundary. Collectively, these polygons formed the
CtA area watershed, which covers an area of 1,114,191 ac. Cumulative impacts within the project
area watershed were divided into two geographic areas for purposes of analysis: the area within
the GWA II boundary (334,190 ac) and the area outside the GWA II boundary but within the
CtA area (780,440 ac). Exhibit CtA-2 depicts the location and relationship of the GWA II
analysis area and the considered watersheds.
Since the cumulative impacts assessment involves the degree of existing disturbance, aerial
photography (scale: 1" = 24,000') was taken for the GWA II analysis area, specifically in May
1994. Detailed photo interpretation, as described in the Soils and Water Resources Technical
Repon (ECOTONE 1995a), was accomplished to identify, delineate, and map all discernable
existing disrurbances. Notes on the narure of various disturbances were made dll1ing field
investigations. Categories of existing disrurbance included the following : urban areas, railroad,
roadways (i.e. , collector, local, resource, and unimproved roads), pipelines, drillIwell sites, and
facilities sites. Areas of cumulative disturbance delineated on the aerial photographs were
transferred to 7.5-minute topographic quads.
Exhibit CIA·2.

Watershed Boundaries Used in the Cumulative Impacts Analysis
(CIA).
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For geographic areas outside the GW A IT boundary but within the CIA area, existing disturbances
were initially identified from fearures on topographic maps (current for 1985). Because significant
additional disturbance has occurred in the CIA area . ince the maps were published, disturbances
after 1985 were estimated based on the level of additional activity measured within the GWA IT
area indicated on the aerial photographs as compared to the topographic maps.

Table CIA-2.

Mineral development projects within the CIA area were identified from a BLM map (USDI-BLM
undated). Only those projects occurring entirely or partially within the CIA area were included:
existing Wamsuner field development, Colorado Interstate Gas Uinta Basin Lateral pipeline
project, Echo Springs Gas Gathering System, Uranium Mill Site, Carbon County UCG Program,
and CrestonIBlue Gap field development. Only a portion of the laner rwo projects fall within the
CIA area. As such, the existing disturbance and future disturbances due to those project are
included in the cumulative impact analysis. No other permitted projects within the CIA area are
evident at this time. The Mulligan Draw, Hay Reservoir, Dripping Rock, and Patrick Draw
projects are located outside of the CIA area.

Existing Disturbance within the GWA II Analysis Area.

1.066

784
1.726
1.469

435
5,480

Polygons for all disturbances were digitized into a Geographic Information System (GIS)
database for data manipulation and analysis. Such manipulation included a tally of the cumulative
disturbance area covered by each soil map unit GIS was used to develop a base map of existing
disturbance (Map 1).

3.3.1

GWA II Analysis Area

Existing disturbance within the GWA II analysis area is approximately 12,527 acres, or around
3.7 percent of the 334.191·acre GWA IT analysis area (Table CIA·2). During the construction
phase. the Proposed Action would add 2,416 acres of impact for a cumulative area of 14.943
acres (4.5 percent). Alternative A would increase existing disturbance by 2,015 acres to 14.542
acres (4.4 percent). Alternative B would produce 1.613 acres of new impact for a total of 14.140
acres (4.2 percent). Under Alternative C. additional surface disturbance beyond the existing
12.527 acres would occur on a case-by-case basis. It is anticipated that such impact would be
berwcen 3.7 and 4.5 percent of the GWA II analysis area.
Impacts within the GWA IT analysis area would be reduced upon reclamation of pipeline ROWs
and unused portions of the drilJ pads during the production phase for each alternative. Under the
Proposed Action. reclamation would reduce impacts by 1.052 to 1.364 acres for a cumulative
impact of 4.2 percent of the GW A II analysis area. Table CIA-3 summarizes the cumulative
disturbance impacts within the GWA IT analysis area due to the existing disturbance and the
Proposed Action. Alternative A impacts would decrease by 877 to 1,\38 acres. with cumulative
impacts affecting 4.1 percent of the GWA IT analysis area.
With reclamation. Alternative B impacts would drop by 701 to 912 acres; therefore. cumulative
impacts \lould drop to 4.0 percent of the GW A II analysis area. The cumulative impacts within
the GWA II analysis area include Colorado Interstate Gas Uinta Basin Lateral pipeline project.

Gr~DlU
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the Echo Springs Gas Gathering System. other gas field and resource development activities. and
disturbances due to previous unimproved roads. The cumulative impact within the GWA IT
analysis area would not exceed the significance threshold of 10 percent.

3.3.2 Cumulative Impacts Assessment Area
Approximately 4A03 acres of disturbance was estimated as of 1985, or 0.6 percent of the CIA
area outside of the GWA IT analysis area. Correcting for current disturbance using an
environmentally conservative approach. the true magnitude of existing disturbance is probably
200 percent of this total. 8,806 acres. or 1.2 percent of the CIA area. Therefore. the total existing
disturbance in the total CIA area (including GWA II analysis area) would be approximately
21.333 acres, or 1.9 percent of the combined CIA and GWA IT areas.
Impacts due to the Proposed Action would be approximately 2,416 Jeres. This combined with
the existing disturbance in the CIA and GWA IT areas would be approximately 23,749 acres or
2.1 percent of the combined area of 1.114,630 acres. This analysis indicates that the total
cumulative impact in the combined CIA area would not exceed the three percent significance
threshold. Therefore, cumulative impacts to soils would not be significant.
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- - ------- - - - - - -- - -Summary of Cumulative Disturbance within the GWA II Analysis Area Due to Existing
Disturbance and the Proposed Action.

Table CIA-3.

FadJily

Type

Urban

510

o

510

3.4

0. 15

o

510

3.70

0. 15

Railroad

676

o

676

4.5

0.20

o

676

4.90

0.20

10, 168·

909

11.077

74.2

3.32

727

10,895

78 .40

3.26

1,000

1,500

2,500

16.7

0.75

630

1,630

11.70

0.49

173

7

180

1.2

0.05

7

180

1.30

0.05

12,527

2,416

14.943

100.0

4.47

1,364

13,891

Road"
Piptlin~~

Well
Sil~

Facililiu
Sil~

TOTAL

• - a large portion

or this area has been/will be reclaimed.

100.0

4.15
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3.4

Water Resources

The process of evaluating cumulative impacts described for Soils was also used for the Water
Resources CIA. Existing disrurbance within the GWA II analysis area and within the CIA area
is discussed under Soils.
Cumulative disrurbance in the GWA II analysis area would not significantly impact surface water
and groundwater quantity and quality for reasons discussed in the Soil and Water Resources
Technical Repon (ECOTONE 1995a) and in the DEIS. Cumulative disrurbance within the CIA
area would also not significantly impact surface water and groundwater quantity and qUality. No
serious groundwater pollution problems have been detected in the CIA area. Current oil and gas
exploration and development activities must comply with federal and state environmental quality
laws and. thus, serious water quality and quantity impacts are not expected on a cumulative scale.
Using the current water usage estimate identified in the DEIS as a worst-case indication of total
existing water usage, total water usage within the CIA area could be as high as 95,()()() ac-fL
Although this is a relatively large quantity of water, it is a relatively minor portion of total
surface water and groundwater yield/availability. Therefore, cumulative impacts on surface water
and groundwater quantity would not be significant.
3.5

Vegetation and Wetlands

The process described for Soils and presented in the Vegetation and Wetlands Technical Repon
(ECOTONE 1995b) was used for the Vegetation and Wetlands CIA. Acres of impact for the
GW A II analysis area and the CIA area, both before and after reclamation, are described above
under Soils. Additional oil and gas development in the future (i.e., beyond that proposed in the
EIS) within the CIA area could engender cumulatively significant impacts. However, as no
specific projects other than the GWA II have been proposed at this time, the cumulative effects
from possible furore development projects must be addressed in environmental documents
prepared specifically for those projects. Such environmental documents would tier to the
cumulative evaluation in the GWA II FEIS to determine if the proposed projects would produce
cumulatively significant effects on vegetation resources.
The loss of vegetation, whether due to soil disrurbance, increases in fugitive dust, or increase in
competition with weedy species, would not be cumulatively significant for either the GWA II
analysis area or the CIA area. The possible exceptions to this statement would be the potential
losses of wat~rs .of the U.S. and plant species of concern and/or habitat. Cumulative negative
Impacts to wildlife due to habitat loss or habitat avoidance due to human-caused factors are
discussed in the following section.
Any unpermiTted impact to waters of the U.S. associated with this project or other projects in the
vicinity or region would add to the curr,ulative loss of these imponant areas. The historical loss
of wetlands in the U.S. has been well documented as a major environmental problem. The total
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area of wetlands loss in the U.S. (lower 48 states) is not accurately known but is believed to
exceed 9Q,()()(),()()() acres--nearly half the estimated original base. Of this total, 87 percent was
due to agricultural conversion, eight percent due to urban development, and five percent due to
other causes including mining and transponation (Dahl and Pywell 1989). Within Wyoming, there
has been an approximate 38 percent loss of wetlands. An Army Corps of Engineers (COE)
approved Section 404 permit with requirements of avoidance of waters of the U.S., including
special aquatic sites and wetlands, and proposed and recommended mitigation measures would
remove the potential for significant cumulative impacts to these sensitive areas.
No significant cumulative impacts to plant species of concern or their habitat are anticipated for
the Proposed Action or alternatives with implementation of mitigation measures proposed by the
Operators and those recommended in the GWA II DEIS. Such measures would identify the
locations of individuals/potential habitat of plant species of concern prior to eanh-surface
disrurbance. The BLM, in close coordination with the FWS, would then determine specific
measures to preclude significant impacts, both on a project level and on a cumulative level. Aiso,
the measures would hinder the establishment and spread of noxious weeds, which could indirectly
affect the survivorship of plant species and the quality of potential habitaL
3,6

Range Resources and Other Land Uses

Existing land management and use activities that have impacted the GWA II analysis area to
varying degrees include livestock grazing, road construction and use, and construction of other
well sites and pipelines. The additional area of disrurbance resulting from implementation of
either the Proposed Action, Alternative A, or Alternative B would not substantially add to the
cumulative impacts already occurring in the area. Other vegetative and range resource
disrurbances are occurring on lands adjacent to, and in the vicinity of the GWA II project area
(Chapter I of the DEIS). Implementation of any alternative would add to the cumulative amount
of disrurbance to vegetation and range due to these projects. However, significant cumulative
impacts are not anticipated.
3.7

Wildlife

Cumulative impacts have been assessed on the basis of combining the effects from three different
sources. These sources consist of I) other proposed, on-going, or recent projects within the area
affected by the proposed action or alternatives; 2) existing or historical impacts; and 3) the action
and alternatives proposed in the DEIS. The analysis of cumulative impacts from the development
of gas wells and associated facilities assumes a uniform distribution of well sites over the entire
project area, based on existing WOGCC-approved spacing within individual fields. The rational
behind this analysis is the fact that actual well site locations have not been designated and
assumptions cannot be made as to the precise number of wells per section, since specific well
location~ would be directed by the success of developmental drilling and production technology,
econor.lic considerations such as the cost of development of leases with marginal profitability,
and topographic considerations.
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Existing disturbance within the GWA II analysis area is 12,527 acres or 3.7 percent of 334,191
acres. Disturbance under the Proposed Action would add 1,086 acres over the long tenn and
would bring the cumulative disturbance within the GWA II analysis area to 13,613 acres. Under
Alternatives A and B, the amount of disturbed acreage would add 905 and 724 acres to the
existing disturbance, bringing the total cumulative disturbance to 13,432 and 13,251 acres,
respectively.
3.7.1 Pronghorn Antelope
Existing or historical impacts to pronghorn crucial ranges were calculated at the herd unit level
for the GWA II analysis area. These calculations were limited to pronghorn since it is the only
big game species that has crucial range on the GWA II analysis area. Existing disturbance within
designated crucial winter range was estimated for the Red Desert and Biner Creek herd units
from USGS I :24,000 scale topographic maps that were current as late as 1986. Information on
mineral developmem projects implemented after the most recently published quads was obtained
from existing EAs and EISs, basin·wide reconnaissance repons, and personal communications
with other appropriate state and federal agencies. Projects within the Great Divide Basin that
were considered in the analysis of cumulative impacts to pronghorn antelope are 1) the Mulligan
Draw Natural Gas Production Project located southeast of the GWA II area, 2) the Creston-Blue
Gap Gas Project to the east and southeast, 3) proposed Carbon County Underground Coal
Gassification, 4) Baroil Field Development Project, 5) Patrick Draw Oil and Gas Field located
to the west of the GWA II area, 6) the Bridger coal mine, and 7) the collective past
developments of the region.
Existing disturbance within crucial winter range habitat for pronghorn has reduced the total
acreage of this habitat by approximately 3.7 and 0.79 percent within the Red Desert and Biner
Creek herd units, respectively (Table C1A-4). This translates to a reduction in the carrying
capactty of cruCIal WInter range for pronghorn by approximately 549 animals for the Red Desert
herd unit, and 199 animals for the Biner Creek herd unit. For purposes of analysis in this EIS,
c~g cap~ity reduction numbers were calculated by dividing the WGFD's population
obJecllve WIthin each herd unit into the total acreage of crucial winter range within the respective
herd. umt. The resultant number (acres per animal) was then used as a density estimate of animals
applied to the reduced carrying capacity within crucial winter range.
Proposed Action - Under the Proposed Action, there would be an estimated 137 and 2 acres of
initial disturbance to crucial winter range within the Red Desert and Biner Creek herd units
respectively (Tabl~ CIA-4). This represents a decrease in the carrying capacity for prongho~
WIthin the respecnve herd units by 9 and 0 animals, respectively. This would result in an
addiIlO?a1 reduction of approximately 0.06 and 0 percent of crucial winter range within the
respecllve herd umts of Red Desert and Biner Creek and bring the cumulative totals to 3.76 and
0.79 percent, respectively.
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FINAL EIS

Cumulative Effects of Human Disturbance (Long.term) on Crucial
Winter Range (pronghorn) Habitats within Herd Units thaI Occur on
the GW A n Analysis Area.

Herd Vllit ad Acres
or Crucial Habitat

ActioD

Red Desert
224,192

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

n

acres

Bitter Creek
194,304

acres

With the implementation of the Proposed Action, the carrying capacity on the cumulative crucial
winter ranges of the Red Desert and Biner Creek pronghorn antelope herd units would initially
be reduced by 9 animals and, together with the existing reduction in carrying capacity, of 748
animals, would increase the cumulative total to 757 animals, or 1.9 percent of overall population
objectives for the two herd units.
Alternative A • Initial surface disturbance resulting from the implementation of Alternative A
would involve an estimated 112 and 2 acres of available prong;lorn antelope crucial winter range
within the Red Desert and Biner Creek herd units, respectively (Table CIA-4). Under this
alternative, the carrying capacity for pronghorn would be reduced within the Red Desert herd unit
by 7 animals and in the Biner Creek herd unit by 0 animals. The removal of crucial winter range
from the Red Desert and Biner Creek herd units would represent a 0.05 and 0 percent loss in the
total available crucial winter range within the respective herd units and bring the cumulative total
to 3.75 and 0.79 percent within the Red Desert and Biner Creek herd units, respectively.
Under Alternative A, the carrying capacity on the cumulative crucial winter ranges of the Red
Desert and Binee Creek pronghorn antelope herd units would initially be reduced by 7 animals
and, together with the existing reduction in carrying capacity of 748 animals, would increase the
cumulative total to 7 ,5 animals, or 1.9 percent of overall population' bjectives for the two herd
units.
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Alternative B - Initial surface disrurbance resulting from the implementation of Alternative B
would involve an estimated 96 and I acre(s) of available pronghorn antelope crucial winter range
within the Red Desen and Bitter Creek herd units, respectively (Table CIA-4). Under this
alternative, the carrying capacity for pronghorn would be reduced within the Red Desen herd unit
by 6 animals and in the Bitter Creek herd unit by 0 animals. The removal of crucial winter range
from the Red Desen and Bitter Creek herd units would represent a 0.04 and 0 percent loss in the
total available crucial winter range within the respective herd units and bring the cumulative total
to 3.74 and 0.79 percent within the Red Desen and Biner Creek herd units, respectively.
Under Alternative B, the carrying capacity on the cumulative crucial winter ranges of the Red
Desen and Bitter Creek pronghorn antelope herd units would initially be reduced by 6 animals
and, together with the existing reduction in carrying capacity, of 747 animals, would increase the
cumulative total to 753 animals, or 1.9 percent of overall population objectives for the rwo herd
units.
At the end of the 30-year life of the well field, under all of the action alternative, a welldeveloped mosaic of shrub stands would be present on an estimated 50 percent of the area and
would be fully functional as pronghorn winter range. The development of the remaining 50
percent of the area into functional pronghorn winter range is likely to take an additional 8 to 15
years of post reclamation time. Under either the Proposed Action or Alternative A restoration of
pronghorn crucial winter range losses to their pre-disrurbance condition would take approximately
50 years.
3.7.2

Mule Deer and Elk

Although mule deer and elk occupy portions of the project area year-round there are no crucial
ranges for these species within the project area. Therefore, neither of the action alternatives is
likely to create impacts that would significantly affect mule deer and elk populations.
3.7.3

Raptors

As shown in Table CIA-2, the existing disrurbance to land area on the GWA n analysis area
totals 12,527 acres, or 3.74 percent of the GWA n analysis area. Initially, the actions and
alternatives in this EIS would total from 1,613 to 2,416 additional acres, but in the long-term,
following reclamation and assuming production on all well sites, from 724 to 1,086 additional
acres would be disrurbed. It is not known how many well locations will fall within the 0.75-mile
buffer zone around raptor nests, but there are 64 raptor nests (of which 8 were active during
1994) on the GWA n analysis area and it is likely that some of them will be proximal to wells.
Mariah Associates (1994) repons that 119 potentially active raptor nests on the CrestonIBlue Gap
Project Area occur within the 0.75-mile buffer. Other projects in the region also have a collective
potential to impact raptor neSTS.
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Although only eight nests were active during 1994, activity status is likely to change in
subsequent years. On the basis of current use, from 126 to 2,010 acres per occupied nest could
be subject to seasonal restrictions with total acreage varying with the number of active nests. For
this reason, a search of construction sites active raptor nests is recommended prior to any surface
disrurbing activities. This could be done at the APD level. With the development of an
appropriate raptor management plan, including the application of avoidance and mitigation
measures imposed on all developments on federal lands, significant cumulative impacts to raptors
are not expected.
3.7.4

Sage Grouse

As shown in Exhibit 3-8 of the FEIS, a total of 22 sage grouse leks occur on the GWA n
analysis area. Existing disrurbance to sage grouse nesting and breeding habitat has reduced the
total acreage of this habitat by approximately 1,182 acres within the project area. Surface
disrurbance resulting from the implementation of the Proposed Action and Alternative A could
disrurb an estimated additional 650 and 538 acres of habitat, bringing the cumulative total to
1,832 and 1,720 acres, respectively. Under Alternative B, an estimated 434 acres of sage grouse
habitat would be disrurbed and bring the cumulative total to 1,616 acres.
Mariah Associates (1994) repons that 127 wells on the CrestonIBlue Gap Project would occur
within sage grouse nesting habitats. Other projects in the region also have a collective potential
to impact sage grouse nesting habitat. However, given the implementation of standard BLM
stipUlations on all of these developments impacts to breeding and nesting activities would be
minimized, but the proposed actions will add to the cumulative loss of nesting habitat by 434 to
650 acres. Given the mitigation and avoidance measures for sage grouse that are described in
Section 4.7 of the FEIS , the actions and alternatives proposed for the GWA n analysis area
project are not expected to significantly increase cumulative impacts to sage grouse.

3.7.s Threatened and Endangered Species
For reasons stated in Sections 4.7.3.1.1 of the FEIS, no cumulative impacts to the bald eagle,
peregrine falcon and whooping crane are anticipated.
Black-footed Ferret Existing disrurbance to prairie dog colonies within the project area has
reduced the acreage of this habitat by approximately 97 acres. This represents 1.5 percent of the
total potential habitat available to black-footed ferrets (if present). Under the Proposed Action,
an estimated 39 additional acres of prairie dog colonies would be disrurbed over the shon term,
resulting in the reduction of approximately 0.7 percent of the total available habitat associated
with prairie dog colonies in the project area. As a result, the cumulative total area disrurbed
within prairie dog colonies would increase to 2.2 percent
Surface disturbance resulting from the actions of Alternative A would initially disturb an
estimated 31 acres of potential black-footed ferret habitat within prairie dog colonies. This
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represents approximately 0.5 percent of the total acreage of prairie dog colonies within the project
area and brings the cumulative total disturbance to 2.0 percent. Under Alternative B an estimated
24 acres of potential black-footed ferret habitat would be disrurbed within the project area and
would bring the cumulative disturbance to 1.9 percent.
Black-footed ferrets (if present) would likely be affected by the proposed level of development
under either alternative. As previously mentioned, numerous sightings of ferrets have been
recorded within and in proximity to the project area within the last decade (WGFD 1992b);
consequently, their local presence cannot be ruled out For this reason, surface disturbance of
prairie dog colonies would not be permitted until after the completion of ferret surveys required
by the FWS.
Because of the expanses of white-tailed prairie dog colonies on the GWA n analysis area and
in the region surrounding it, suitable habitat for the black-footed ferret exists. Because of the high
correlation berween the occurrence of these colonies and previous earth-disturbing activities
associated with oil and gas development in this region, it appearS likely that such activities have
collectively contributed to the creation of suitable habitat for the black-footed ferret. Ironically,
these same human activities can impact ferrets by increasing the potential for I) being struck by
moving vehicles on existing and new roads, 2) being mistakenly shot as a prairie dog, and 3)
being buried or otherwise injured if construction activities overlap active prairie dog burrows.
Since all developmental activities in the region are governed by strict FWS and BU. guidelines
regarding the inventory of prairie dog colonies and searches for black-footed ferrets, an impact
to this species is unlikely.
Given implementation of mitigation stipulations for each of the proposed gas developments in
this region, and applicable federal regulations, the potential for significant cumulative impacts
to threatened and endangered species is low.
3.7.6

Candidate Species

For reasons stated in Sections 4.7.3.1.2 of the FEIS, no cumulative impacts to the white-faced
ibis, Columbia sharp-tailed grouse, long-billed curlew, and black tern are anticipated.
Mountain Plover. The extent of existing disturbance within known mountain plover habitat has
reduced the total acreage of this habitat by approximately 1.5 percent. Assuming uniform
distribution of proposed new wells over the project area, an estimated 39, 31, and 24 acres of
potential mountain plover habitat would be disturbed within the project area under the Proposed
Action, Alternative A, and Alternative B, respectively. This represents a 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4 percent
reduction in the total potential habitat for mountain plovers in the project area, and together with
existing disturbance, raises the cumulative totals to 2.2, 2.0, and 1.9 percent under the respective
alternatives of the Proposed Action, Alternative A, and Alternative B.
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Potential plover habitat was quantified based on the total acreage of existing prairie dog colonies.
Mountain plover may reside in additional areas outside of prairie dog colonies, such as relatively
barren areas with shon grass. Nevenheless, from 24 to 39 acres of mountain plover habitat would
be disTurbed under the various alternatives. Impacts could be prevented or greatly reduced by
avoiding well placement, or greatly reducing the density of wells placed, within areas of known
mountain plover habitat, and by avoiding construction during the nesting period from late April
through mid-June and within areas of known mountain plover habitat The FWS will be contacted
and consultation on required action requested.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Loggerhead Shrike. The degree of existing disturbance within known loggerhead shrike habitat
has reduced the amount of habitat available to this species by 53 acres or 1.3 percent A
minimum of 32, 26, and 21 acres of known loggerhead shrike habitat would be disturbed within
the project area by the implementation of the Proposed Action, Alternative A, and Alternative
B, respectively. This represents an additional reduction in approximately 0.8,0.7, and 0.5 percent
of known loggerhead shrike habitat under the respective alternatives and brings the cumulative
total disturbance to 2.1, 2.0, and 1.8 percent respectively. Consequently, loggerhead shrike
populations could be adversely affected under either alternative; however, these impacts would
be prevented by avoiding construction during the nesting period from early April through midJuly and reducing or avoiding well placement within areas of known loggerhead shrike habitat
The addition of suitable native shrub species to the reclamation mix would also accelerate the
re-establishment of shrike nesting habitat.
Burrowing Owl. The extent of existing disturbance within burrowing owl habitat has reduced the
total acreage of this habitat by approximately 1.5 percent. Assuming uniform distribution of
proposed new wells over the project area, a minimum of 39, 31 , and 24 acres of potential
burrowing owl habitat would be disTurbed within the project area under the Proposed Action,
Alternative A, and Alternative B, respectively. This represents a 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4 percent
reduction in the total potential habitat for burrowing owls in the-project area, and together with
existing disturbance, raises the cumulative total to 2.2, 2.0, and 1.9 percent under the respective
alternatives of the Proposed Action, Alternative A, and Alternative B.
The disturbance of this habitat could displace some burrowing owls into surrounding areas.
Because these areas contain over 6,000 acres of prairie dog colonies which constirute prime
nesting habitat of this species, such displacements are not expected to produce adverse or
irretrievable impacts. In addition, Measure 7 in Section 2.3.4.2.7 of the DEIS states that
construction during the critical nesting season will be restricted when an active raptor nest occurs
within 0.75 mile of a proposed well location.
3.7.7

Other Wildlife

Given implementation of mitigation stipulations for each of the proposed gas developments in
this region, and applicable federal regulations, the potentia.. for significant cumulative impacts
to other wildlife species is low.
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3.7.8 Vehicle Collisions
The cumulative potential for vehicle collisions with wildlife is high when all of the new roads
and increased traffic from the several projects in the area are considered collectively. However.
with implementation of mitigation stipulations for each of these projects this potential is not
expected to reach significant levels.

3.8

Fisheries

The cumulative effect of water depletion in the watersheds of the Colorado River System could
result in the reduction of habitats for the Threatened, Endangered, and Candidate species that live
there. According to the "Windy Gap Decision" of the FWS, any cumulative depletion in flow to
the upper basin of the Colorado River System is considered to have a possible effect on the
survival and recovery of these listed species. Although the flows of many tributaries in the upper
basins have been modified, flow in the mainstem Green River is controlled by Flaming Gorge
Dam, and the resultant impacts on fish habitat are difficult to assess. Therefore, the "Windy Gap
Process" was developed to facilitate the calculation of flow depletions on a cumulative basis and
the assessment of user fees to promote recovery of these species through monitoring, research,
habitat manipulation, and fish culture.
Analysis of the Proposed Action and Alternatives indicates that no project-generated depletion
of waters feeding or connected to Muddy Creek or the LinIe Snake River will occur and no
increase in cumulative impacts associated with such water depletion will occur.

3.9

Recreation

The potential for the proposed project to have significant effects on recreation conditions and
opportunities has been increased substantially in the GWA II project area due to the cumulative
effects of past energy resource development activities as well as a number of other ongoing or
proposed development projects in or near to the project area. Recent gas development associated
with the GW A II infill drilling program, as well as earlier drilling and development activities
within the project area, have substantially altered the recreation serting and reduced the
availability of areas where recreation activities are not in some way restricted or influenced by
the presence of gas production activities. In addition, the existence of several other active or
proposed energy resource development projects within or immediately adjacent to the GW A II
project area could cause increased disturbance of recreationists using the area. Developments
associated with these other projects (i.e., CrestonIBlue Gap gas project, Cheyenne Stage I and
II pipelines, Uinta Basin Lateral pipeline, Hay Reservoir infill drilling, Mulligan Draw well field
development, Sandstone Reservoir, Moxa Arch expansion, Carbon County UCG, and the
Kennecott Green Mountain mine) limit the ability of hunters and other recreationists to relocate
their activities into other relatively undisturbed areas within or near to the GWA II project area.
These conditions increase the potential for users to experience relatively more crowded conditions
at available recreation locations than would be the case if the proposed GW A II project was the
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only major resource development activity in the area. As a result, the cumulative effects of these
various projects include a greater potential for recreation displacement, crowding due to user
redistribution effects, and increased user dissatisfaction with the recreation conditions that are
available in the area.

3.10

Visual Resources

To date 217 wells and an additional 70+ wells have been drilled in the GWA II analysis area.
The Proposed Action would add substantially to the existing level of impact as described (by
more than doubling the number of well locations). Depending upon specific siting conditions; the
Proposed Action could tip the level of contrast scale to Human Dominated in the 1-80 viewshed.
This area was mapped as a higher sensitivity environment (Foreground-Middleground-See
Exhibit 3-10 in the DEIS) due to ready visual access by travelers of 1-80 and on Amtrak. Other
proposed actions in the vicinity include Hay Reservoir infiII drilling, Uintah Basin Lateral
pipeline and Mulligan Draw well field development. All three are in remote locations and do not
share a common viewshed with the GW A II analysis area. Consequently completion of these
three proposed actions together with the GW A II analysis area would not have a cumulative
effect on the visual resource.

3.11

Cultural Resources

Disturbance and/or loss of other unidentified sites or artifacts could add to the cumulative loss
of information about our heritage in the analysis area and in the region if these sites or resources
are not identified and inventoried prior to disturbance. Any loss or damage to unidentified
cultural or historical sites or resources associated with the proposed natural gas development
project, combined with similar losses or damage due to natural gas development projects near
the GW A II analysis area, could be substantial. The implementation of Class ill pedestrian
inventory on all proposed drill sites. access roads, and pipeline corridors would minimize the
potential for cumulative impacts to cultural resources in the analysis area.

3.12

Socioeconomics

The potential for serious adverse socioeconomic impacts associated with the proposed GW A II
development has been increased substantially due to the cumulative effects of numerous other
development activities that are proposed or scheduled in the surrounding area. As noted in
Chapter 2 of the DElS, there are a number of other resource development and consouction
projects in Sweerwater and Carbon counties that will be pursued during the same time period as
that proposed for the GW A II drilling and consouction program; these other projects will require
workforces with similar skills and experience. Some other projects that are already underway are
causing problematic growth pressures in the Rock Springs area (planning Information Corporation
1994), and increased resource development activities have contributed to a shortage of housing
throughout the analysis area.
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The cumulative population growth effects of the several projects that are likely to occur
simultaneously in the area will tend to be considerably greater than if only one project were
scheduled. Because several of the other ongoing and proposed projects are centered around
Wamsutter, the levels of worker in-migration and associated increased demands for housing and
public services in that community could potentially be very substantial. In addition, the
reappeaIaJlce of major boom growth problems in the area could result in significant social
disruption effects that would otherwise not be anticipated if only the GW A n project was active
in the area.
3.13

Transportation

Other major L'1dusttial development is anticipated to occur near the GWA n analysis area. A
major natural gas development project is planned on the east side of the GW A n analysis area
(Creston/Blue Gap Natural Gas Project). This project involves drilling and development of 200
to 330 natural gas wells on approximately 207,746 acres. Total life of the project is anticipated
to be 30 to 50 years. Wyoming 789 and 1-80 would be the primary means of access to the
analysis area. Additionally, natural gas drilling and development is planned in the Mulligan Draw
Area , located adjacent to the south side of the GWA n analysis area. This development calls for
drilling approximately 45 total wells on 640 acre spacing over a period of several years. The
main access to this area would be 1-80, WY 789, and local county roads. Construction and
operations-related traffic associated with these facilities WOUld create cumulative effects primarily
on 1-80, WY 789, and SW':etwater County Road 4-23. Given that these roads are designed and
maintained to withstand heavy traffic, deteriorations in levels of service are not anticipated from
these cumulative impacts.
Currently, the lands adjacent to the analysis area are anticipated to experience substantial
petroleum exploration and development activity over the next several years. Since the major
highways prOviding access to the GWA n analysis area also provide access to other fields in the
area, it is likely that other oil and gas drilling projects would generate cumulative transportation
impacts for these major highways (1-80, WY 789). Projections of increases in traffic volumes are
not available for other planned exploration and development activities. However, given that the
planned exploration and development activities are all planned over several years, it is unlikely
that cumulative oil and gas activities will res.ilt in cumulative impacts that would exceed the
significance criteria established for thi. analysis.
3.14

Health and Safety

Because the probability of risk to public health and safety resulting from implementation of the
Proposed Action and Alternatives A, B, and C would be low, no cumulative impacts are
expectel
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Noise

Continuous noise would result from ongoing construction, drilling, and gas production operations
during the life of the project. Increased traffic on existing transportation system roads within the
GW A n analysis area would occur, thus adding to existing traffic noise. However, given the
current and anticipated low and dispersed traffic volumes, and dispersed nature of gas production
operations within the GWA n analysis area, these projected increases in project-related noise
would not be significant.
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SECTION 2
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
2.1

I
I

PLEASE PRINT
ADDRESS

REPRESENTING

I
I

PUBLIC MEETING

A public meeting designed to allow area residents and others to verbally comment on the
proposed project was held in Rawlins. Wyoming on February 23. 1995. The attendance record
and Record of Proceedings for the public meeting are presented in 2.1.1 through 2,1.4.

I
I

Due to technical difficulties with the recording equipment, a verbatim transcript of the hearing
is not available. Two of the speakers listed on the sign-up sheet, Jay Grabow. representing the
Carbon County Economic Development Corporation. and MarIe Kot, representing the Sweetwater
County Commissioners. also provided written comments. Copies of the letters and the BLM
responses are included in the written comment section.
The remaining two speakers did not provide written comments. An Zeiger. speaking on behalf
of the Carbon County Commissioners. was generally in favor of the Greater Wamsutter Area n
project J.B. Tucker. representing himself. was conceraed that additional fences might impact
wildlife migration and movement and was not in favor of any additional fences in the project
area
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PUBLIC MEETING, FEBRUARY 23, 1995
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GREATER WAMSUTTER AREA II
NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
PUBLIC HEARING
February 23, 1995

20

Management,

21

Statement Team Leader, Post Office Box 610, Rawlins, Wyoming

22

82301.

23

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

IlDRUIG

2

3

OrrICIIR: The public meeting scheduled for tonight

will now come to order .
Good evening. I'm Beverly Derringer, Realty Specialist
for the Great Divide Resource Area, Rawlins District, Bureau

5

of Land Management . I will be the hearings off icer tonight.

6

The purpose of this hearing is to provide the public an

7

opportunity to submit for the record oral testimony on the

8

recently completed draft environmental impact statement on the

9

Greater Wamsutter Area II Natural Gas Development Project

10

located north and south of Wamsutter, Wyoming . This EIS was

11

prepare d by Gary Holsan Env ironmental Planning of Thayne,

12

Wyoming under the direction of the BLM and was financed by

13

Union Pacific Resources Company and others .

14

15

both those received tonight and those in writing,

16

consi dered

17

statement .

18

19

in

prepar ing

the

final

environmental

will be
impact

March . 8,

1995, and should be sent to the Bureau of Land

Spehar,

Environmental

Impact

24

tonight in an orderly manner, I am establishing the following

25

ground rules:

26

Those ..ho have registered to present formal comments will

21

be called upon by the hearing officer to come forward and

28

speak from the podium so everyone present can hear . Before

29

commencing your testimony, please state your name, your place

30

of residence, and .. hom you represent.

31

Those in the audience .. ho have not registered but .. ish to

32

testify may do so in a like manner, beginning after the last

33

registered speaker.

34

testimony and leave it .. ith me after you have testified .

Please provide a written copy of your

35

The purpose of this public hearing is to secure formal

36

oral testimony from the public. This is not an open discussion
meeting . It is not a question and answer session, nor is it a

38

forum for debate. However, if you need clarification of some

39

item in the EIS, we .. ill be happy to answer.
would

now

like

to

briefly

summarize

the

Wamsutter Area II Natural Gas Development project and this

42

env ironmental impact statement. Immediately after the summary,

43

public test i mony will begin.
If

you

have

any

que st ions

regarding

any

of

the

45

information I just presented, I .. ill be available immed iately

46

after t he

hear ing

as

will

Gary

Holsan

from

Gary

-

Greater

41

44

Written comments will be received by the Bureau through

John

So that we may carry out the purpose of this hearing

40

All comments on the draft environmental impact statement,

Attention:

Hol sa n
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2.1.4

RESPO. ES TO COMMENTS - PUBUC MEETING
T

q

r

41

Environmental Planning and representatives from Union Pacific

48

Resources Company .

q

49

DAJUNG

...~

50

::::

51

BKARZNG OFFICER : Thank you . That is the last registered

~

52

speaker . Are there any members of the audience who wish to

~

53

introduce testimony for the reco r d this evening?

~

54

~

55

meeting closed as

56

attending .

~

C')

~

~

[

~

OFFICER:

I

will

now

recognize

our

first

registered speaker .

Comment 1: Jay Grabow, Carbon County Economic Development
Corporation
General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

If there are no further speakers, I declare this public
of

8:00 p . m.

Thank you very much

for

Comment 2: Mark Kot, Sweetwater County Commissioners
General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

...'"

Comment 3: Art Zeiger, Carbon County Commissioners

....
§

G,neral Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

~

Comment 4: J. B. Tucker
General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.
Response 1: There are no new fences proposed in the GW AD project area
as a result of the proposed action or a1ernatives other than those specifically
identified to restrict wildlife and livestock access to reserve pits. These
fences would be built around reserve pits and would not restrict wildlife
movement through the project area.

GREATER WAMSUITER AREA

2.2

n FINAL EIS

WRITTEN COMMENTS AND RESPONSES TO THE GREATER WAMSUITER
AREA n DRAFr EIS.

Twenty-one comment letters were received on the DEIS (Table 2.2-1). These comment letters
and Bureau of Land Management responses are presented as follows.

Table 2.2·1. Comments Received on the DEIS for the Greater Wamsutter Area
Development Project, Carbon and Sweetwater Counties, Wyoming, 1995.

State of Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

2.2.1

Department of the Anny - Corps of Engineers

2.2.2

Sweetwater Board of County Commissioners

2.2.3

State of Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

2.2.4

Jay C. Grabow

2.2.5

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

2.2.6

State of Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

2.2.7

State of Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality

2.2.8

State of Wyoming Division of Parks and Cultural Resources

2.2.9

Amoco Production Company

2.2.10

Pettoleum Association of Wyoming

2.2.11

USDI - Fish and Wildlife Service

2.2.12

Wyoming State Geologic Survey

2.2.13

Wyoming State Land and Fann Loan Office

2.2.l4

Wyoming Game and Fish Department

2.2.l5

Marathon Oil Company

2.2.l6

Meridian Oil Inc.

2.2.17

Williams Field Services

2.2.18

F. Earline Hinel

2.2.19

Randall Taylor

2.2.20

Independent Pettoleum Association of Mountain States

2.2.21
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2.2.1 Letter/rom Slale o/Wyoming. OU and Gas Conservation Commission

RESPONSE

~

r

610lt of W!,ollling

I!&j( anb @a~ ~on~tl"bnlioll ~ommi~~ion

~

~..,.

~

~

tOw.tJlO .. IC~

Cl~U

c......... ..,.
. ,' (IIOUC"

DOUC CICM'
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Q

::::
c;)

a

fir . John Speh r
Bureau of Lana Hanag ''''er,t
Rawl in s District OHl t '
P. O. Bo. 670
Raw l ins. WY B2301

tI

i

t[

~

.......

_00_. \~\!~::j®
r 8~~~~rr"lN1
~

RE :

Draft
LI . 5.
U•.1on
Pa cHlc
Resources
CompallY Greater Wamsutter Area II Natural
Gas Dtvelopment Project . State Ident Hler
92- 059

Dear Mr . Spehar :

~

...

!....
~

.... llA LNoUI

co-t .... ••
e.u.,

GI
II!

C
0

Q,
II!
GI

et:

-..
~

GI

C

GI

C

The Wamsutter area
I am III receipt of a copy of the above noted E.I.S.
has produced gas sh,ce 195B alld has enjoyed Interm ittent development u"t l1 the
present.
As you kllOW, there are now several dozen fields In the trend from
Townsh i p 14 North through TOWllshlp 24 North a"d from Range 90 West to Range 104
West . That Is not to say that all townships have developed fields but they are
scat tered throughout the a rea I desc rl bed. For your I "format I on and cor,venl ellce,
I have enclosed a copy of the Wyomlllg Geologic Survey Greater Greell River Basin
map, Series No . 36 .
The U. P. R. C. project will add a maximum of 750 wells at 300 locations. It
Is my view that this addltlolr will not Impact an area that Is already a slgnHlcant
gas province.
Wyoming ' s gross gas productloll cor,tllrues to Increase annually
topplllg 1 T.C.F. several years ago . Our reserves also continue to climb while
nationally the reserves are dec1 h.1ng. Our current reserves to production ratio
has fallen to a 25 year low at less than nllre years. This develo~nt will help
with that troubling situation and Is IrHessary to ensure our continued Indepelldellce
It could also displace some of the Caroadla" gas we
where gas In cOllcerned.
cu rr!lItly import .
It Is there!" ! reconmellded that U. P. R. C. be p"
proje c t at the earliest possible date .

'0

proceed with this

Very truly yours,

~.~~"

Donald B. Basko,
State 011 and Gas Supervisor

DBB/dl

111 WIST ''''ST SflltUT. I'.O 10)( 2"0. CASP£A. WVOMING 81101 1:.0" 23'·7U1

FA)( (30'1 2Jj·SlOI

General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

~

2.2.2 Letter from Department of the Army· Corps of EnginuTS

RESPONSE

N

~~----------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------~

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
COft~.

1)·.OIHI:' .... OMAHA Dt STIIUCT
115 HOItTM 17TH ani IT

M

General Response: Thank you f<r taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

OMAHA.. NC.IlllAaKA •• 102 ·... , .

February 7 , 1995
Cheyenne Regulatory Office
22J2 Dell Range Blvd ., Suite 210
Cheyenne, wyoming 82009

Mr. John Spehar
Bureau of Land Management
Rawlins District Office
P.O . Box 670
Rawlins , Wyoming 82JOl
Dear Mr. Spehar :
This is in response to your agency'. January 12, 1995
request, received January 26, 1995, for co. .ents on the
Union Pacific Resource. Company'. Greater wamsutter Area
II Natural Gas Development Project EIS.

1

A review of the EIS indicates that potential exi.t.
for i mpacts to occur in water. of the U.S. (including
wetlands) which. are subject to regulation under Section
404 of the Clean Water Act. It appears that the EIS doe.
not fulfill the requirements of Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act since it does not adequately identity all
impacts to aquatic resources. Although the EIS ,ay be
correct in assuming that access and pipeline crossings
can be authorized by nationwide peraits, well pad
placement in conjunction with these impacts may trigger
the need for an individual permit . If this is the case,
use of mitigation measures to reduce impacts to a
permittable level is not appropriate under the Clean
Water Act. Additionally, a site specific alternatives
analysis may find that one of the smaller alternatives
is a less damaging, practicable alternative which would
preclude the authorization of the proposed action.
It is not appropriate to place well pads in wetlands
and other waters of the U.S. Therefore, the EIS s hould
emphatically state that no well pads will be placed in
wetlands and crossings will be confined to areas that do
not contain special aquatic sites .
The m i tigat~on requirements in waters of the U.S.
would also have to be more fully explored to pass
regulatory standards (i.e. level of detail) for an
individual permit review . Cumu l ative impacts wi ll need

.. --.

Response 1: As discussed with the Corps of Engineers on April 4, 1995,
the DEIS is based on a conceptual-level of analysis and is programmatic.
The operators are not able to identify specific project facility locations for
a site-specific impact analysis to be accomplished. As discussed on pages
341 and 342 of the DEIS as well as in ECOTONE (1995a), the "Routine
On-site Methods" per the 1987 Corps of Eflginurs Wetlands Delinealion
Manual was used to identify and delineate jurisdictional wetlands in the
field. USFWS NWI maps were utilized as a f1J"Sl approximation, but the
field investigations verified the occurrence/absence and location/distribution
of such areas shown on the NWI maps, and Exhibit 3-3 on page 3-27 of the
DEIS and Map #1 of ECOTONE (1995a). As discussed on page 342 of the
DElS, field investigations accomplished for the ElS, Exhibit 3-3, and Map
#1 are not accurate enough or of sufficient detail for CW A Section 404
(b)( 1) guidelines compliance evaluation or Section 404 permitting. Per page
4-39 and Measure 4 on page 240 of the DEIS, all project facilities would
be located out of wetlands except for roads and pipelines that may not be
able to practicably avoid all wetland areas. The operators have committed
to locate well sites and production facilities out of wetlands. Pipelines and
roads that could not practicably avoid such areas would be authorized under
Nationwide Permits Nos. 12 and 14, respectively. Impact avoidance is the
highest priority of mitigation.
The GIS database wiD be manipulated to determine the areas of wetlands
that have been impacted by past and current activities (as of May 1994)
within the GWA II analysis area. Approximately 115 acres of wetlands have
been adversely affected by past and present activities in the GW A II analysis
area.
Impacts to other aspects of aquatic habitats are discussed in the Fisheries
sections of the DEIS (Sections 3.8 and 4.8).

- ..

---

. ' -.'

..
------- - --

------------------------------------------------------------------

~r-------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------~
~

~

2.2.2 Leiter/rom Department 0/ the Army - Corps 0/ Engineers, Continued

RESPONSE

~r----------------------------------------------r--------------------------------------------~

I

Response 1, Continued.

II

~

-2-

~

:::::

-

'C
~

c

o

U

....

~

to be assessed to detenine overall aquatic resource
losses to occur fro. the proposal, 'lVen if they are
temporary. Th. EIS doe. not indicate if ther~ has been
any historical los. of aquatic resource. in the
watershed. to be i.pacted by the propo.al although .0••
discussion i. included on page 4-42 of hi.toric stat.
losses. Further, i.pact. to aquatic reaources associated
with exiating operations were not discussed.
To ensure impacts to aquatic resources are .ini.ized
and to assist in our detenination as to the type of
authorization nee tied under Section 404 of the Clean water
Act, it is required that all well pad, pipelin., and road
crossing location. be identified upfront before any
activities commence in jurisdictional areas.
If you have any que.tions concerning this satter,
please contact .e at (301) 112-2300. Your file nueber
is 199540015.
Sincerely,

~;:~

Project Hanager
Cheyenne Regulatory oftice

•

Per the programmatic or conceptual-level analysis identified in the DEIS, all
facilities would be field reviewed by the BLM during the APDIROW
authorization process. During this time, the operators and/or the BlM
would determine the presence/absence of wetlands in the vicinity of a
facility and if present, determine the feasibility of avoiding and/or
minimizing adverse impacts. If wetlands could not be totally avoided. the
operators would be requited to coordinate with the COE before any
construction is approved or started. A similar process would occur for
facilities on other state and private lands. The operators would be
responsible to ensure that the facilities are in full compliance with the CWA.

~

~
no

2.2.3 Leller from Sweetwater Board of County Commissioners

RESPONSE

ct~--------------
SWEETWATER COUNTY
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMlSSIONERS
80 We.. Reming Clo<ge WIY
PO 80.730
Gr ..n RNer, WyorninQ 82935

PHONE 307,872-633 I
PHONE 307·872-6332

PHONE 307·872·6400
FAlC
307·872-6337

General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

Februuy 21,1995

Mr. John Spehar
Bureau of Land Management
Rawlins District Ortice
P. O. Box 670
Rawlins, WY 82301
~ar

Mr. Spehar.

The Board of County Commiuiooen of Sweetwater County Slronely supports
the development of the Union Pacific Resources Company Greater Wamsutter
Asea II Nalural Gas Developmenl Project in eastern Sweetwater County.

~
~

r
~
~

>
~

D

::::
C'l

El

tl
~

.,
III

C
0

.,a.

Continued exploration and development of petroleum and mineral resources
within Sweelwater County sustains the vil.llity or our county'. economy,
providing jobs as well as w revenues which support public service•.

-

III

c::.=

.,..

-;

.,c
t:)

We believe in the imporunce of this project; however, we stronely encouraee
the production companies involved to obtain all necessary federal, Sl.lte and
county pennilJ and 10 develop the project in an environmentally-responsible
manner, The Sweetwater County Land Use Plan encouraees development to
occur in a manner that considen cumulative social as well. environmenlal
impaCI$.
.
We appreciate the opportunity to express our suppon for this project and
encourage Union Pacific Resources and other oil and gas development
companies to pursue other projecl$ of this nalure.

~

Sincerely,

~

+,eAec 's1 \

§..,

'-rCJL.~

J.

Linda M. Taliaferro, ChaJrrna
Board of County Commissio~

[

r.,

t;;

....

~

....
~

JOHN E t=lADOSEVICH
307 ·362·5867

LINDA M. TALIAFERRO
C"-kman

CARL MALDONADO

301·875·3312
301· 213·511'

307 ·875-3809

_.,.r

..
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RESPONSE
2.2.4
from
of WJoming - Oil and Gas Conurvation Commission
~fr----------------------.--.o-.-r-o-r-}»-p-o-m-in-g--------------------------i-----------------------------------------------------------~
L~ntr

~

SIII~

I!>il anb ~a~ ~onStl'bl1tioll ~DmmissiDn

'i

::.

GOwI..,. .... I4.UN_

;:

_ ..... K_

General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

c____..

.~"':'::';:....... .-c.

00-"'_

Q

::::
~

Response 1: As discussed on page 4-32 and 4-33 of the DEIS. groundwater
contamination could occur from a number of sources due to well drilling.
completion. and operation. Technology cannot reduce the risk of
contamination to zero. There will always be a chance for such
contamination. and impact that could preclude the use of such water in the
future . Well completion per "On-shore Oil and Gas Order No.2" would go
a long way towards reducing the risk of such contamination. Similarly. use
of cathodic protection in areas particularly prone to corrosion would reduce
such risks.
According to John Pecor. Dennis Stenger. and Gary
McNaughton of the BlM. Rock Springs District. potential groundwater
contamination had been preliminarily identified in the Granger. Wyoming
area. A response from BlM to the WOGCC was provided by letter on
March 3. t 995.

Fdxuory 21, 1995

El

~

JohnS~

t

8 _ 0/ lAnd M~mI
RawWu District Office
P. O. Box 670
Ro-..~itu, J~ 82301

[

R&

!:!2
c,;

Draft

E1rvirotImmIa/ Impact StatDflDtl, UIIioIt Pacific

Resowu:s Company. Grm/tT WanuulltT Ana II, Natural
Gcu ~pmml Project

....

~

...

~(11'

Mr. SpdIar.

"'rrmct:d

~

On F~bruory 8, 1995. our office traive:I a copy o/IM
doaunenL 1 would
appreciate ~eivinl clarification, Of' fwth6 infotmation abouJ 1M foIIowint fKI'DI'OpIt wIUcJt
is found 011 PQ()I! 3·38 o/IM EIS:

-

"Conanu ~ bem raiud for -w P Mid projects bt southwal ~
rerardint ,,-oundWaltr quDIiIy dqradation dw to the PUrrint 0/ ccnfinbtllaym
and vettic.aI and Itorizonta/ m;,ratiort and mmn, O/WaltT 0/ WIriobk quoJilia.

1

Data sulJl!Slinl this is a aurmt problem in 1M G WA 11 ana/y$iJ area are NJI
available. Improperly complded injectiOll wells could be a potenJia/ souru 0/

communication. •
10

At)lOUT early conveniOlCe, please advile me o/Ihe field nama and O/Ihe souru 0/ data
support lise statemml abouJ lise inj«tion wela. ThanJcs in advance.

~4~;&~

DonoJd 8. 8asJco
Slale Oil <I Gas SUpervUIX

~...

.

-t-.)

711 WIST

'''Sf STflttn. " 0

BOX

"'0.CASPiR. WYOMING .1101

'3O'12'1I-71U

FAX f)OJI,,. SJOI

~----------------------------------------------------------

7i

~r-------------------------------------------'--------------------------------------------

~
~

2.2.5 uner from JaJ C. Grabow

RESPONSE

tr----------------------------------------------------------+--~-----------------------------------------------------J
N

General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
Harch 2. 1995

providing your comments.

Hr . John Spehar
Htln88~m"nt
Dis.~lct Office

Bureau of 'r _l"nd

Rawlins

P. O. Box 670
Rawlins. WY 82301
Re :

EIS Greater Wamsutter Are .. II

Dear John :
Please accept this letter as written eupport of my verbal co~ents
.,ade at the January 23. 1995 . EIS hearins at the BLH office on
Hurray Street In Rawlins.
41

II>

C
0

CI.

Ths Carbon County Economic Development Corporati o n has rsviewed the
draft EIS and offer the followi nR comments in s upport of the full
de v elopme nt of this project:

II>

41

...C)

~

Q

Il

i

cc:
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41

c41

c:"

~

Il

~
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~

a
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~
~

~

~

~

~

Environ.,ental iseuee hsve b ee n adequately addreased. In that
resard. we feel that any nesative impacts would be very minor in
relatlonehip to the potential poeitive economic benefits comins
from this project .
The citizens and businesses of Carbon County
continue to try to survive in a weak economy which doee not support
adequate ealaries or jobs to retain our youns people in the erea .
W.. f ee l that this tvpe dev .. lopment helps establish a viable
eco nomy within which the peo ple of Carbon County can continue to
make a livins a nd raiee their families .
Re~~ct fully

subm itted.

o n~pment Corporat ion

~

•.1
Grebow
H. mber

c/o 816 W. Spruce
Rawlins. WY 82301
307-324-4808
CCEOC office phon .. :

301 -328-2659
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing y'Jur comments.
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Mr. John Spehar
Bureau of Land Management
Rawlins District Oft ice
P.O . Box 670
Rawlin~ . Wyoming
92301
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Dratt Environmental Impact Statement
Union Pacitic Re.ource. Company
Greater Wamautter Area II Natural Ga.
Developmen!:

Response 1: This statement means that water produced with natural gas is
generaJly considered 10 be water vapor. Water that condenses from vapor
is free of all dissolved solids, as suct- chemical constituents are left behind
when water changes from liquid to vapor. Any minor quantities ofTDS left
in condensed water would come from material in well casing, pipes, holding
tanks, etc. TDS picked up from such materials would be highly variable and
dependent on the specific circumstances that cannot be predicted. Estimated
volumes of water produced with gas is less than one barrel of water per day
per weU. Again as indicated, quantities of TDS would likely be very small.

Dear Mr . Spehar :
In accordance with our responsibilities under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 309 ot the Clean Air
Act (CAA), Region VIII office of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) haa reviewed the Dratt Bnvironmental Impact
Statement tor the above referenced project . The following
commen.. are ottered for your consideration in preparing the
Final EIS .
Potential a i r impacts of the propos~l seem to be adequately
addressed . This includes compliance with the NAAQs, PSD
inc cements and visibility .
Comments or questions resulting trom our review of the water
and production aspects ot the DEIS are:
1

I

Page 2·29. Paragraph 3

The na. rative indicates that the produced vater is
"generally considered to be condensed water vapor ot low
total dissolved solidi (TOS) content . " It is not clear what
this statement actually mean~ . Some data on the act~al
vater quality of tluids from active production veIls already
in the area should be utilized to provide actual TOS values .
EPA vould also recommend that the estimate ot the quantity
ot produced water be checked by accessing wyoming Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission records .
Page 2 - 29. Paragraph.
The amount of incomplete combultion products from tlaring,
especially CO and NOX, should be quanti tied with some range.

o '''.'001

on ~H'f'Iod_

Response 2: The total poUutant emission rates from the construction, rig-up,
driUing, completion, testing, and flaring at one weU site, including CO and
NO., are shown in Table 4-2 of the DEIS. Flaring during drilling operations
is typically the result of upset or emergency conditions. Due to the wide
variety of circumstances that may be involved (i.e., equipment operations,
gas composition, etc.), it is impossible 10 quantify, with any accuracy, the
emissions associated with emergency or upset flaring. However, emissions
8ttributable 10 permitted flaring actions by GWA II operators will be
quantified on a case-by-case basis in the permit application. Total emission
rates from permitted flaring would fan well below threshold levels shown
in Table 4-2 since flaring would be permitted on a single-well site.

-
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The CO, content of the gas in this area may be higher than
in most areas. A more definitive estimate of flaring load
seems warranted.
3

Page 2 · 29 · Palagraph 5
~

The discussion regarding plugging is too general . What
criteria will be us ed to determine the actual plugging
program for a specific well? Will all underground sources
of drinking water (USDW) be isolated? What ia the
relationship between the B~ and the Wyoming Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission in the plugging plan approval
process? Uncemented casing should be perforated if a plug
is t~l ng set in the casing at that point. The narrative
should have a figure showing the basic plugging plan for the
area similar to that shown on the production well figures.

3

4

Pa~

2·25. Pigure 2 - 11

The figure is incorrect. The top of cement (TOC) is shown
at approximately 8300 feet. The TOC should be shown at
approximately 5950 feet according to the note in the figure .
All figures should be corrected to show toe above the Lance
formation.
5

Page 2-32

Paragraph 2

The use of the shot hole dynamite technique for geophysics
will have a more significant impact than other methods. Is
it possible to estimate how many such holes might be needed
in the limited area? A description of a typical shot hole
for this area should be included. (Show typical
construction and geological units wh 1rh may be penetrated.)

5
6.

Page 2 - 38. Measure 11
What are the criteria for determinill,J .L a synthetic liner
is needed?

7.

Page 2-37. Section 2 3 4 2 4
The use of an approved plugging plan for abandoning wells
should be included as a water resource mitigation measure.

8

Page 3· 38. Section 3.4.3.2.
The last paragraph indicates that concerns have been raised
about ground water degradation in several gas fi e l ds in
Southwestern Wyoming . The fields should be identified . The

~....
~

..

Response 3: Plugging of a well is accomplished in accordance with State
of Wyoming and BLM Rules and Regulations by placing cement plugs that
are at least tOO feet in length over open hole and permeable formations; at
least every 2500 feet if porous and permeable formations are not
encountered; over the "stub" of the casing left in the wellbore; in the base
of the surfacing casing; and any other depth required by the authorizing
agency. Cast iron bridge plugs set inside casing will be capped with at least
two sacks of cement. Open perforations in casing are often required to be
squeezed with cement as required after a case by case evaluation. In
plugging horizontal wells. a continuous cement plug shall be placed from at
least one hundred feet into the lateral back to one hundred feet into the
vertical portion of the wellbore. or as approved otherwise by the BLM or
State of Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission.
Response 4: True. The figure is incorrect. It should show cement to the
top of the Lance Formation.
Response 5: Section 2.3.3.4 of the DEIS (Production Operations) provides
a discussion of proposed geophysical operations within the GW A II. The
discussion states that data acquisition from previous seismic operations
would be utilized in the expanded drilling and production operations.
Additional data acquisition would be gathered using vibrators. primarily for
economic and environmental reasons. Shot-hole dynamite may be used if
field conditions. other limitations. or new acquisition criteria require such an
operation. Because of the uncertainties associated with proposed drilling
such as economic considerations and available seismic information. it is
currently not possible to estimate the seismic plans of operators within the
GWA II and subsequently. how many shot holes that might be needed
within the GW A n in the future. Geophysical operations within the GW A
II would require permit approval from the BLM. The permit application
would include all project components. including the energy source and shothole layout. and any mitigation measures necessary to reduce or eliminate
impacts to other resources.
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ReSponses 6, 7, and 8 are on tbe loUowing page•
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This section should include a brief description of the
formations which are presently receiving wastes via disposal
wells in the area . This should include a summary table with
locations, depths, construction details and volume of waste.
10

Poge

.~32,

Lilt Paragraph

This section indicates that (depending on location) most of
the aquifer below 1500 feet contains most of the ground
wate. ~ n excess of 10.000 mg/liter TOS (not a USDW). This
statement is not sup~ted by the typical wellbore diagram
on page 2 · 25 which indicates that the Lance formation. which
contains water with a TOS less than 5.000 mg/liter. is
located at a depth ot 6000 feet. This section needs
expansion to provide a clear picture of conditions acrofts
the area.
The document frequently uses the broad terma 'should' and
'could' . Readers would have more confidence in the analysis and
resulting decision if more decisive terma such as shall, would,
and will were used. Disclofture ot environmental effects would be
better due to the increased certainty of the information .

12

The analysis does a good job of disclosing planned
production and related development by alternative . A discussion
ot well density and quantity compared to ultimate quantity of gas
recovery would be useful . Can fewer wells in any alternative
eventually extract the basin's gas resources? How much longer
would the area need to be occupied/impacted if fewer wells are
involved? Would it be best to go with high dens!ty patte r ns to
retrieve gas for shorter duration or occupy the basin with fewer
wells for a longer duration? What discretion does the BLM and
State of Wyoming have in spacing variances? This information
would be helpful in examining cumulative impacts.

Response 7: An additional statement has been added to Measure 10, page
2-38 of the EIS stating "an approved plugging plan will be implemented
when the oil and/or gas well is abandoned." This wiD help mitigate any
potential surface problems with possible discharges of produced water and/or
oil (condensate).
Response 8: Contaminated groundwater has not been identified as a problem
within the GWA II. AU wells though, whether injection, dry, production,
etc., have the potential to contaminate groundwater. See Response 1 to
WOOCC letter No. 2.2.4. Minimal data is available on pressure heads of
confined aquifers at various depths.
Two injection wells are currently in use in the vicinity of the GW A II:
These are the Table Rock Unit well no. 19 operated by Texaco, Inc. and
located in the SESE of Sec. 35, T. 19 N., R. 98 W., and the Champlin 337
Amoco E No. 1 well, operated by Amoco and located in the SW of Sec. 17,
T. 19 N., R. 93 W. Both wells are on private lands and have been granted
Underground Injection Control (UlC) pennits by the State of Wyoming as
allowed by EPA. At the Table Rock well, produced water is injected into
the Fox Hills and Ericlcson Formations. The original pennit allowed
disposal of a maximum of 3.000 barrels of poduced water per day.
RespoDSfS 9, 10, 11, and 12 are

00

the rollowmg page.
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Response 9: There is one Class II approved salt water disposal site being
used by Wamsutter operators at this time. This well is used for disposal of
produced water from active wells in the Wamsutter Area. The formation
being used for disposal is the Fort Union. Monthly volumes of water
produced and disposed of are reported to the WOGCC and Minrzal
Management Service (MMS).

4

13

projections ot disturbance were based on a 5 acre per well
baais. Is this large ot an area really needed or is it allowed
tor the convenience ot the operatora? The induatry often drills
on much smaller pads if terrain features preclude 'normal' pad
construction. With the recent emphasis on ecosystem management
and biological diversity, it might be time tor a fresh look at
minimum operating standards and practices. It'a likely that
significant ac r eage could be excluded from the affected area
withOUt. taking away an operators ability to explore and develop
their lease . Por example, reducing pads from 5 to 4 acres under
the preterred alternative would eliminate 300 acres ot
disturbance or nearly half a square mile. The analysis seems to
accept that traditional pad constructions methods are appropriate
and no other options will be studied since the traditional pad
design has been utilized almost exclusively in the past 12 . 3.2 . 1
Well Pad Design, Pg . 2·4,. That is not a strong argument t o allow
envi ronmental impacts if other options exist which would b ~ more
sen itive to the environment while allowing access to gas
rese rves.

Response 10: Wording of the "Onshore Oil and Oas Order No.2" cannot
be changed to accommodate the OWA II project. However, operators are
required to complete and plug wells in compliance with this order. Exhibit
2-11 shows UPRC's proposed completed well bore. This is a conceptual
exhibit. The occurrence, depth, and quality of groundwater is highly
variable across the project area (see Table 3-10). A specific well completion
program will be developed for each well in compliance with Order No. 2
that takes the specific groundwater conditions encountered during drilling
into consideration.

Item 1 . 5 . 3 on page 1-12 says that leases will be issued with
the necessary restrictions to protect resources. A diacussion of
what the restrictions might be, and when and how they become
necessary would be useful.

15

Response 11: The draft EIS was prepared by a team of preparers and
personal preference for the use of the terms "could" "WOUld" should" "shall"
was not always corrected during consistency reviews. This document is only
a disclosure of environmental consequences and standard, project-specific,
and site-specific mitigation measures. The Record of Decision will contain
clear and precise language in identifying the approved development.

Item 2 . 3 . 4 on page 2-32 speaks in terms of operators
proposals and not obligations. The analysis woul d be
strengthe~p~ it there was more certainty in what is expected of
operators uu ; ing mitigation. The section also indic~es that
some mitigation ~easures and design teatures may be waived when
deemed appropriate . A discussion ot what constitutes appropriate
would be helptul .

Response 12: The proposed OW A II drilling program is based on the
current understanding of reservoir characteristics (i.e., geology, flow data
from existing producers, expected recovery factors, and economics). Based
on this information, a development level of 2 wells per section is currently
deemed appropriate for most of the OW A II. Some areas with below
average recovery of gas reserves may justify a greater well density per
section.. These areas are presently not defined; increasing density beyond
2 wells per section would depend not only on reservoir and recovery
considerations, but also on gas prices, well costs, and economics. OW A II
operators do not presently feel that this option is likely on a field-wide basis.

Item 2.3 . 4.2 . 5, measure 5, page 2 - 41 indicates that 8LM
directives would call for minor adjustments to the location ot
project facilities to avoid plant species ot concern and/or their
habitat. The word 'minor' should be changed to 'necessary' .

17

~~

Item 2.3.4 . 2.14, Hazardous Materials, page 2-46 indicates
that operators 'plan to design' and 'plan to avoid'. The
mitigation discussion should show how they would design and would
avoid . What resources does the 8LM have in place to monitor
operator's Hazard Communication Programs and hazardous waste
handling. EPA is concerned that analysis of effects and
resulting decisions may rely too heavily on mitigation which may
not be implemented due to future resource and budgetary
limitations .

.. --. .. -.
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Because of factors described above, disclosing additional information on
future plans on well density, gas resources, gas recovery, and spacing
variances within the Wamsutter area is difficult to provide. Many of the
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RespoDR 12, Continued
development wells in Wamsutter are defined IS -tight 1M sands- and are
marginal prospects from an economic standpoint. II experimental drilling
programs in marginal areas are not successful ICchnically and economicaJJy,
Wamsutter operators wiu not continue to pursue development of these
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Based on the procedures BPA uses to evaluate the adequacy of
the information in the 819 and the environmental impact. of the
roposed act_ n and alternative.. the Draft BI9 for the Union
~acific Resource. Company Greater wam.utter ~ea II Natural Ga.
Development Project will be li.ted in the p.d.ral Regi.t., a.
category BC · 2 (Bnvironmental Conc.rns, In.uffici.nt Information) .
Thia category indicate. that BPA hal identified areas of
potential impacts which .hould be avoided in order to fully
protect the environment.
The BPA appreci.tea the opportunity to review and comment on
the Draft BI9. If you have any que.tions, plea •• contact
Paul Hamper at (303) 293 · 1695.

;:;$'

p

J. William Gei.e, Jr., Acting Chief
Bnvironmental Alae •• ment Branch
Water Management Division

properties.

Response 13: The average weU site disturbance WM estimated to be five
acres to consttuct the typical 3.67-acre (400 feet by 400 feet) drill pad
proposed by UPRC and other operatcn. The five acre disturbance estimate
also included cut-and-fill slopes associated with drill pad consuuction and
other anciUary facilities such as topsoil storage areas. GW A n operators are
currently evaluating more efficient drilling methods that wiu not only
economize the drilling process but reduce the size of disturbed areM.
Response 14: Please refer to Appendix A. Standard Mitigation Guidelines.
Similar restrictions are added to lease parcels prior to leasing. In addition,
site specifIC environmental analysis is completed for individual projects on
the lease. This results in specific restrictioos to help protect natural
resources on or near the proposed project site.
Respo~ IS: The draft EIS assessed the environmental consequences of
the proposed action and alternatives as if aU stipulations and mitigation
measures were applied where appropriate and opecator compliance occurred.
Those actions approved through the Record of Decision and Authorized
through the site-specific pennitting and environmental assessment process
wiu be carried out on federal lands. The BLM consb'UCtion inspection and
compliance procedures ensure that flCld activities are completed as
authorized.

Section 2.3.4. Slates that mitigation mea!ures and design features may be
waived on a case-by case basis when deemed appropriate by the BlM. This
determination would be made only after a thorough, site-specific analysis
determined that the resource or land use for which the measure WM put in
place is not present (X' would not be signifICantly impacted.
Response 16 and 17 on following page

See Response 5 to Letter No. 2.2.15 (WGFD).

-

2.2.6 Leller from

u.s. Environmental Protection Agenc], Continued

RESPONS;J

Response 16: Replacement of "'minor"' with "'necessary" would better protect
the resource. This wording change is made in the Errata.
Response 17: Appendix D, page 13 explains the managr;ment policy and
procedures that the operators will follow in the event of a hazardous material
release. The 8LM will verify that the operators h?'/e written Hazard
Communication Plans and field personnel will checl-. to see that plans and
MSDSs are kept at the workplace. Spot checks with mployees to verify the
existence and location of Hazard Communication Plans will ensure that
plans are available in an emergency.
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Gmenl Response: Thank you for laking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.
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Response I: Please see response to WOGCC letter No. 2.2.4 and EPA letter
No. 2.2.6 Response Numbers 8 and 10.

JohnS~har

Bunau o/lAnd MlJIU1fO"tIII
RawllnJ Dimict OfJiu
P. O. Bar 670
Rawlins, ''tomin, 82JOI

Rc

D~(JT

Draft EnvironmOltal Impact StalmttJll, Union Padjk
Raourres Compa1f1, Grrala II'anuuna An!a II, Natural
Gas D~/opmOll Projm

Mr. Spehar.

&ued on the TrSpottJe 1 ~ from Gary Holstlll Environmmlal I'taNtln& I strotttI1
mtzest you ammd the fIalmtDIU math in the Ian pararroph 0/ Pa,e J·J8 0/ the rrfrrmced
EIS. If the ""IW rrfarnce thai "CoItcenu have bun raised jrN sevmJlltD fle14 prof«U in
southwct IfYomu.,. ..__ " has to ~ mad~ the Grwrta ~a study nffdl to ~ sP«ifiCDlly
idOllified as doa the rrsultin, eJfott to addrtss the problon. Southwestmr ~int enjop the
ben~fiJ of a Fal deal of d~/opmml and this identifies all the fitlds as havint problmu. If
COrm:l information about the sP«ific concmu cannot bt addtd. taU the whole thint out.

t

For the GrraJa WamJUller Arra. the fIalmttnt thai "Improperly compltted in}«lioll
could ~ Q pofortial SOUf'U of contaminaliofL· is campltte" absunL The wtit has 0tI/y
a si",lt disposal ~a optraJed by Amoco Production in tht C .sirl Sec. 17, T.19N, 1t9JW.
Thai ~" has btOl apprrJVrd under the EPA's Undnrrowrd Injectioll Control ProJnZIfI rults,
and is monitoml. lnJptcltd, and underroes ca.sin, inttfrity tuts unda the Commission's
jurisdidiofL If Afr. Holstlll has informaliOIl tllat tire complttioll or mechanical condition 0/ the
Mil is maJdn, it a sourct 0/ cOnlaminQlion, IIWJII/ 10 bt ,;v~1I Ihat in/onnatiafL Our files show
no o/ha injtdiall ~lls in 0If1 a/lhe lands id~1I1ifi~d 011 &lJibit 1·4 oftht draft EIS. If Afr.
flolsan blows 0/ injectioll ~11s OIha tllan Amoco's, I'd want to bt apprised ofthon.
~fIS

Furtha, thai WtlJ comp/ttion must ~ accomplislltd in compliance with 'OnShOff! Oil
and Gas OrrIu No.
is 1101 true 0/ ~11s ollfte, fIalt or potOlted lands within the draft EIS
arta. The Oil and Gas Commissiott has rules which dtfine fresh and potablt 'NaJa and which
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Basko/SpdIar
3·14-95, p.2
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prov(de fix proper wtIl completioll 011 IDnds nOf unda jurisdiction 0/ Ihe Bureau 0/ Um4
M~enL There an IIIUIItJOUI OfMr ndes unda 1M UlC provam which provI~ ptOIection
10 frWa and potable wala from Injecdon and dispolal wtlls. and produdion twill tJdJaanJ 10

Ihma unda Ihis

ogenq~

UIC profTtII1L

~ SfOlmamlS In 1M draft EIS 100m broughl 10 my OIID11ion by 1M EtrvfrotImenJaI
Prolection Agmcy. IIWI1II coned InfonnOlion about our rqulOlory tlfottJ 10 be proviIktJ to
rmtwtn 0/ 1M EIS, lUll cloudy alitgOliofIJ and 8OJOalilies. 1/ Ihere really an sptdJic
probitmS, idtlllil1 Ihma and I'll lake 1M appropriOle adiOl'L
Vcy truly youn.

,4J~a1"'g

Donald B. Basko
SIOIt Oil and Gas SupavisOf'
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

"

Response 1: Agree. Current BlM pit lining policy in Wamsutter requires
the use of a liner in sensitive environmental areas regardless of other
considerations. (See Response 6 to EPA letter No. 2.2.6.)
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March 8, l"S

Hr . John Spehar
Bureau of Land Management
•• "l!n. Dt.trict Office
P . O . Box 610
R."11n, , Wyoming .2l01

RI!:

Draft .Ia, O'nlon •• effie a •• oure •• COIIIPany ----U--r •• tar . . . .utt.r Ar •• II
Matural 0 •• D.... los-ent 'roject

oear Hr . Spehar :

ot the "ater Quality Dlvieion (WOO) reviewed the
above referenced EnviroNMIntal Impact Staten.ent (lIS) and provided conmente which
are pre •• nted belov , ThaM you for th e opportunity to conwnent .

Jake StrohlNln and Phil Ogle

rro4vc;~lon

The propo.ed product Ion anlS faci Ii ty con.truction operat i on. provide an excellent
approach to protect vater quali t y .
•• ctlon 2 , ' , 1,2 1

1

RESPONSE
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Mealyre 11 p.g. 2·..lI . indicate. -.ub.oil tftAt.ria
to.
: e •• rv. pit. vill b .
C(.ln.tl,",cte.:l in will be i n.pe .:ted f.;)r .tability and ,
~ l:!.ty to de~em.1ne if
reinforcement or • liner 1. required . - In determining t.he need for a l iner. each
.ite .hould be evaluated individually al proPDI.d 1n thl. w.ea.ure .
However .
there are additional factor. which .hould be included in a n y ,ite eval u ation to
determine whether a liner i. nece •• ary to protect groundwater . In mo,t ar.a, of
the .tat e. it i. difficult for a qualified per.on to ob.erve the .oil. and the
.urroundlng ,urf.ca feature. at a propo.ed reserve pit and come up with an
accurate prediction of the lithology. depth to groundvater or the groundwater
quality due to the extreme variabil ity of geology and groundw.ter quality in
Wyoming .
It i. 8u9ge.ted that thi, mea.ur. include evaluation of depth to
groundWAter or confi ning .tr.ta . Well pad. in •• n.itiv. enviroMMtntal tarrain.
Ih llly or rnountainou. or by wetland. or Itr.am..) .hould al.o require lined
re.erve pit. regard l e •• of other conllideration • .
Mea.uro 14 page 2·)' : All di.charge. of hydro.tatic taat "'ater f'lIU.t be
coord in ated wit h WOO .
If .dd i tional infonution 1. required , pIe •• e cont.ct
"-ri •• L.at.dy at )01·111.17 . 1 .
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MI,.ur. l' pIg. 2.]' : WOO" policy for coy,rag' of 011 and g" fl.14 d.v.lopMnt
under the wyoming g.n.ra1 atorw ""t.r .U,charge perait 1. Itlll dlv,loping.
Generally, entire fl.1dl will not be cov.red by on. notification of int.nt and
• 11nql. Pollution Prevention Plan tppP) . Tht. poltq . . .n. that. tach v.l1 and
I •• octattd tacllltt •• (ro.da, pipelin •• , r ••• n . pit. Ite . ) that cU.turb five
Icr" or eor • .utt be cov.red under the ,",nllt •• parat.ty. Thi. pollcy. In the
c ••• of llrg. fl.ld d.v.los-entl, r.quir ••• aubltlnttel .ffort by c~l •• to
cOMply and WOD ha. ,"en •• k to racon.id.r full fl.1d cov.r.g.. In ,.apon•• to
thlo r~qu . . t. the policy h . . beon redefined . A compeny perticipeting in e field
developnent can .1th~r follow the geneI'll pollcy of lingle veil pe:ndttlng or
ftle notification for cove rag_ of all their vella within the fleld . The following
criteria muat be N t to obtain full field coverage :
1.

r
~

~

~
::::

development .
A l1atlng of all the propo •• d vella. which inclueS••
the legal locatlona, lIlUat be .ubmitted to WOO .

1.

A ppp muat be prepared that d •• crlbee the characterS.tic. of the
field . the apeelflce of each indlvldual ",ell .tt., and .11 aroalon •
•• dlment and atorw .ater lMDag. . .nt practlce. that wl11 be utilized
at each .It. . ..fore cove rag. wsder the general pel'Wlit t. i •• ued by
wgo • PPP for • • • lected elte ""-lIt be aubmttted and approved .

.

All velIe In the fiald vl11 be aubject to the penlltt raqulreftllenta.
including thol. that dilturb 1 ••• than five aer •• .

)

f

The company muat have 20 or "1'8 ... 11. propo ••d for the field

",,,,.,,

gueltion. regarding coverage under the general ItOI'1l ",.ter penalt Ihould be

:::::~r ~·';7t ~,. ~".-.
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p.rtrnent of Environ.rMntal guallty
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~

GeDenl Respoose: ThanJc you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

"""""""Ian

0..,.-. w ...... ,1001<)1 00

t:I

Respoose 1: The BLM will continue to consult with the SI81C Historic
preservation Office in matters of historic properties. Suggested woofing
changes and incorrect table number references (Table 3-19 should be Table
3-20 and Table 3-20 should be Table 3-21 in two places) are included in the
Errata.

Morch 14. 1"5

t

.John 'pe".~

lur •• " of Land Kan.~ nt
hwllfto Dlotrlct OUlc.
P.O. 110. 670
ltawl!"., VI 12]01

...,
[

q,

Union 'aclflc ~•• ourc.. Cc.pany Or •• tar ....."tt.1" Ar•• II ... turll 0 ••
o... lo_nt Pro,.ct Draft _ .. (Stot. J.D . 110. 92-059), SHPO 108921U.8029

0 •• 1' Hr . Spehar.

~

Staff of the Stat. "latoric '1'11.c• • tlon OffiCI h ••• re.iewed the abo".
raterenced docu.ent •• it. pel'talna to cultural I'.'O\II'C.'. Thank you tor
allovln9 UI the opportunity to c:c..ent.

w.

found: the Inforaatlon conclrnlnql cultural c •• oure •• 1n th<e pro,ect ara. to
v. h • .,. only I fev brief obl.ryatlonl to .aka.

be c~pr. h . n .l"..

Pl91 1-12, the firlt. and •• eond .,-rl9raphl rlf.rancl incorrect table
nu_ro ITobl. 3 - 19 ohould be Tobl. 3-20 and Tobl. 3- 20 ohould be Tabl. 3-11
ln two pl.c•• ).

On

"_ belle .. e there . . y ....... been an 0.er,19ht ln that there ahould be •
diecua.lon of the propoledl aetlon (preferred alternati.e, und.r •• ctlon 4.11.l
Direc t and Indlrect. lapact.a on peg. 4-11 . Allo on pap 4-11, lt 1 • ..,re
correct to .tate that, -Additionally , lf' the portion of' a alt. cro.,ed by
earth-dl.turbln9 actlvlty doe, not po ••••• the ",alltl,. that. ..... the .lte
.119ible, the project. . . y be judged to ha.. e no ~ affaet. on the .ite . -

1

I

Under o.cUon 4 . 11 . ' M1UvoUon S _ . , . on poV. 4-83 _ _ ld 11" to polnt
out that there . . y be other "'1" .ppeoprlate or 'eono.ical v.y. to _iti,at.
ad •• r •• eff.et. t.o hi.torie period propel'tl,. than the on. optlon _ntloned in
thl. p.raoraph. Th. atat. "l,torie Pre.'rY.tion Office r.e09nl •• , that.
HAIS/HABIt r,eordinq of atandln9 .tructur•• 1. ".rr.nted ln .o.e e •••• but .ay
not be n.c •••• ry ln all .1tu.tion. . W. _Ieoee the opportunity to vock vlt.h
the sue In d •• 19ftlno lnno... tl • • • ltl".t 1on .tr.taqla ••

'1 •••• refar to SHPO proj.et control nwaber l0192JU.a029 on .ny future
corr.apondanc. d. a l1n9 vlth thl. proj.c t. If you ha •• any qu.atlon. con t act
Jearan It_pton at 301-171-6'92 or Judy Volf, Oaputy SHPO, at 301-111-6311.

Slne.r.1y ,

~ /(tif[ ::~tlon

omen

.1TJe l kl" f rtv
Myo.1n9 State Cla.rlncahou •• , Stat. Plannln9 Coordln.tor ~ . Offlc.,
Harach1'r lul1dlno, 4th Ploor K.at, Ch.Ylnn., WY 12002

ee l
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General Response: Thank you (or taking the lime to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

............

,..... • • , __ V..I • . - - . u..tt
1.70 ....... ..,
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~. C ........
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March 21 , I99S
Mr )ohn Speh,u
R3\\lins District Office
BurC.1u of l3nd Management
PO Oox 670
Rowlin. , W)"orll ing 8230 I
Grca!t! Wam.uner ArC.1 " Narurol Gil Dcytlopmcn\ P,OICS1
~ft En vi ronmtntal Impact S!.1tC!OO!l
Amoco Production Com"",,), (Amoco), a ,ub.idiary of Amoco Corpo<ation, i. incorpo<.ted for the
purpose of e'ploring for .nd dc,.. loplOg od and p. resources throushout the Unlled S!.1t ..
Amoco ha. e'tcn.ive fcdcrallc2 .. hoIdinp throushout the watem US, .nd a cont inuins ,nter.,1
,n the federa l I.nd plaMinll proce.. , Amoco Iw conducted and will conllnue !o conduct
operat,on. in the Greater Wam.uner Area II (GWAII), therefore, rnanagcmcnt policies outl,ned in
th" draft EIS could 10.,.. an impact on Amoco', in!er..t. ,n the area We appreciate the
""pon""'t~' to eommtnt on thi. droft EIS.

1

In ..etion 2.3 4 I it i. "ated '''The operotor. \\,11 de,'C1op and .ubmit (or appro,..1 an area-wide
IrJn.spon:lIioo pl;ln for f03d dc:\"Clopmenl and rnainlc:nanu Within the anal),is area · to be
con'plcted \\ IIh in 6 month. of prOject appro" al " It" unreali.l ic !o expect that there can >clu. lI)"
be a us.ble, .pecoroe tr.n.pot1ation and road network plan for all of indu'tr, (or the next S to 10
)'t3fJ Dc"clopmcnt pl3ns \\ill differ (,om compan)' to com~ny II WllIlhe economIC sUuahon .
The way Ihis IS currenlly \\Tincn. it is unclear "ho 11 respons Ible (or complc1inl the lransportahon
pbn and \\ ho i. re'pO!1"ble (or larer implementation and "policing". I( there i. one 13rgc
tran'pon'!lon plan (or the ent ire ..ca, th" .hould be • flInet"'" of the BtM, no< the ,ndi,·,du.1
op::r3tors Ho\\"C\"Cr. it srtms morc userut rer the rrinu~' "P'=r;'t!or(s) of c:1ch field \\1thm G\\'AII
to submit :lnd clrry out their O\\n indh,tduat transport.1lfon pl3.l1s :and rnJintenance agrttments
undcr some "glob.I" DlM gu idance
In ,ect,on 2 34 2 3, " Project Wide M,tiS.t ion l>1=u r"'So,": you have SUted that the operato"
:lre to limit constNclSon 3ctlvnics to pc'oods \ \hen lhe soils arc dry or not frozen. \Ve suggeJlth.:lt
Ih,s \\ordlng is ch.1nScd 10 "Frozen or Slturared soils Will no( be used:lS constNclton nulerial ..
This cl3 ufic:s \\h:lt is mC3nl by the S131cmc:n1 The: prC\'ious wording leads one to bclic\'C that no
COtlslruclion of :lny kind would be :1l1o\\cd durin8 most of the yc:a r in \Vyoming.
In ,cehon 2 3 ~ 2 S, Vesetat,on .nd Wetl,nd., the rollo"ing mitigalion rnt:Isure" pr"""..d " Scc:d

31ld stabilize disturbed 3rca.s \\ilh seed ml'<lurC'S and treatmenl mc:asurCS recommended in Appcndi:.:
0 " The.e .hould be left OJ ~ , \\ith the roMI recllnul ion pl.n for I 'lie Icft up 10
the DtM and the or<r.tor. Allhis point, th i. is one opinion orthc bcJt occd mIXtur ... nd

....

!-

~ ~----------------------------------------------------~~~,~1

r'!Sponse 1: Because the oil and gas industry has constructed and/or will
construct most of the roads in the analysis area and the road network is
within a "checkerboard" land ownership pattern, the BLM will continue to
rely on the operators within the field to provide their road construction and
road maintenance needs for planning purposes. Industry must be a ~
partner in management of the current and future network o( roads in this
area if impacts to other resource values are to be mitigated. The purpose of
the transportation plan is to provide an instrument for mutual understanding
and mutual commitment in constructing and maintaining an adequate road
network, a road network that will be safe and adequate (or driUing and
production operations and wiD still be buill and maintained in a manner that
will protect olher resource values. The development of b'8I1SpOrtation plans
is stiU evolving, especially where a "checkerboard" land ownership pauem
exists. However, the BLM would suggest the transportation plan be jointly
prepared by BLM and industry (upRC being the initial lead for industry)
with input from priV8le landowners and the county engineer (for county
roads). The plan would include the foUowing: 1) An accurate and current
base map of the existing road network. 2) Guidelines for road location,
design, construction, quality control, and maintenance. 3) Current stablS and
condition of each road (to be periodicaUy updated). 4) Priority list wilh
timetables for road upgrading, maintenance, 85 well 85 the reclamation of
uMeeded or abandoned roads (priority list to be periodically updated). The
primary operators of each field within the GWAll 85 weU 85 priv8le
landowners would need to provide individual development plans and
maintenance needs (perhaps on a yearly basis) to be reviewed and
incorporated into the transportation plan. Implementation and update of the
plan would be the responsibility of a selected team of industry/priv8le/BLM
representatives. The BLM would provide overall guidance and some site
supervision 85 mUluaily agreed upon by members of the team.
Response 1: Agreed. The text will be changed to read "Construction activity
wiD not be conducted using frozen or saturated soil material or during
periods when w8lershed damage is likely to occur." These changes are
reflected in the Errata.

...
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lad \hem 10 OIhc:r ronclu.ions

4

Also in sedicn 2,3 4 2 5, V<tCIJlicn and WelW>ds, tho follo-,inl millption
is p""""",,,
" Desi", • no>oous "ud rnonllon... prOlr2m and implan<tol, if neca~', • "ud control and
endiulicn P"'lr2m pet BLM ""lUi.......,., - We do noI\hinlt it is necaSiry 10 ha,~ • full ·blo-,n
lOud monilon", "prOl"""- 1O ...... ~ 1Iud ",uds do noI .., oul of conllol. P."",,ps tho problem"
In tho ddinil"'" of tho Vo1lfd "prOJr2m- Whal cIo<t \hi. cruil? Will thore be forms 10 fill OUI'
Will tho~ be prOlrvns 10 wrile or file: ,,;\h tho BLM? Thi. seems c:<C<t.i,,, when.II it rcally
tilt .. is I v"u.1 in.pcdicn,

S

In sedion 2 3 4 2,7, Wildlife, tho fol""';", mililllicn mcuu~ i. propmed " lnform.II projc<l
emplo),,,,,, of .pplicable: ",ldlif. b,,~ and pcn.allies associaled ,,;Ih unb\\iiol tilt ••nd harl ..menl All,n, \\hal cIo<t Ihis in,""..:? Is it . imply. man. r of onfoo mms our cmplo)'«t ,i •• memo or
p, .. phlet, or " II more in""',-..I' Wouldlhc: oper.,or, oc ,,:qucred 10 I",ck who had reccoved \hIS
,nform:>llon' II i.tho responsibilily of cvet)' cilizm 10 be .,,"~ of this onformalion, :mel ~ sc:em.
rcason.>ble 10 .'pcd op<r1IlorI 10 remind Ihcir emploj.,.,;
believe lhal it i. e.,ocuive
10 e pc<1 lhe ope"'lor 10 be tho "inSlruelor" 10 cvny c:onIractor or ,,"orker in tho field

mcuu~

::::

~

lot

tl
~
.:~
~

S!It

!!1

TheBL~1anchhcope"'lornu)' ha'e)u"ofClCpc"mc'WI

"""-ever, ""

c;:;

Also In =Iicn 2 3 4 2,7, WildlIfe. tho follo-,; .. mitiplicn rneaJ\lre i. propmed " Relocale drillon8
. il... IO ."",01 "hll.... ,1ed pr1Iiric dOJ colonies," Thi. i. an unrealistIC mcasu~, Thi. should be
hnked 10 I buno\V deroslly ondIor .i", crileria We do noI\hinit il i• •CISORIble: 10 ""IUi.e lhal ""
O\..,.d p,"irlC doJ colonocs \hat .,e not .uillble: bladt fOOled ferm habilll
In lhe H,urdou. Malcrill. sedicn. plc:Hc noIe WI tho opcr1IlOtS .rc not n<C... llrily lhe ann
dolns tho letuol dnll ins Dnllens i. ofton conl",cled oul, and tho dnlll"! companies keep lhei.
MSDS. on tho ri8 .ile, not.I tho field offICe of tho ope"'lor,

8

In .wion 4 12 6, Miliplicn Summory. il i••lIled dial ''(jWAII ope"'IOt1 should implemenl I
socIoeconomic monilonna P"'lram dial \\ould lrack .... housinS ."oillbilel)', tho number of
rclocalins worke" and tho raidcnlililoc.olicns of worker. Informallon on ~lns,,,,bblliIY
should be made .' liloble: 10 n:locali", "'Olken 10 ...ist \hem in lheir .....ch for .uillble: hou,,".
In lhe c,-enllhal ""Iibble: hou.i",.upplies cannot meet worker domand. GWAII ope",lor•• hould
"ork lowlrd dc,'CIopI"S' ",orkc. hou.in8 milipl"'" plIO dial idcnllr.e. other hou" .. F.. ,lellCS
;n~t lids In l.x.1ti:"1 1cmpor3ry :J'TIp1oyC'C hnu!'IIr.11!1 the \Vm1l'Unrr .:rC'~ ·· This mc:n"~ IS
.,CC.5I'" :mel Improclical It would be I Ioslllical "ishlmare for one of tho numerous operllo" 10
,"empllO ,dministcr il for lhe cnli~ Irca The BLM or lhe counl)' agencies .houldllkc chllJ:C of
IhlS If IllS ... IIy deemed necessary. whIch "" do noc believe 10 be tho .....
In <croclu.ion, Amoco beliC\~ lhese concerns ... and .hould be add .....ed in tho Finol
En\'llonmc:nullmp:oct SlIlancnl Apin. ,,,: opp'CCillC Ihc opportunl~' 10 CO<M>tnl

J R RUlly
En\llonmcnlll Specll'ist
~

~

'"N

6:

Response 6 (Continued), 7 and 8 on following page.

Response 3: The context of Appendix 8 has been clearly stated throughout
the DEIS. Please note that Section 1.0 Introduction of Appendix B staleS
that "This appendix (Appendix 8) provides recommendations only and
therefore, is not a reclamation plan. The final reclamation measures thal
would be applied should be based upon site-specifIC conditions and
validation of these recommendations upon the approval of, and in --ment
--with, the 8LM Authorized Officer (AO)."
Response 4: As future surface disturbance occurs, weed infestation may
become a significant problem. At a minimum, each company will be
expected to develop and implement their own noxious weed monitoring and
conb'Ol program. The program should outline measures for routine
monitoring and the use of reseeding and mechanical and/or chemical conb'Ol
methods. A permil is already required from 8LM when chemicals are ~.
If this company approach proves to be inadequate, a more broad approach
may be required.
Response S: It is the responsibility of each individual company to inform
amVor remind their employees and contractors of responsible behavior. A
contractor is employed by the company and a contractor employee is viewed
as a temporary employee of the company. The method of instruction is at
the discretion of the individual company.
Response 6: This statement is correct The mitigation measure is expanded
to read: " Relocate drilling sites to avoid white-tailed prairie dog colonies
when these colonies are greater than 200 acres in size and active towns are
located within the colony."
A prairie dog town is defmed as an area with >8 bunows per acre and a
complex is defined as 2 or more neighboring towns that are within 4.34
miles from each other. Smveys are only valid for a period of 1 year. If
projects are proposed in areas with less than 80 acres of black-tailed prairie
dogs and less than 200 acres of white-tailed prairie dogs then preactivily
surveys will not be required to satisfy the regulations (SO CFR 402)
governing interagency coopezation WIder the Fndangered Species Act These
areas may be cleared without a ferret smvey.

~------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------~

~r-------------------------------------------'-------------------------------------------~

~
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Response 6, Continued.

In black-tailed prairie dog towns or complexes greater than 80 acres bulless
than 1.000 acres - and in white-tailed prairie dog towns or complexes greater
than 200 acres but less than 1,000 acres, the area may be cleared after a
survey for black-footed ferrets has been completed, provided that no ferrets
or ferret sign has been found . This must occur because lhese areas may
have importance for black-footed ferret recovery (Le. the FWS is in the
stages of reintroducing ferrets into northwestern Colorado) and the FWS and
other agencies are working together to identify and secure sites with
potential for ferret reintroduction, identify those lowns that do not meet the
requirements for ferret survival and recovery, and develop plans for
managing prairie dog ecosystems.
Information pertaining to this maller can be obtained from BLM biologists
at the Great Divide Resource Area in addition to utilizing the FWS
Guidelines (May 1989) and the BLM Wildlife Technical Bulletin No. 1
Handbook of Mtthods for Locating Black-foottd Ftrrtts (Jan. 1984).
C'l
~

~

i
~

q

•

Respome 7: The words field office will be changed to read workplace. 29
CFR 191O.1200(g)8 states "The employer shall maintain copies of the
required MSDSs for each hazardous chemical in the workplace ...." The
workplace in this instance is the rig site or field location. This wording
change has been noted in the Errata.

~
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Respome 8: Socioeconomic monitoring activities such as those outlined in
Section 4.12.6 are frequently implemented in situations where energy
resource development activities have the potential to generate adverse
impacts due to rapid in-migration and localized population growth. Because
the potential for impacts derives from activities pursued by the GWA II
operators, it is appropriate that they assume financial responsibility for these
monitoring activities, rather than imposing the task on local units of
government or federal agencies. Since multiple operating companies are
involved, logistical difficulties could be reduced through coordination of
monitoring and mitigation efforts by a single organization or contractor that
represents an association of the operators .
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Karch 24, 1995

Mr. John Spehar
Bureau of Land Management
Rawlins District OffICe
PO 80. 670
Rawlins, Wyoming 82301
Dear Mr. Spehar:

On behaH of the Petroleum Association of Wyoming (PAW), a division 01 the Rocky
Mountain Oil and Gas Association (AMOGA), and in response to the proposed Greater
Wamsutter Area II Natural Gas Development Project Oraft Environment Impac1 Statement
(DE IS) we offer the following comments.

General Response: Thank you for taking the time 10 review the DEIS and
providing your comments.
Response I: BLM Manual 9113 states "aU permanent roads consttucted by
non-govemmet'lt entities across public lands must be designed by or undeI'
the direction of a licensed professional engineer." (See BLM Manual Section
9113.06F.) The manual also states "Construction inspection must be done
by qualifted inspectors_" (See BLM Manual Section 91 13_S3.) Language in
this section of the EIS is consistent with BLM Manual 9113. However, the

fonowing sentence is added to Section 2.3,2.3 in the Errata for further
clarification. "The BLM district engineer will assist the operator in
detennining the survey and design requirement so as to minimize cost while
ensuring that the road is safe for the user and meets Bureau standards: (See
Wyoming State BLM Manual Supplement Section 9113.4.)

PAW is a trade association representing hundreds 01 oil and gas operators, large and
sman, who account for 90 per cent 01 the oil and natural gas exploralion, development
and transportation aC1ivi1ies in Wyoming . Recent testimony by the American Petroleum
Inst~ute and RMOGA before the Senate Energy and Natural Resource Committee of the
US Senate pointed to the oil and gas industry successfuny adapting to the one of the
most diffICult periodS in history; however, industry is pos~ioned to meet the ",aJor
chanenges facing the domestic and world markets lor supplies of our principal products .

Continued domestiC exploration. production and transportation of ,he nation'S energy
products is 01 paramount importance to reduce our dependence on foreign oil. When
access to federal lands for mineral development is being curtailed nationwide. PAW
continues to support projects 01 this nature which will enhance known proven reserves.
promote technological advancements while supporting the nation's budget, the state of
Wyoming and its people through lease rentals. bonus payments. taxes. just to name a
few.
PAW is in general support of the Greater Wamsutter II DEIS; specifICally
attention to the following comments.

~
"

we direct

BLM's

Section 2.3.2.3 Acc.ss Roed Construction (Page 2-11) Recent BL~lindustry meetings
discussing road construction standards addressed the need for streamlining the process
which has, from resource area·to·resoJrce area and district-to-district. proven to be
inconsistent. Specifically. one of the recommendations from the meeting included

N
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Mr. John Spehar
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eliminating the 300 feet rule specifying Ihat all roads over 300 feet would require a road
design. There are inslances where a proposed road 10 a well s~e is on ftat ground. with
no visual impairment s or areas where erosion Is unlikely to occur. BlM{ondustry agreed
road designs should be required on a case·by-case basis. The BlM Manual 9113 for
Road Standards does not call for a licensed, professional engineer to be present during
road construction. Industry already prepares a road design and In many cases is
required to have a licensed professional engineer approve the road upon completion.
To add an add~ional cost of hiring a professional engineer to remain ons~e during
construction is not acceptable. Therefore, we would suggest deleting any language,
within this section, that is not consistent with the BlM Manual 9113.
Section 2.: .. · .1 Pre construction Planning and Design Meesures (Page 2· 33) states
.,he operators will develop and submit for approval an area·wide transportation plan for
road development and maintenance within the analysis area ... to be completed w~hin 6
months of project approval." Because individual companies may have differing
development plans and economiC considerations, ~ is unreasonable to expect a speCific
transportation and road networking plan, much less one that is usable, be developed.
The document Is unclear who will be responsible for completing this transportation plan
much less who will be responsible for enforcing the transportation networking system.
Industry believes ~ is the responsibility of BlM and not the individual operators.

Response 2: 1be pwpose of the transportation plan is to provide an
instrument for mutual understanding and mutual commitment in constructing
and maintaining an adequate road network, a road network that wiD be safe
and adequate for driUing and production operations and will still be built and
maintained in a manner that will protect other JeSOlU'Ce values. See
Response 1 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
Response 3: See Response 2 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
Response 4: See Response 3 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
Response 5: See Response 4 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
Response 6: See Response 6 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).

Section 2.3.4.2.3 Solll (Plge 2-34) Under Messure 4 the language is not clear by
' imiting construction activ~ies to periods when the soils are dry or not frozen." The
wording could be loosely interpreted to mean no construction of any kind would be
allowed during this period which could Include a better part of the year in Wyoming.
Therefore, we suggest changing this slatementto read "Frozen or saturated soils will not
be used as construction material."

~
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Section 2.3.4.2.5 Vegetation and Wetlands (Page :2
•
life 2 suggests stabilizing
..
" easures. To require a
disturbed areas with specifiC seed mixtures and I'
specific seed mixture and treatment melhod leaves no ~
t for site specifIC treatment
options. Individual operators and BlM personnel may have extensive knowledge of Ihe
area and may have alternative treatments which would lead to quicker reclamation of an
area. Industry suggests leaving this measure as a recommendation rather than a
requirement.
Additionally under Messure 3 a visual inspection may be allthars necessary rather than
a program to monitor noxious weeds. The language is unclear as to what kind of
program will be required, extensive monitorir'Qdocumentation, or submission of additional
programs. Please clarify the term "program".
Section 2.3.4.2.7 Wildlife (Page 2-41) Messure 12 suggesls relocating drill sites to avoid
white-tailed prairie dog colonies. Please clarify , is moving Ihe drill s~e directly linked to

qj
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Mr. John Spehar
March 24. t995
Page Three
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a burrow density and/or size Cf~er ia . Also. there is no distance specifICation for an
operator who would be required to move a drill s~e contained in this sec1ion. Industry
suggests this measure is unreasonable to require avoidance of prairie dog cOlonies that
are not su~able black footed ferret hab~at.

J~

Section 2.3.4.2.1 t Cultural Resource. (Page 2·44) This section proposes the Advisory
Council be consuHed on an m~igatlon plans of adverse effects to cuHurallhistoricai
properties. If BlM and SHPO agree on the mnlgation plan. is ~ necessary to add an
additional layer of review when there is agreement between the resp Jnsible federal
agency and consulting stale agency?

[

!!!
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Section 2.3.4.2.14 Health and Safety (Page 2-46) Transportation of materials as
described under Hazardous Materials is regulated by the Department 01 Transportation
aod is not necessarily under the control of the operator. This section needs to reffect that
when the contractor transporting hazardous materials for the drilling contractor is not the
the opt 'I)r is precluded from this provision.

~.....
~

9

In Chapter 4 under Section 4.12.6 MItigation Summary to place the burden of
administering socioeconomic mon~or ing program for the entire planning area upon one
of the numerous operators is excessive and impractical. The logistics, alone, for
accomplishment this monumental feat would require additional staffing for an operator
and is not practical. As a good neighbor, operators may provide information to BLM or
the county agencies who should be responsible for conducting and mon~or
socioeconomic analysis activities.
fn conclusion, PAW appreciates Ihe opportunity to comment on this DEIS and would like
to receive additional information on this project as ~ becomes available to the public. If
there are questions regarding this leller, please advise.
Sincerely,

· ~c~~
Kathy Springer

cc: John Kauchich
Mike Mueller
Dave Petrie, UPRC
Jan Rutty, Amoco Production Company
Lee Shafer, E&P Chairman
Claire Moseley, RMOGA

Response 7: Yes, consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation is required under 36 CFR 800 for implementation of the
National Historic Preservation Act
Response 8: There seems to be some confusion concerning the term
operator. Operator as defined by the Department of Transportation (49 CFR
171.8) is -a person who controls the use of an aircraft, vessel or vehicle."
Operator as defined in A Dictionary of Petroleum Terms, is "the person or
company, either proprietor or lessee, actually operating an oil wen or lease.
For clarification in this document, operator will refer to the oil company by
whom the drining contractor is engaged.
The operator "wiD require" any subcontractor company or personnel to
comply with aU applicable provisions contained in 29 CFR 1910.1200.
Response 9: See Response 8 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
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United States Department of the Interior

General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Ec:oloalcal ~rvlces
4000 Morrie Avenue
Cheyenne. Wyomlnl 82001

, ... _"lV Ufl. '0

March 24. 1995

ES-61411
mlj/W . 02(wams~tll . scp)

Memorandum
To:
From :

Field Supervisor. Ecological Services. Cheyenne. Wyoming

Subjw :

Dran Environmenlal Impact Statement for the Wamsuner Arel II NaNral Gas
Development Project.

Tbank you for the opponunity to rev iew the subject document (hereinafter referred to as
draft EIS). I have concerns with the following issues. and request that they be addressed in
the final EIS .

Response 1: The formation of an Interagency Cumulative Effects Task
Force is an effort by BLM and others to better address cumulative impacts
to wildlife. The Cumulative Effects Task Force held an initial meeting in
May, 1995. The Task Force has 14 specialists that plan to meet each month
to create a model to analyze cumulative impacts from oil and gas
development. The objective of the Task Force are, (I) to formulate an
operational procedure/process for addressing the analysis of cumulative
impacts of oil and gas development on wildlife resources, and (2) to use the
procedure/process as a statewide model.

The Great Divide Resource Area will also initiate efforts with the USFWS
to address raptor mitigation plans within the GWA II.

General Com. ·rnts
The propoS<. . 'ull field development of the Wamsuller project is only one of many energy
development projects that are or will be occuring in southern Wyoming in the near fUNre .
In respon... to elevated energy development interest in this pan of the state and apparent lack
of information regarding long. term wild life resource impacts. I met with t~ Bureau of Land
Management's Acting State Director on January 9 . During our meeting. we discussed the
need for heller impact analyses. specifically cumulative effects. There was mUNal agreement
that more erfeclive analyses were needed 10 address wildlife resource impacts from
increasing energy development pressures . However. after discussing the implemenlation
schedule of the Bureau's proposed Southwest Wyoming Resource Evaluation (Evalualion). it
hecame apparenl that a review and any subsequent actions that would minimize many of the
impaclS associated with proposed or expected energy developmenl in southweslem Wyoming
would not be a"ailal>le for about five years. During the interim . I fo resee many additional
energy de"e1opment projects. such as Wam ~Jller . will be developed without adequale impact
ana lyses.
Below . I reiterate many of the concerns expressed during evaluation of the Creston Blue Gap
project . as well as several other smaller field development projects. The reoccurring theme
of concerns is that impact analyses of energy development projects have thus far been lrealed
incrementally and nol cumu latively. Though the formation and active panicipation by a
mulli·agency group of biologists in a Bureau sponsored cumulative effects Tlsk force has
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been identified as I potential mechanism to address cumulative implcts in the shon-term.
little if any. progress has been made to date in the fortn2tion of this Task force .

CI

e

U

'Though I still believe the EVlluation and cumulative effects Task force Ire needed to evaluate
impacts to wildlife resources Ind plants . prOlective measures are required in the interim . I
am panicula,tv interested in the development of I raptor mitigation prolram that considers
possible impacts of the entire Grelter Wamsutter area. as well as surrounding energy
development projects.
S!,«lOc ComfMnts

2

3

4

Pace 2-29 - Where produced water exceeds evaporation. pits Ire likely to contain open water
and hydrocarhons . Evaporation pits containing standing water and hydrocarbon byproducts
arc known to result in migratory bird monalities . panicularly waterfowl and shorebird
species . As the authorizin. "Iency . the Bureau must take measures to minimize impacts to
migratory birds. To ensure compliance with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act . the Service
requests the Bureau require III I,roduced water pits be netted within 24 hours afler standing
water is documented .
Pages 2-39 and 4-72 - The Service has determined that depletion of any waters of the Green
River basin will jeopard ize the continued existence of four downstream endln,ered Colorado
Ri,'er fish . Although small depiction « 100 ICre/f~t) fees are currently wlived. the Bureau
must still request initiation of formal consultation. larger depletions (100 to 2000 acres/feet)
must also undergo formal consultation and are offset by financill contribut ions to the Fish
and Wildlife Foundation as described on page 4-72 .
Page 2-42, Measures 6 and 7 - The Service concurs that seasonal restrictions within threequaners of a mile of active nests minimizes interruption of nestinl raptors . Howe\'er. these
measures are shon -term and do not consider the possible impacts Issociated with structure
and human disrurbance in the furure . Under current Bureau stipulations. I well pad could be
placed in the immediate vic inity of a raptor nest . provided construction was completed
outside ot ,nesting season. Depending on lhe distance and type of disrurbance and species
of raptor. current Slirulations may result in the furure functional loss of rartor nests.
ultimately resulting in reduced furure recruitment . One of lhe impact Significance criteria is
whether an aClion has direct or indirect effects lhat result in long-term decreases in
recruilment andlor survival (page 4-48) . The Service believes that the current timing
rest rict ions provide no lonl-term protection of recruitment andlor survival and are Iherefore
resulting in a significant implct 10 raptors .
Not all raplor species are equally susceptible 10 human disrurbance ; however. ferruginous
ha"'ks are known to he one of the most intolerant of III raptors. Since most of lhe raplor
nests identified durinl 1992 and 1994 surveys were lhose of ferrulinous haWks. the polential
long-term impacls associaled wilh energy development need 10 be addressed. Because
impacts may result in nesl or lerrilory al>andonmenl. lhe Service requests the Bureau contact

Response 2: Additional text is provided in the Errata stating that all new
open produced water pits will be netted or covered at the time of
construction so as not to be accessible to migratory birds.
Response 3: The BLM will request formal consultation as soon as the
Biological Assessment (BA) is completed.
Response 4: The BlM has a timing stipulation that prevents surface
disturbance from Feb. I to July 30 for raptors. There are so many nests in
the OW A (( that if a 0.75 mile, year-long no surface disturbance stipulation
were placed around each nest, development would be severely restricted.
Some of these nests are extremely old and are not being used _ It takes 3-5
years of intensive surveys to "update" the status of such nests. Monitoring
is probably the best action to take for raptors within the project area_ There
are artificial nest structures in place thclt are being frequently monitored and
a plan to monitor natural ne.>ts could be developed. The Great Divide
Resource Area will initiate efforts to address raptor mitigation plans within
the OW A II with the USFWS .
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We are cu"ently working with the Bureau's Plane River Resoun:e Area staff and a number
of producen to develop and implement a Raptor Mitigation Plan to offset future impacts to
raptor recruitme nt. Though the mitigation measures Nve not been finaliZtd. we believe
many of the components tNt " ,ill ultimately be incorporattd into lIIis plan are also applicable
to the Wamsutter Area II development . Some of the measures tNt Nve been discussed
include movement of the well pad . directional drillinB. natural nest enhancement. and
erection of anificial nest structures .
Palt 4-36, 4.5.2 Impad SllnlncaMt Crlttrla - Bullet Ihree indicates that one of the
objectives/actions for plant species of concern is 'Maintaininl or enhancinl ... • . I can find
no funher reference to actions tNt would enhance plant species of concern. The Service
suppons enhancement actions. panicularly since pale 4-38 indicates that 'Except for habitats
occupied hy plant species of concern, clearing of upland cover types would not be
significant .. . • Put another way. disturbance of pllnt species of concern is signirlCant and
although the draft EIS provides avoidance measures . it forwards no recommendations for
enhancement actions. Examples of species SpecirlC enhancement actions should be provided
in the final EIS .
Pagt 4-50, Mountain Monr - To assist the Bureau in mi nimizing the imrlcts to nesting
mountain plovers the following survey guidelines are recommendtd :

i
::::

this office to initiate efforts to develop a Raptor Mitigation Plln prior to funher development
within Greater Wamsutter Area . Given the relatively hilh number of active raptor nests
identified in the Creston/Blue Gap .rca. we should also reevaluate the long· term impacts of
energy development on raptor nesting success for this area .

I. Detailed visual observation of the area within 1/4 miles of a proposed well and 100 yards
of proposed access routes should be made to detect the presence of ploven. All plovers
locottd should be observtd long enough to determine if a nest is present . Where possible.
and not prohibited. these observations should be made from a sLationary vehicle. as ploven
do not appear to fear vehicles.

6

2. If no visual observations are made. the area should be surveytd on foot. Extreme care
shoull! he exen:ised to locate plovers. due to !heir highly secretive and quiet natu re.
3. Surveys should be conducttd no more than 14 days prior to the date actual
constructio . ',;lIing activities hegin . If two surveys are requ irtd. they should be mlde at
least 14 days al-.n . with the lISt survey no more than 14 days prior to the stan-up date .
4 . The number of surveys required to clear a site for mountain plovers prior to beginning a
planned activity is dependent upon the stan·up date . as shown below .

Response 5: The term "enhancing" is included in management directives of
the Great Divide Resource Area RMP. As can be seen in Appendix B, the
seed mixes recommended for the project mostly include native species that
are constituents of the vegetation communities in the project area. Other
than restoring the habitats of special status plants, no other "enhancement"
measures are recommended unless mandated by the BLM per their policy.
Response 6: Thank you for providing the BLM with the USFWS
recommended survey guidelines. Field checks will be completed by BLM
specialists (or qualified personnel working for the companies due to the
increasing number of wells, reduced man-power, etc.) at the APD level.
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Date or plllU!Cd Ktivity
March I S through April'S
April IS Ihrough July 15
July IS Ihrough August IS

Q

:::

--c

Number or sufycYS
I

2
I

S. If In ICl ive nesl is found in lhe survey lrel. the pllnned Klivity should be dellyed It
lelst 30 days . If I brood is observed IClivilies should be dellyed II lelSI seven days.

~

o

U

6 . Grad ing IClivilies and new road conslruclion should be minimized durinllhe period from
MIY 25 Ihrough June 30 10 lessen hazards 10 early developing chicks . More plover IClivily
Ius been identified on established roads than on two· tracks.

1 . No new surface disrurbinllKlivities should be Illowed durillll the reproducl ive period
March IS thrr '~h Augusl 15 in idenlified conunlral ion II9S. 'These are defined IS areas
where broods andlor adullS have been documenled in II least IWO of the paSI thne yeln .
Pace 4·66 and rl~where • As descr ibed above . limina restrictions are not providing
adequale long·lerm proleclion for raplon. 'These sections should be modified 10 indicate lhat
a Raplor Mil igation Plan will be developed in coordination with Wyoming Game and Fish
Pepanmenl and the Service 10 offset long· term implcts.
Pace 4·67, 4.7.5.6 Candldale Species· I commend the Burelu for recognizinl polenlial
impacts 10 non·game species from I reg ional pel1pective . However. il is not clear what Ihis
paragraph means. Without. cummulative effects analyses of some son. I am not sure how
you de termine what lhe effects of lhe IClion Ire relalive 10 the carrying capacity of lhe area .
Please clarify Ihis secl ion.
'These preliminary scopina comments are made pursuanl 10 the Nllional Environmental
Po licy ACI. the Endangered Spec ies Act and Fish Ind Wildlife Coordinalion Act. Please keep
this office informed of any developmenls or dec isions concerninl this project . If you have
any queslions. please conlXl me or Mike JeMings of my starr II lhe lelterhead .ddress or
phone (301)172· 2314 .

Charles P. Oayis
cc : Oireclor. WGFD. Cheyenne . Wy
Nongame Coordinalor. WGFD. under. WY

Respome 7: The Great Divide Resource Area will initiate efforts to address
raptor mitigation plans within the GWA II with the USFWS .
Response 8: This text has been clarified in the Wildlife analyis provided in
the Errata of this FEIS (Section 4.7.5.6).
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.
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January 17, 1995

-MemorandulDTO:

Julie Hamilton, Wyominc State CleannC Hou§e

FROM:

Gary B. Glass, State Geollllist

SUBJECT:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (or the Union Pacific Resources
Company's Grater Wamsutter Area n Natural Gu Development Project
(State Identifier 192'()59)

(o IV

We have reviewed this Drart Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and have the
foliowinC comments:
There are some small abandoned undercraund coal mines in Townships 19·20, Ib.nge
92, which miCht affcct a drill site i( they are missed. TIle DEJS also did not mention
cold anomalies recently discovered in thu area of the State (Wyominc State GeoIOCica1
Survey Open File Repons 92-5 and 94-2). While these anomalies may not affect this
projcct, we call attenlJon to their existence.
We ~ ~ ve p~pared preliminary surficial ,eollllY maps o( this area at a scale of
I: 100,000. The§e maps show some eohan and playa lake deposits that could be of
interest in siting drillinc pads Of roads in the area.
If the DE IS preparers "''alit additional information on these comments , they should
contact the (ollowing members of my staff:
Dan Vocler . coal
Dan Hausel - cold anomalies
Jim C3§e . surficial ccollllY maps
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Julie Hamilton. Wyoming State Clearinghouse

FROM:

Paul Cleary. Deputy Dirtttorfi--

DATE:

March 16, I99S

SUBJECT:

Union Pacific Resources Company Greater Wamsutter Area II Natural Gas
Development Project - Draft Environmental Impact Statement
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We have reviewed the subjttt document for potential involvement of and impact on Wyoming
state trust lands and minerals under the proposed natural gas drilling and production project.
We note that the Greater Wamsutter Area II analysis area encompasses a number of parcels of
state trust land surface andlor subsurface estate. Gas exploration and development activities on
these state parcels r~ be greatly innuenced by the activities allowed on surroulding federal
lands. As such, we ~ (; ongly support the proposed action/preferred alternative which provides
a max imum development scenario of 750 wells and 300 locations within the analysis area , in
addition to existing operations.
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments .
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EIS 6719
Bureau of Land "anage.ent
Rawlins District Office
Great Divide Resource Area
Draft Environmental Impact
statement
Union Pecific Resource.
Company Greater wamsutter Area
II Natural Ga. Development
Project
SIN: 92-059
Carbon , Sweetwater Counties
WYOMING STATE CLEARINGHOUSE
ATTN: JULIE HAMILTON
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
STATE CAPITOL
CHEYENNE, WYOMING 82002
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Dear Ms_ Hamilton :
The staft of the Wyoming Game and Fish Department ha s
reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Statement .for the
Greater Wamsutter Area II, Natural Gas Development Project on
the Great Divide Resource Area. We offer the following comments
for your consideration
pursuant to the National Env ironme .,tal
Policy Act.
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The proposed action is to develop 750 wells in 100 locations
plus
networks of
roads,
pipelines,
and other ancillary
facilities throughout a 522-square mile project area.
Three
alternatives were also considered in the analysis. Two of these
(l00 wells in 250 locations and 225 wells in 200 locations)
simply reduce the size of the project_
The "no action"
alternative would defer regulation of well development to the
Great Di vide RHP, based on case-by - case evaluation of each well .
We do not believe these alternatives address the full range of
r easonable alternatives (40 CFR 1502.14(a)}_
Specifically, the
analysis fails to consider alternatives (40 CFR 1502.2) that
(P . L. 95-190, Sec 101(b)(1)} "Attain the widest range of
beneficial uses of the environment without degradation • . - "
Furthermore, BLK has not incorporated an alternative which (40
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.
Response 1: There are four alternatives identified in the EIS that describe
varying levels of production within the GWA II. These four alternatives
provide a clear basis for choice among options by the authorized officer.
The BLM believes that these existing alternatives. with the mitigation
measures and stipulations identified in the EIS. are adequate to address
disturbance and potential impacts to the sensitive habitats you identified.
After meeting with both the USFWS and the WGFD on other EIS projects.
a consensus was reached. among biologists and other specialists. that certain
sensitive habitats would be identified and mapped by the BLM (or
consulting firm) as sensitive habitats. i.e. crucial winter range. raptor
concentration areas, or sage grouse leklnesting habitat clusters. When more
than 2 wells are proposed for development within or adjacent to these
sensitive areas then informal consultation with the Great Divide Resource
Area. WGFD. and the USFWS would be conducted. This would allow for
additional consideration to be given to these sensitive habitat areas within
all four alternatives in the EIS .
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CFR 1500 . 2(f») ·Uses all practicable aeans .•. to ainiaize any
possible adverse effects • ..• 8LH could aeet these requireaents
by developing an [environaentally compatible) alternative that
avoids locating wells in sensitive habitats (raptor nests on
Delaney Ria, antelope crucial winter range, areas with high
dens i ties of prairie dogs or sage grouse leks) while proceeding
with full field developaent in other portions of the EIS area.
We believe such an alternative could be identified while still
a eeting the purpose and need for the action [40 CFR 1502.13) and
the needs of the developer.
We request an alternative based
upon this preaise be evaluated in the EIS.
This docua ent identifies several aitigation aeasures that
would probably ainilalze iapacts of this project on wildlife
species, and concludes that iapacts would be ainor it the
ai tigations
are
applied .
However,
the
Ot I S
contains
no
executable provisions to iRlplellent lIitigation.
40 CFR 1500.2
specifies agencies aust •. •• use a l l practicable aeans •.. to •.•
a inillize adverse effects of their actions upon the quality of
the hUllan environllent.
40 CFR 1502.3 stipulates,
" ..•
"itigation and other conditions established in the environaental
i llpact statement or during its review and coaaitted as part of
the decision shall be iapleaented by the lead agency or other
appropriate consulting agency.
The lead agency shall •••
include appro ~ l ate conditions in grants, peraits or other
approvals. .
The 8LH has not CODlllitted to apply supplellental
ai tigations in either the proposed action or any of the
alternatives.
"uch of the analysis in this NEP\ docullent is
i nvalid without enforceable, executable procedures which ensure
these a itigation measures are implemented.
The cumulative iapact analysis is very incomplete. Existing
i mp a cts were estillated using out - of-date information froll 1981
topographic lIaps.
The analysis did not consider an existing
ma j or project (Amoco Project at Bairoil) and ollitted two other
lIajor pro j ects that are in the process of development (Carbon
County Unde r ground Coal Gasification and Amoco's continental
Di vide natural ga s development).
8LH is required by NEPA to
rigorous. ;
analyz e
direct
and
indirect effects
[40
CFR
15 0 2. 16 ( a ) , (b)) , i nclud i ng cu mUlative effects [40 CFR 1508 . 8) .
Cumul ati ve
e ff e cts
[40
crR
1508 . 7)
are
iapacts on
the
envi ron me nt which result froll the incremental illpact of the
ac t i on when added to other past, present, and reasonably
f ore seeabl e future actions, regardless of what agency (federal
o r no n -f e d e ral) or person undertakes such actions .
We request
BLH to c ompl e t e thi s analy s i s .

Response 2: All enforceable and executable procedures will be set forth in
the Record of Decision (ROD).
Response 3: Amoco's Continental Divide natural gas development project
was not included in the Greater Wamsutter cumulative impact analysis
because at the time the draft EIS was being fmaliz.ed, the BlM did not have
a clear proposal from Amoco as to what was planned. The BlM did not
receive draft copies of a preparation plan from Amoco until February, 1995.
The Continental Divide analysis area is primarily exploratory at this stage
and estimates of drilling intensity and construction activity are speculative
at best. The additional narrative and analysis which has been added to the
Cumulative Impacts Analysis in this Final OWA II EIS is provided so that
the reader will understand the level of possible future activity and potential
environmental impact within the region. An intensive analysis of unit
specifiC impacts and cumulative impacts will be addressed in the Continental
Divide EIS and will be available for review by all interested publics.
Response 4: The analysis of potential impacts to ThreaIened, Endangered,
and Candidate species of wildlife as a result of the proposed actions has
been revised to reflect quantitative assessment of habitat losses for the listed
species as weD as a more in-depth cumulative impacts analysis. Avoidance
and mitigation procedures set forth in the DEIS wiD be enforceable and
executable when contained or referenced in the ROD. Therefore, impacts
to Category 2 wildlife (as described in Section 3.7.4 Candidate Wildlife
Species in the DEIS) will be reduced to non-significant levels.
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Our specific co. .ents on this OEIS follow:
1)

4

2)

RE: Waiver of Mitigation (p 2-)2) -- We reco. . end 8LM
eliminate the case-by-case waiver of wildlife mitigation to
avoid potentially invalidating conclusions drawn froll this
OEIS.
Operators ahould be required to co. . it to all
~itigation prior to developllent.
The case-by-case approach
does not consider interaction among project facilities,
other develop~ents. and ecological resources. and therefore,
does not portray an accurate picture of
impacts or
lIitigation needs.
Specific mitigation for defined illlpacts
(e.g. disturbance in crucial winter range)
should be
developed and included in the FEIS.
Mitigation of adverse
illpacts which are foreseeable, but cannot be quantitatively
predicted, should be rigidly tied to monitoring results. and
cOlllpulsory ~itigation contingencies should be defined in the
FEIS.
Unless compulsory procedures t~ . implement mitigation
are included in the FEIS, it is unlikely mitigation will be
accomplished through subsequent (APO) processes and there is
no defensible basis to support compliance with NEPA .

)

RE: Wildlife Mitigation Measure
(2-41) -- The second
mitigation .,easure prescribes reclamation based on forage
species useful for "resident herbivores " and also gives 8LM
discret ion to alter seed mb(es.
In areas of important
habitat (ie, pronghorn crucial winter range), we request 8LM
to base seed mixes principally on essential vegetation
components required to support the habitat functions.
The
OEIS should detine mixes tailored specifically for those
areas and ensure they will be applied there .

5

6

RE: I~pact categories (Sec S.2.7. p S-7) -- This project has
the potential to seriously impact several important wildlife
species, including some candidates for listing under the
Endangered Species Act . Yet only three classifications were
used to evaluate wildlife i~pacts:
1) "unlikely to occur",
2)
"reduced
to
nonsignificant
levels",
or
3)
"non-significant." We believe this is an overly optillistic
evaluation.
In
particular,
the
lack
of
executable
mitigation throughout the OEIS invalidates the second
category.
We
also
believe
there
are
cUllulatively
significant effects which need to be disclosed as such.

.2

Response 4: The analysis of potential impacts to 11Ireatened. Endangered,
and Candidate species of wildlife as a result of the proposed actions has
been revised to reflect quantitative assessment of habitat losses for the listed
species as well as a more in-depth cumulative impacts analysis. Avoidance
and mitigation procedures t forth in the DEIS will be enforceable and
executable when contained or referenced in the ROD. Therefore, impacts
to Category 2 wildlife (as described in Section 3.7.4 Candidate Wildlife
Species in the DEIS) will be reduced to non-significant levels.

Response 5: There are three types of actions approved by the BlM on a
case-by-case basis; exceptions, modifications, or waivers. An exception is
a case-by-case, one time exemption from a lease stipulation for a specific
portion of a leasehold and is approved by the Area Manager with
coordination through the WGFD. Modifications are changes in the lease
stipulation, either temporarily or for the period of the lease, and are
approved/disapproved by the BlM Deputy State Director. A waiver totally
removes a stipulation and is also approved/disapproved by the BlM Deputy
State Director. At this time, the BlM only grants "exceptions" to lease
stipulations after consultation with both BLM specialists and the WGFD
relative to adjacent project facilities and developments, environmental
considerations (i.-e. weather patterns, temperature, etc.) and potential impacts
to wildlife. These exceptions are for relatively short time frames . Existing
weather conditions are monitored daily and, if conditions \'J arran t, the
company is required to cease operations.
Response 6: The objectives for reclamation are to immediately stabilize the
disturbed areas, control and minimize runoff, and restore primary
productivity to the site: The three identified seed mixes when applied with
authorized officer discretion where necessary, should meet the above
objectives .
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Response 7: TIle BLM does not have the autharity to restrict the canying
of fueanns by personnel employed by the operalOr. This concern is
addressed under Project-Wide Mitigation Measures found under Meuure 3,
Section 2.3.4.2.7 Wildlife. TIle operator has &greCl1 to infoon aU employees
of applicable wildlife laws.

Hs . Julie Hamilton
Harch 15. 1995
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4)

7

8

9

I

RE: Wildlife Hitigation Heasure '3 (p 2-41) -- In view of
the project siz. (750 wells ) and subs tantial increase in
human activity, wa ara concarned poaching will bacome a more
serious problem.
We suggest including a programmatic
requirement in the DElS prohibiting personnel fro. carrying
firearms within the development area while engaged in
work-related activities.

5)

RE: wildlife Hitigation Heasures '9 and '10 (p 2-42) -- We
s uggest BUI increase the protective buffer around existing
s age grouse leks to 0.5 mi.

6)

RE : Impacts to Antelope Seasonal Range (Sec 2.3 . 4 . 2.7) -The DEIS discloses 2,279 acres of seasonal range and 137
acres of crucial winter range will be directly affected (p
4-53).
Noise, human , and vehicular activity will reduce
habitat effectiveness over much broader areas by causing
displacement, stress, and a voidance . wcrc mitigation policy
places crucial winter range in the "vital" category .
The
Department is directed by the Co_iss i on to r.co. . end no
loss of habitat function.
wcrc mitigati on policy place s
winter/yearlong habitat in the "high" category.
The
Department i s directed by the co. . ission to recommend no ne t
loss of habitat function within the biological community
which encompasses the project site. We strongly believe the
ongoing cumUlative decline in the habitat ba •• caused by oil
and gas development (and other developments) within the
Wamsutter area will have long-term, detrimental effects on
wildlife,
in
particular,
antelope.
The
follow i ng
developments have contributed to habitat loss within or near
Creater Wamsutter Area II :
Creater Wamsutter Area I,
Hul l i gan
Draw,
Creston/Blue Cap,
uinta
Basin Lateral
Pi peline, and Hay Reservoir.
Viable mitigation (Sec 4.7)
could include range improvement projects : dismantling or
modifying
existing
fences
which
impede
movement
and
migration:
retiring
or
r.onverting
sheep
allotments :
developing additional water sources out ~ ide of crucial
range, including rehabill tat ion of deteriorated structures;
and reclamation of abandoned roads, mines, and disturbances.
Another possible mitigation would be for UPRC to modify
portions of the woven wire fences found on some of the
leases with i n the CWI II area, improving the availability of
the re maining crucial winter range for antelope. We sugge s t
developing a
conceptual plan with detailed implementation
procedures for inclusion in the rEIS.
We believe such a
plan i s es s ential to support a finding of compliance with 40

Response 8: TIle BLM cUJTently has a 0.25 mile buffer zone placed around
leks. BLM specialists include an additional 0.25 mile buffer around the let
perimeter at both the competitive lease list notice level and the APD level.
In addition, there is also a cumulative 2.0 mile buffer zone around leks for
nesting and brood rearing areas for grouse. BLM sprcialists believe that this
is an adequate amount of buffer at this time.
Response 9: There are certain restrictions placed on the BLM that prohibit
requiring companies to practice off-site mitigation: Insttuction Memorandum
No. WY -93-160 refers to policy regarding off-lease compensation mitigation
and states that the Regional Solicitor's Office determined that mandatory
compensation was a form of "fund raising" and was beyond the BLM's legal
authority. The Solicitor did state that if the money were used "on the lease"
where the impacts occUlTed to enhance habitat for the species affected by the
lessee's operation. then the fund would probably be appropriate; however,
if the fund were used "off-lease" or for different species than those affected
by the drilling then the fund may be inappropriate.
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crR 1500 . 2 (d): 40 crR 1500.2: 40 CFR 1502.14(f): 40 crR
1502.16(h): and particularly, 40 crR 1502.3. WGro personnel
in Regions 4 and 6 are available to assist with the
development of an effective aitigation plan.
1)

to

RE: survey conditions for Sage Grouse (Sec 2.3.4.2.7, P
2-42) -- The OEIS states that aerial surveys of the area to
locate sage grouse leks have been completed (aitigation
measure '8).
This is true, but not all of the surveys in
1994 were made following accepted techniques such as the
1982 WGro Handbook ot Biological Techniques.
The Hanual
specifically states that surveys should be made on clear
mornings, yet a survey on 24 Karch, 1994, was flo ..'Tt on a
totally overcast morning.
Observers coapletely aissed 11
sage grouse strutting on the lek in SW\ Sec 32, T21N, R93W
which were counted by a ground observer as the plane passed
overhead.
That lek is incorrectly listed as "Inactive" in
Exhibit 3-8, along with at least one other lek that was
active but incorrectly listed as "Inactive." Accurate count
data tor these and other leks in the project area were
supplied to BLM in July 1994. In Deceaber, 1994, we advised
8LM personnel a draft version of Exhibit 3-8 still contained
the incorrect lek designations.
BLM should correct these
errors and point out li.itations ot conditions under which
some surveys were done in Sec 3.1.5.
Given the tendency for sage grouse to occasionally establish
new leks,
and the likelihood some leks were cissed,
mitigation measure .8 (p 2-42) should require lek surveys
each year development and construction activities are
anticipated within the project area.
otherwise the eeasure
is not entirely effective .
If a new or existing lek should
be impacted by gas field developments because it "'as not
mapped, the impact to sage grouse could be significant.

8)

11

RE:
Hitigation
ot Impacts
on Private Surtaces (Sec
2.3.4.2.7) -- The descriptions of mitigation effectiveness
are valid only if mitigation is applied to all gas
developments within the EIS area. However, BLM claims it has
no authority to mitigate impacts to public resources which
occur on private surfaces unless the surtace owner concurs .
We believe this is inconsistent with NEPA, which requires
use of all practicable aeans to minimize adverse effects and
an effective means for implementation of those measures . It
impacts are anticipated on private lands, then the project
proponents
(and
the
lead
agency)
should
negotiate

Response 10: As referenced in the DEIS lek survey data is a result of the
combination of the April, 1992 (USDA-BLM 1992a) and late March - early
April, 1994 (HW A 1994a) surveys. The HW A 1994a reference, Prairie Dog
Colony and Sage Grouse Lek Surveys on the GWAA, is the final report for
the 1994 surveys, which only covers th approximate northern 113 and
approximate southern 113 of the project area. The lek in the SW1/4 of
Section 32, Township 21 North, Range 93 West was not within the 1994
survey area, and was inactive at the time of the 1992 surveys, and therefore
originally shown as inactive in Exhibit 3-8 of the DEiS. Exhibit 3-8 has
been revised to reflect correct lek designations as per your information.
Also, limitations of surveys have been revised to read "..... surveys were
conducted to the extent possible, following techniques outlined in the
Handbook ... ".
BlM personnel monitor leks on an annual basis and will apply necessary
avoidance and mitigation measures described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4.2.7
of the DEIS, based on current, site-specific data, and will integrate these
measures into the APDIROW approval process.

Response 11: Mitigation measures prescribed in the EIS will be applied on
privately owned surface and State of Wyoming lands unless otherwise
specified by the involved private and/or State surface owners. An exception
to a mitigation measure and/or design feature may be approved on public
land on a case-by-case basis when deemed appropriate by the BLM. An
exception would be approved only after a thorough, site-specific analysis
determined that the resource or land use for which the measure was put in
place is not present or would not be significantly impacted.
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contractual aitigation agreements which can be reliably
nec\··.d and therefore, attinoativdy support the dechion.
A aitl~ation agreeaent can be with the private landowner or,
i t that ind i vidual is not receptive, aitigation can be
relocated to other suitable federal, state, or private
surfaces.
The point is, NEPA requires use of all
practicable means to aitigate.
Negotiation of a aitigation
strategy ~ the NEPA docuaent is written i. one
practicable aeans of assuring bpacta on private land will
be aitigated. The option of relocating aitigation to public
land always exist. .
We request BUt provide a plan to
aitigate impacts on private and public land in an executable
format within the FEIS. Compulsory mitigation of impacts is
essential to support a finding of no significant effect .
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This
project
will
improve
the
road
and
pipeline
infrastructure throughout the area, which will increa.e the
likelihood of additional gas being drilled and developed on
adjoining
state
and
private
lands.
We
believe
thh
additional
development
is
rea s onably
foreseeable.
Therefore, the potential i~pacts shou l d be considered in a
cumulative impacts assess~ent .
9)

13

14

Rt: Sage Grouse "itigation Effectiveness (Sec 2.3 . 4.2.1, P
2-43) -- The Great Divide Area has not been intensively
searched for sage grouse leks and additional leks are
discovered every year.
At least three leks have been
discovered in tho:! Greater Wa~sutter II area in the past
three seasons .
It is probable much of the associated
nesting and brood rearing habitats exist within leases
issued prior to discovery of these leks, hence no protective
stipulations have been applied.
The only protection would
be that d e fined in the FEIS . Disturbance limitations should
be applied to construction activities on all leases and
surface ownerships within the EIS area in order for the
conclusion of no signiticant impact to be valid .

10) RE: Adjacent Projects (Sec 2.1.2. p 2-53) -- Exhibit 2-15
does not identity the extensive Amoco continental Divide gas
development project hu"ediately north and west of the GWA
II. BtH personnel have been aware of the project tor nearly
a year and it .. ay add 2010 gas wells in this region.
The
A~oco project should be included in the cuaulativ e impact
analysis (or Greater Wamsutter II [40 CFR 1502 . 16(a) , (b):
40 CFR 1508 . 8: and 40 CFR 1508 . 1) . The document should also
include the Amoco Project near Bairoil.

RESPONSE

II were incorporated into ilie cumulative impac~ analysis (Section 2.7.2
Cumulative Effec~). All discern able existing disturbwce was identified,
delineated, wd mapped using aerial photography taken on ilie GVV A II in
May 1994. Ten categories of disturbance were identified in ilie cumulative
impacts analysis process wd ilie area of impact determined relative to the
total Greater VVamsutter analysis area, including all federal, state, and private
I wds. Cumulative impacts associated wiili development of ilie proposed
action wd alternatives were projected over the entire GVV A II drainage
b...sins and herd uni~ (iliose wiiliin amI adjacent to ilie GVV A U), including
d
.
evelopment acttvities likely to occur on state wd private lands.
Respome 13: Gas leases may be active for ilie full ten years while some
expire prior to that time frame. Since wildlife is dynamic. iliere will be
times when specific leks are discovered after ilie competitive lease sale has
occurred. VVhen leks are discovered by BLM. USFS, FVVS, wd/or VVGFD
specialis~ they are put on overlays at ilie resource area office. These
overlays are checked for wildlife stipulations at ilie APDIEA stage for each
well or project developed on federal lwds. Stipulations for new leks will
be placed on ilie APD/project at iliat time. Crucial winter rwges are
updated by VVGFD and BLM specialists every five (5) years and raptor nes~
are updated as soon as they are discovered .
Respome 14: See Response 3 to VVGFD Letter No: 15.
The cumulative impacts analysis for the GVV A II EIS was prepared
following direction provided in the BLM document "Guidelines for
Assessing and Documenting Cumulative Impacts, BIM. April 1994".
Existing disturbance wiiliin ilie GVV A U was calculated using current aerial
photography (May 1994). The geographic area ou~ide ilie GVV A II
considered in ilie cumulative impac~ analysis for soils. vegetation wd
wetlwds, wd water resources was based on ilie USGS delineated watershed
boundaries iliat ilie GVV A II covered or touched. Existing di turbance in the
cumulative impacts analysis area was initially estimated from USGS
topographic maps iliat were current for 1985. Because additional
disturbance has occurred in ilie area since ilie maps were published. existing
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11) RE'

Black-Footed

Ferr.ts

(S.c 3.7.3.1, P 3-50) -- The EIS
tound "no conclusive
evidence" ot black-toot.d terrets in the CWA II.
Wbat
constitutes "conclusive evid.nce"?
What did the analys.s
ot the unidentitied scat samples rev.al?
Was
any
inconc lusive
evidence
tound
that
would
suggest
the
possibility ot terrets in the CWA II, or a ne.d tor turther
sur vs?
We deter turther co .... ents relative to terret
cleardnces to the USFWS.
st~tes that surveys in 1992 and 1994

16

12) RE: Ferruginous Hawk Nests (Sec 3. 7 . 4. 2, P 3-55) -Hitigation
m.asure
7
would
i~pose
restrictions
on
construction activities within UJ. .ile of activ. raptor
n.sts during the n.sting season. However, surveys to locate
n.sts only extended 1/2 .ile beyond the CWA II analysis area
boundary. Since construction activities .ay occur up to the
boundary of the analysis area, surveys should have extend.d
at least 1/4-,.l1e farther to comply with this lDitigation
requirem.nt .
We reco ..... nd surveys extend at; least 1 mlle
trolD the boundary.
13) RE:

Des.rt Elk H.rds (Sec 3.7.4, p 3-61) -- The Shamrock Elk
H.rd inhabits areas north and .ast of Wamsutter year round.
Th.r.fore,
the Steamboat elk herd is not the only elk herd
in the state that exists al.ost entirely on the sag.brush
desert ecosystem.
BLM should make this correction.

14) RE: Additional Sage Crouse Lek (p 3-61) -- An active l.k was
discovered in NE\NW\ S.c 22, T20N, R92W, but has not be.n
includ.d in the OtIS.
Twenty-two malp ~ and 16 t.males were
observ.d on 31 Ha t ch, 1993 by wcro f" •
~l.
~
- A!J mentioned in
15) RE: sag. Crouse Leks (Sec 3.7.5, p
cOlDlllent 7, not all aerial surveys in
. analysis toll owed
protocol described in the WCFO Handbook of Biological
Techniques .
The 1992 surveys were flown in late April, but
the p rimary breeding activity was earlier that year because
ot a mlld, dry spring.
Activity may have been missed on
several leks . The otIS should disclose these limitations.

19

The term "historical" applied to sage grouse leks usually
describes a breeding site that has been abandoned. The term
"documented leks" would be more appropriate to describe most
leks in the CWA II.

disturbance not shown on those maps was estimated based on the level of
additional activity measured in the GW A II as evidenced from the aerial
photography. The Amoco project near Bairoil did not occur within the
delineated watershed boundaries, and therefore, was not included in the
cumulative impacts analysis for soils, vegetation and wetlands, and water
resources.
Cumulative impacts analysis for wildlife were calculated at the herd unit
level. These calculations were limited to pronghorn since it is the only big
game species that has crucial range on the Greater Wamsutter analysis area.
Calculations were performed for both the Red Desert and Bitter Creek Herd
Units and were based on existing surface disturbances visible on updated
USGS (1981) quad maps. The Amoco Bairoil project area is located on the
northern end of the Red Desert Herd Unit, but the project was not included
in the cumulative impacts analysis, primarily because of the spatial distance
between the GW A II and Bairoil (approximately 33 miles). Disturbance
associated with this development has subsequently been included in the the
Wildlife Anlllysis and Cumulative Impacts Analysis in this FEIS.
Response IS: Reference to unidentified scat samples has been dropped from
the text. Several scat samples and prairie dog carcasses were sent to the
WGFD lab and were analyzed by Tom Moore (scat and hair analyses) in
consultation with Tom Thome. Carcass analyses were performed by Beth
Williams. Although several scat samples showed some characteristics of
black-footed ferret, all were determined to be from species other than blackfooted ferret. All analysts involved concluded that none of the materials
examined could be definitely classified as black-footed ferret in origin.
Response 16: Text has been revised to reflect the comment that all nests
within one-mile of the analysis area boundary have been included. This
adds one eagle nest south of the GW A II. There are no text changes to
raptors since the percentage remains the same.

-
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Response 17: The text has been modified to include the Shamrock elk
population. The original DEIS statement was taken from the 1993 WGFD
Annual Big Game Herd Unit Report (pg. 319) where WGFD biologist Tom
Christenson is describing the Steamboat elk herd and staleS that "It is the
only elk herd in the Stale which exists almost entirely on the sagebrush
desert ecosystem".

::::
C)

16) RE: Sage grouse Hunting Seasons (Sec 3 . 9, p 3-65) -- Sage
grouse hunting seasons have not extended into october for at
least 19 years.
Recreational use of this area by sag.
grouse hunters is in September, and also the last few days
of August in some recent years.

a

ii

17) RE: Antelope Hunt Area 54 (p 3- 65). Antelope Hunt Area 54
has been ~ , ~l n8ted and is now incorporated into Hunt Area
57.

~

22

23

Response 18: Text and Figure have been revised to reflect the new let.

18) RE: Big Game Significance criteria (p 4-47). The DEIS
considers
an
increase
in
wildlife
mortality
to
be
signiticant it the collective mortality f r om road kills,
poaching
and/or harassment "exceeds levela by an amount
that mak~s agency wildli fe population goals unachievable . "
This is inappropriate.
For example, high Ilortality could
impa,
legal harvest quotas, while still meeting the
objective .
poaching and harassment may also impact habitat
effect i veness by reducing animal tolerance to routine
activities on crucial winter range and causing avoidance
reactions.
Natural fluctuations can mask specific causal
factors in a population decline.
BLH s hould consider any
increase in wildlife mortalities within the project area as
"significant," rether than attempting to relate this to the
entire herd unit . The Game , Fish objective should not be
the measure of significance.

Response 19: These limitations have been addressed. See Response No. 10
of commentleuer 2.2.15 (WGFD). Text is revised as requested. Historical
is changed to "documented" or "previously documented".
Response 20: Text is revised to reflect recommended changes. Wording
"and October" is deleted, and page 3-65 reference changed to page 3-66.
Response 21: Text is revised to reflect recommended changes.
deleted.

"54"

Response 22: Impact significant threshold and references to significance
have been removed. Also, see Response No. 3 and Response No. 23 to
WGFD Letter No. 2.2.15.

19) RE: Significance criteria (p 4-33) -- NEPA does not impose
or authori~e " threshold of significance" atandards which
must be met before mitigation is triggered.
BLH should
remove the threshold of significance criteria from this NEPA
document .
Agencies must use all practicable means to
mitigate adverse effects upon the human environment (40 CFR
l500.2(f)], including cumulative effects (40 CFR l508.8(b)].
There is no mention of significance.
Even 80, significance
exists it it is reasonable to anticipate a cumulatively
significant impact on the environment (40 CFR 1508.27(b) (7) .
The cumulative impacts analysis on page 4-65 indicates 2,040
acres or . 9 percent of crucial range will be impacted by
past, present, and reasonably fore s eeable activities in the
Red Desert Herd .
However, comment 10 points out several
projects were not considered in the analysis.
Furthermore,
reduced habitat effectiveness from displacement effects has
not
been considered.
We
believe the
total
impact
substantially
exceeds
8LH's
arbitrary
significance
criterion.
Therefore, all impacts to crucial range should

Response 23: See Response 22 to WGFD Letter No. 2.2.15.
Long-term impacts are not the same as pennanent impacts. The analysis
does not disclose that 195 acres of pronghorn crucial winter range wiD be
pennanently impacted. Additional discussion of the potential for pronghorn
displacement from winter range has been added to the texL
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be considered significant in GWA II. Significance cannot be
avoided by breaking an action or sequence of actions down
into small increments (40 CFR 1508.27) .

Response 24: This text has been rewritten to reflect post-reclamation
disturbance estimates and time frames for re-establishment of various types
of vegetation.
Response 15: See Response 2 to WGFD Letter No. 2.2.1S.

There is no defensible rationale for defining a significant
impact to big game as a project-related loss that exceeds 1
percent of the crucial winter range within a herd unit.
This arbitrery decision criterion contradicts the mitigation
requirements of NEPA and is damaging to the resource.

,;

-

~

Full project development will penoanently impact at least
195 acres of pronghorn crucial winter range in the the GWA
II project. Habitat effectiveness of crucial range could be
reduced over a much broader area due to displacellent and
d isruption of lIovellent patterns. The extent of displacement
should be detenoined through lIIonitoring.
The OEIS should
include an explicit plan to mitigate the 195 acres
penoanently affected, and an executable contingency plan
that
compensates
any
loss
of
habitat
effectiveness
documented
through
monitoring
(ie,
displacellent).
COllpulsory lIitigation contingencies should be defined in the
FEI~ to support i t s findings.

C

o

U

24

RE: Hc~ lamation Effectiveness (Sec 4.7.3.1, p 4-48) -- The
OEIS estillates 2,41 6 acres would be disturbed by this
project,
and st a tes this impact would be reduced by
reclamation of are as no longer needed for production. What
proportion of this 2,416 acres is likely to 'ie reclaimed?
Under what time frame? These questions need to be answered
in order for the OEIS to provide an accurate analysis of
impacts in Section 4.7.2.

25

21) RE:
Impacts to Candidate Species (Sec 4.7.3.1.2, p 4-50).
The OEIS correctly states that illpacts to nesting ibises
could be prevented by avoiding construction within suitable
nesting habitats during the nesting period .
Is the BU.
phnning on requiring this mitigation?
A cOll\Jllitment to
apply this additional mitigation is necessary for the
conclusion of no significant impact to be valid.
The same
comment would apply to lIitigation m ~ sures that are
described for mountain plovers and loggerhead shrikes.
The
OEIS should state that each of these supplemental lIitigation
lIeasures ~ be required for all drilling and construction
within the GWA II analysis area.
Is monitoring planned to
detect these conflicts?

20)
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Response 26: Agree. WeD densities that exceed WOOCC approved spacing
would increase the potential disturbance to various habitats and substantially
alter the results and fUlal conclusions of the analysis. Supplemental
environmental documentation would be necessary if this were to OCCID'.

::::

~

t

22) RE: Well Density Impacts (Sec 4.7.3.1 . 3, 4-52) -- Assuming
mitigation is developed and required for impacts to antelope
crucial vinter range, the analy.is vill be valid only .0
long as vell density remains under the WOGCC approved limit
of 2 valls per 640 acre s.
Subsequent effort. to increase
this limit vould invalidate the conclusions of the OEIS and
should be considered only after a supplemental environmental
assessment is completed and mitigation redefined .

26

[

Response 27: Because no detailed vegetative cover data or maps are
available, a quantification of total nest habitat or the amount that will be
disturbed is not possible. An approximation of the numb:r of acres of
nesting habitat within the 2-mite radius of the 13 active leks 'on the area that
may be disturbed by development activities has been made and incorporated
into the analysis. BLM personnel monitor leks on an annual basis and will
apply additional avoidance and mitigation measures basI.:d on current sitespecific data and integrate these into the APD/ROW pc.milling process.

23) RE: Sage Grouse Mitigation (Sec 4 . 3 . 1.4, p 4-54) -- The OEIS
does not provide the data necessary to determine if loss of
nesting habitat vould impact sage grouse.
Please estillate
how many acres of the GWA II are suitable nesting cover and
how much of this will be lost.
These questions need to be
answered in order to define mitigation in Sec 4.7 . 2.

~

The analysis does not address the impacts continuous or
periodic loud noises may have upon breeding sage grouse.
The drastic decline in attendance at the lek in Sec 2, T20M
R95W vithin the GWA II area coincided vith the u.e of an
extremely loud propane compressor on a vell 2.2 miles to the
vest-northwest .
£Ven at this distance, the pump was the
only sound that could be heard in the early morning hours
during surveys to monitor activity at this lek in 1989 and
1990. Abandonment of a second lek within the GWA II area in
1993 coincided with the use of a poorly muffled cOllpressor \
mile from the lek .
Mitigation provisions in the EIS should
require effective mufner. on all compressors to minimize
thh '.Jlpact. We also recolllmend a requirement throughout the
breeding season (March through lIIid-May) to limit all noise
producing activities to 55 dBA or less measured at 500 ft
from the source .

28

291
30

I

Response 2...: This scenario has been addressed by addirlg a separate section
entitled NoiSe under each of the proposed altemttives.
Response 29: This comment has received general attention by including a
more "in-depth" analysis of potential impacts to the bunowing owl as a
result of its recent (Nov. 1994) listing as a C2 Candidate Species. Also, see
Response 2 to WGFD Letter No. 2.2.15.
Response 30: See Response 2 to WGFD Letter No. 2.2.15. Nonnally these
are measures the BLM can only suggest. but not reo,o.llre.

24) RE: Impacts to Burrowing Owls (Sec 4 . 7 . 3 . 1 . 5, p 4-54) -- The
OEIS identifies a mitigation that would minimize impacts to
burrowing
owls,
but
lacks
the
cOlMlitlllent
to
assure
implementation.
-- The
25) RE: HUllan-Related Impacts (Sec 4.7 . 3.1.7, p 4-56)
OEIS
should
require
UPRC
to
provide
its
employees
instruction about the Re nsitivity of wildlife, potential
impacts to these species, and measures to avoid and minimize
impacts .
simply stating that this instruction "ahould"
occur is not executable mitigation and does not support the
findings in the OEIS .

~
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26) RE: Executable Hitigation (Sec 4.7.4, p 4-62) -- The DEIS
conclude s
"significant
impacts
to
wildlire
are
not
expected , " but this conclusion assuaes the supplemental
aitigation measures de s cribed for individual species will be
applied .
There are no artirmative cOlllllitments to apply
these mitigations .
BLH only states they could be errective
1.( they vere applied.
40 CrR 1500.2 specities agencies
shall " . .. use all practicable aeans •. . to .. • ainimize
adverse efrects or their actions upon the quality or the
human environment . 40 crR 1502 . 1 stipulates, •.• • Hitigation
and other conditions established in the environmental impact
statement or during its review and committed as part or the
decision shall be implemented by the lead agency or other
appropriate consulting agency.
The lead agency shall .••
include appropriate conditions in grants, peraits or other
approvals."
The lead agency cannot support or de rend ite
selection or an alternative by rererencing a process (e.g.,
APDs) that may never achieve mitigation .
27) RE: Cumulative Impacts Analysis (Sec 4.7.5 and 4 . 7 . 5.1, pp
4-61 and 4-65) -- The cumUlative impacts analysis in this
DEIS is substantially deticient .
Calculations or exieting
habitat disturbances vere determined ueing Lill topographic
aaps.
Even when they vere current, the maps did not
identity all roads and disturbed sites.
Aerial photoe ot
the Huddy Creek/Red Rim CRH area exhibited vast road
networks that did not appear on topographic maps.
In moa t
cases, the maps showed only a minority ot the roads that
existed in the area.
In addition, substantial oil and ga s
development that has taken place in the CWA II analyeis area
throughout the past 14 years has not been included in the
cumulative analysis.
We recolllllend BLH employ recent aerial
photography to identity current areas or habitat loss.

32

The ~ umulative analysis
fails to consider the Amoco
co- -inental
Divide
natural
gas
development
proj e ct
imm,,<liately north and we s t of this project .
BLH personnel
have been aware of th is project tor nearly a year .
The
analysis also does not include the Amoco Project at Bairoil
which i mpacted crucial antelope vinter range within the same
herd un i t as this project.
The analysis refers to the
Carbon county underground coal gasification project vest or
Ravlins, but i ncorrectly stated that this project vas
loc ated outside the big game herd units i nvolved in the CWA
II a rea. wot only i s CCUCC within the same Re d Desert
antelope herd unit, but it will lie entire l y within crucial

Response 31: See Response 2 to WGFD Letter No. 15.
Response 32: See Response 3 to WGFD Letter No. 15. Cumulative impacts
analysis infonnation regarding the Bairoil project and Carbon County UCG
project have been included in the Supplemental Cumu1ative impaclS analysis
discussion provided with this FEIS.
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vint@r range for thh h@rd .
The bpacts of the CWA II
project on antelope crucial vinter range beco.e .uch .ore
significant wh@n the.e other project. are accurately
pres@nt@d.

33

34

3S

28) RE : Sage Crou.e I.pact. (Sec 4.1 . 5 . 4, p 4-61) - - Conclusions
on the i.pact. to sage grouse are not valid unle •• the
suppl@.@ntal .itigations described in the DE I S are executed
and applied to III gas d@v.lop.ents vithin the CWA II
analysis ar@a and within all .urface ovn.rship..
By
i . proving road and pipeline infrastructure, this project
vlll incr@a.e the likelihood of develop.ent on state and
private lands .
29) RE: R@cr@ational Impact. -- (p 4-16). The DEIS conc@d.s
that recr@ational impacts vould be .ignificant and the
propos .d .itigation measur •• are inadequate to addre •• this
issue.
We do not b.li@ve all r.a.onable alternatives have
b@en explor.d to .itigat. this i.pact (40 CFR 1500.2, 40 CFR
1502.2 and 14(f), and 40 crR 1502.16(h)].
Por exa.ple , one
.itigation could involve consolidation of check.rboard land.
to improve acc... .
Another could include acqui.ition of
access ea . ement..
8U1 .hould develop effective .itigation
alt@rnativ •• to addr ••• this impact and include executable
imple.entation procedure..
Proj.ct proponent. and BUI
• hould a . su.e re.ponsibility for i.ple.enting .itigation to
comply vith the above r@quirements.

RESPONSE

Response 33: Mitigation measures specified in the analysis are asumed to
be applicable to impacts on all lands, regardless of ownership. Mitigation
cannot be required by the BLM on Slate and priV8le lands. However, the

GW A U operators will coordinate with Stale and piV8le land managers to
detennine which measures would be applied, to what degree, and where.
The mitigation measures described in Chapters 2 and 4 of the OEIS will be
co~idered for application to all BLM administered lands.

Response 34: It is unclear from the comment whether the proposal is to
consider additional mitigation measures within the GWA n, or on adjoining
areas. There are certain restrictions that prohibit the BLM from requiring
operators to explore off-site mitigation. (See Response 9 to WGFD Letter
No. 2.2.15). The BLM will consider the possibility of entering into access
agreements or exchanges in any area that currently has restricted public
access when the opportunities arise. However, to enter into access
agreements within the GWA n would only serve to intensify problems with
user displacement and reduced recreation levels of satisfaction.

Response 35: See Response 28 to WGFD Letter No. 2.2.15 .

30) RE: Noi.e Impact. (Sec 4 . 15.6, p 4-100) - - As indicated
pr.viously, to r@duce the potential for noise to i mpact
sensitive vildlife specie., particularly .age grou.e during
the breeding sea.on, noise • •hould be .uffled to le •• than
55 dBA at 500 ft fro. the source.
Thi. vas done at the
Cre.ton/Blue cap project .
The 3, 500-ft distance propos.d
here \tlll b@ in@ff@ctive .
I.oud, r@p@titive or continuous
no i .@ s prevent hens from h@aring and locating .trutting
cocks during the breeding s .ason, lovering the conc@ption
rat@ .
Nois@s may also discourage .age grouse cocks fro •
• trutting and .ay pr@v@nt y@arling c ocks fro. locating
traditional strutting grounds .
The EIS should require
highly @ff@ctive .uffl@rs on all gas compres s or. and other
@qui~ ·~ t to .ini.ize this i mpact .
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Thank you tor the opportunity to co. .ent.

Sincerely,

.-J~

JOE WHITE
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

JW:TC:as
cc: wildlife, Fish, HATS Divisions
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time 10 review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

{!jlfJ
Marathon
__ Oil
Company

;a.

~
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Mr . John Spehlr
Rlwl Ins DistrIct OffIce
Burelu of LInd Mlnlgell1!nt
P.O . Box 670
Rlwl Ins, lIyo",lng 82301
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Response I: See Response No. S 10 Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
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Mlnthon otJ COIlPlny Ipprechtes the opportunity to c~nt on the Ibove
referenced project DrIft [IS . As I cOlllPlny thlt Is cOMltted to cont Inulng
theIr operltlons In this shte, Mlnthon Is very Interested In lOy proposed
IIlnlgeooent polletes thlt could have an 1"Plct on our 1 !ueholds ud
product Ion operat Ions .

Response 2: PredaIOr/prey responses and weather conditions are just two of
the many natural processes that create the high desert ecosystem. The BLM
is concerned that industry activity will create both additional and interactive
pressure on wildlife. Timing stipulations and mitigation measures reduce
impacts 10 wildlife when they are physically the most vulnerable (i.e
breeding periods, winter conditions, etc.). Informal consultation between
agencies, such as the WGFD and the USFWS, may lead 10 mitigation
measures that reduce impacts that may occur as a result of increased activity
and production within crlcial habitats for wildlife species.

In general, . support the BlM's Preferred Alternltlve that proposes allowIng
operltors to develop 750 wells Ind 300 well lout Ions In addItion to the
exIstIng operatIons. It Is encourlglng that econOillc developtDent Is allowed
for the survlnl of our Industry IS well IS cont Inued flnanchl support for
the surroundIng cOlIIINnltles .
hther than repeat spec Iflc concerns that our Industry 's assoetat Ion hIS
Ilreldy su~!tted to the BLM, Marathon would like to be on record In support
of the COl!llM!nts froll the PetrohUII Assochtlon of lIynmlng . As Indlclted by
the Petroleum Assoetltlon, we also thInk It Is . '
'mo unt Imporhnce to
r~duc! our dependence on foretgn oil.
,.
(\

I I

2

Other specifIc coments - Section 2. 3 . 4.2 . 7, IIlld ;
. proposed .'tlgatlon
",easure Is "Inforll all project etIIployees of applicable wtJdllf. hws and
penalt les I$sochted with unhwful take and harISSl1M!nt." lie belIeve thlt It
Is unnecessary to request that the operator be the "Instructor" to every
employee or contrlctor In the aru .
Additlonllly, we belIeve thlt the BLM does not provIde suffICient
just Iflcltlon for restrIct Ions on our Industry In order to prevent Iny
possible Implct on wtJdllfe . It Is our opInIon there are ",any studies on
other sources that can negatively Influence wtJdl Ife survlnl than our
Industry . For Inshnce, publ Ished artIcles IndlcH. thH predators crute
slgnlflunt Impact on wtJdllfe. Recent artIcles In the IIOnthly publIcatIons
of Ducks Unll .lted and The Horth Anlerlun Pronghorn FoundatIon arc but two
sources of studies of the effect of predators.
Those articles un be
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Mr . John Spehu
March 27, 1995
Page 2
provided to the 8l". Al so, I t has been reported that drought In the region
has contributed to the reduction In wildlife . Federal agencies need to start
considerIng these ""pacts also .
In conclusion, Marathon would l i ke to continue to receIve Info",atlon on this
project as It becOlH!s available to the public .
If there are questions
regarding this .. atter, please advise.
Sincerely,
MARATHON Oil COMPANY

Pat Childer s
Government Affal rs Coord Inator
Rocky Mounta I n Reg I on
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(3152 - 24)

cc: Uti. GMl
Kathy Springer , PAII
Chlre "oseley,RMOGA
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2.2.17 utter from Meridian Oil Inc.
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MERIDIAN OIL

General Response: Thank you for taking the time 10 review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

).

t

March 21. 1995

~

Mr John Spehar
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Bureau of Land MlI\Igemer1t
Rawlins District Office
P. O. Box 610
IUwlins, Wyoming 8230 I
Re:

'~ 5

11 '

Response 1: See Response No. 110 Letter No. 2.2.11 (pAW).

r:-' : -

Response 2: See Response No.1 10 Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).

.
Cf!

f ~:
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Greater Wamsuner Alea II
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Spehar:
Meridian Oil Inc. (Meridian) is tM largest independent (non-int~ted) oil and gas company in
the United States in terms of total domestic proved equivalart reserves. Those reserves were
estimated at 6 6 TCFE on DecemI><-r 3 I, 1994. We are tM lessee of approximately ten percent of
the federal leases held by production and operate approximately ten percent of all wells Ioc:ated on
federal oil and gas leases. We have recently acquired interest in nearly 5600 lid aaes ofleasehold
within tM Greater Wamsutter" Alea (GW All) and are therefore interested in how this draft EIS
may affect these interests.
We understand that four management alternatives have been analyzed in this draft document. Tlte
Proposed Action provides a maximum development scenario of 1S0 wells and 300 locations, in
addition to existing operations. Alternative A provides for an optimal scenario of 300 wells and
250 well locations, in addition to existing operations. Alternative B would allow operators a
minimum development scenario of 225 wells and 200 10000ions. in addition to existing production.
and Alternative C is tM no action alternative.

•

Union Pacific Resources, Amoco, and other operators within this area have already proposed to
drill and develop a total of 150 wells, along with the existing driUing and production operations
within the analysis area. Tlte Proposed Action would allow for this continued development as
well as provide for full development of the natural glS fields. Meridian suppons tM Proposed
Action. however we suggest thattM following comments be considered in tM final EIS;
•

•

Section 2.3.2.3, page 2-11 : Tlte requirement that all permanent roads must be designed and
staked under tM direction of a licensed, professional ~gineer is unnecessary. This should be
determined ;.. , tM authorized officer on a case by case basis where deemed necessary for
safety andlor topographic reasons. An arbitrary, across tM board requirement such IS this is
extremely expensive to tM operators and is simply unnecessary in many cases.
Section 23.2.3, page 2-12 and 2.3.4 2.Il, page 2--45; These paragraphs on developins an
area-wide plan for road development and maintenance are unclear. Is it expected that there
would be one specific t,,"spanation and road network plan for all of industry for tM next five
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Response 3: See Response No.2 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).

to ten years? Thlt is I difficult roqu.st IS dev.lopment plllls would differ ITom on. company
to the next Iiong with each complny'. economic litultion. Who would be responsibl. for
completing the pllll Ind not to mention the subsequent implement It ion Ind policing? This
should be the BLM's r.,ponsibility. not the individual complny's.
Section 2 3 4 2.3. pig. 2-B : limiting construction to when the soils are dry or not ITozen
would not leav. much time in the year for construction operltions in Wyoming. It would be
r.asonabl. to reword this to "Froun or Slturlted soils will not be used IS construction
material" .
Section 2 3.4 2 S. pig. 2-40: It would be most prlctical to leav. the seeding and stlbilizing
of disturbed Ireas IS recommendltions. Th. final reclamltion plln for each specific sit.
should be I.ft up to the Authorized Officer. privlt. SUrfIC. owner (when Ipplicabl.). Ind
operltor. Th. recommendltions in this drift. Appendix B. mlY become outdlted as
techniques. seed mixtur.,. Ind ideas Ir. dev.loped or r.fined,
Section 2.3 4 2 S. pIg. 2-40 Who would d.sign the noxious weed monitoring program. th.
operator or th. BLM' What would this program entail? Other BLM offiCe! hlv. decided
Iglinst such progrlms because of the difficulti., of implementltion and enforcement.
R.comm",c/oltoru on how to promote immediate stlbiliz.ation. prevent invasion of noxious
weed.. Ind reduce over-competition to benefit native speci •• could be provided to th.
operltor by the BLM It the project lev.l.
Section 2 3 4 2 S. pag. 2-41 Would the BLM conduct the sit.-specific survey for special
status plants or is it up to the operator? BLM should m.... its best .ffon to do so. The BLM
is stiffed with • • ~s in this fi.ld Ind is ultimlt.ly r.,ponsibl. for conducting these surveys,
How. ver to expedit.th. permitting proc.,s. industry _II too often funds these surveys.
Sect ion 2342 ' . pig. 2-43 : R<lOCIling drilling sit., to Ivoid whit.-tliled prairie dog
coloni.s is In unrealistic mitigation measure It should be r.lated to blmow density Indlor
size criteria It is not pf1lcticalto r.quir. that industry Ivoid prliri. dog coloni., that are "or
suitlble black footed ferret habitat
H.... rdous Mat.rills. pig. 2-46' R.fer.nc. is mad. throughout this section to the
tra nsponing of chemical and ha.utdou. materills Trlll'ponition of such materials is not
cover.d by SARA or RCM but is cover.d by DOT regulltions and is controlled by the
contractor doing th. IClUII trlnsponing. Moreover. th. operltor typically hir.s I drilling
contractor to drillth. w.lI. Th. drilling contractor must mlint_in th. MSDS's It the drillsit • •
not It the field offic. of the operltor

w.

M.ridian appr.cilt.s the opponunity to comm.nt on this drift EIS Ind
hope that our
recommendations ar. considered in the finll GW All EIS Please contact me if you would like
clarification or more information on I ny of our recommendations

e~~4

Eileen Danni Dey
Regulatory Compliance Administrator

Response 4: See Response No.3 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
Response 5: See Response No.4 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
Response 6: It is the responsibility of the BLM to complete these surveys.
The BLM however, has neither the manpower nor funding to conduct these
surveys on 4.3 miUion acres in the Great Divide Resource Area. ThereflX'C,
it is often in the company's best interest to hire consultants to complete
T&E and sensitive wildlife species inventories on development sites. If the
company has a good idea as to their development schedule, dr.. block
surveys are the best approach to this process.
Response 7: See Response No.6 to Letter No. 2.2. 0 (Amoco).
Response 8: Agree with this comment. See Response No. 7 to Leuer No.
2.2.10 (Amoco). and Response No. 8 to Letter No. 2.2.11 (Petroleum
Association of Wyoming).
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WILLIAMS~CFM
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.
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Response 1: BLM, in cooperation with the natural gas pipeline proponent,
will review any proposed pipeline routes on the ground to determine the
most economical and environmentally suitable pipeline route as a part of the
ROW approval process.
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Hr. John Spehar

Burelu of UnO Management
Rllfllns District orfl ce
P. O. Box 670
Rllfllns. "' B2301
Ae : Draft ElS for t he Grelter lI..sutter Area" Nlturll GIS DevelOpMnt

~
.....
~

Dear Mr . Spehar :

....

IIllll ..s flelO Services hIS revlewO the above referenced Onft ElS Ind supports
the Proposed Action (preferred Ilternatlve) providing for I .nl.", dev.lOpMnt
of 750 wlls Ind 300 loclt lons.

~

I

--

As noted In 2. J. 3. 1 Pipeline Construction. 11111105 field Services currently Olfns
Ind opentes In existing gl5 gltherlng syst.. In the OEIS lrel. 111111 ..5 agrees
thlt nelf pipeline connections should fol101f existIng pipeline or rOld corridors
\<here possib le .
Howver, the locltlon of existing pipeline facilities In
relltlon to t he nelf connection should Il so be eVllulted. for eXIIIPle, I shorter,
.are econa- Icil connect Ion point .IY be In I different direction frOll the wll
Iccess rOIO . Please consider that un lite the rOld dlsturblnce, ,,,. pipeline
right of IfI Y ifill be reclllMd upon COlll)letlon of construction .
Thank you for the opportunity to c_nt on the draft [IS .
Sincerel y,

()~ , I!~
Dianne I. ClSllenl
UnO Ae1resenUt Ive

I IL-

~r--------------------------------------------'r------------------------------------------'---
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2.2.19 utttr from F. Earlint Hintl, North PIDttt Group Surra Club

N

~~---------------------------------------------------------------------t--~----------------------------------------------------------------~

General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

RE . . . .: : '.

John Spehar
Bure.u of tand ~n.Ae!Unt
Ro"Un. nlltrlct Office
P . O. Box 670
'0=
ItA"Un. lIT 82)')1
"

Dur Sir:

. i· :25
.-

." . B~f( ~

,

Respoll5e 1: See Response 1 to WGFD Letter No. 2.2.15.

', - 1

Respoll5e 2: A comprehensive analysis of POlential impacts to wildlife and
their habitats was provided in the DEIS. Additionally, text was rewriuen to
renect responses to WGFD comments and concerns; these changes are
provided in the Errala.

1 feel that the Draft EnvlrontMntal I . pact Suteaent on
the: Union 'aciflc Reaource:s (oarpany Creater Uazu u tter

1

Area It ~atur.l Ca. Develorment Pro'ect should .ddt•••

an expanded area bee.ule of the .~unt of drl11tn~ that

Response 3: See Response 14 to WGFD Letter No. 2.2.15.

10 bol"1 propo . .d _
Th. e ff.ct thot the dr11UnR ,,111 haYe on v11dl1,. .....
to hAve been dovnnlaYfd and the multiple uae •• pect app-

t

:VI

"tso concerned thAt altho there are Draft ! I!;·. on

eAch of the natural sa. develo~nt ,,~oject. In louth-

=

"estern "'y01Dln~ t do not feel that the total cumulative

3

effec t has been either addrel.ed or con,tdered.

•

Th a nk yoc ,

r.

E3rltne H ttt~l
16 DeRoni3
f:as rer 9 \lY " 26"4
:ill'l"'Ib rr sh tl' Chlltr t !forth 'llItte r.rour «; terr. Cl ub
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2.2.20 utttr from RandaU Taylor
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'landall Taylo~
170 We-od S~ .
Lander, WY 82510
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Rawlins Ol~trlct
Bureau of Land Management
P . O. Bo x 670
Rawli ns . WY 82301

~

~

Subject:

~

I
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.

~

'"c
'"

t

Oraft EI5 for Gre a ter
Development Proj ect

Oea , Rawlins

~istrict

Wamsut~er

Area ( I Natural Gas

EIS Te am Memb e rs :

Rega,dlng the above referenced d, a ft EI5, my comments
a,e concerning the wildlife \ mpac s due to habitat displac eme nt
and I mpacts from Increasin g an al read~ overly abu ndant network of
roads.
Our c ountry needs to dev ~ l ~ p our ml'e,al rese,ves. We al s o need
to preserve our wildlife he ritage . Additional roads to serve new
dril l sites and production locations a lso serve as starti ng
points fa, e ven mo,e roa ds to branch o ff by the high c a pacity
motorized vehicles that re ever InL,e aslng In this area.
I believe we need to pror eed with the propospd minerai
deve l opment. however Imp ac t s to wildlife and other ,eMot e count,y
values need to be mltlga ed. Many of the natural res u,ces In
this area have suffered f r om past mineral development. The time
ha s come that developer9 must mitigate Inpacts and re ~over so me
of the lo s t g,ound\~st development . Oeveloper9 ne eo to ~e
requl,ed to rec laim tHO n i le s o f road for e veryon e mile of road
they cons t,uct . Thl9 woul d provide some mitigation and It would
inrrease the Incentive f er developers to plan c arefu ll y to lim it
the ~mount of r oad bulldl g .

=

If t he economics a,e not urrently present to provi de mitigat i on
of Im pacts. then we need to leave minerals In pla ce until the
economIcs do e ~lst. We'll stili need these r e sou,ces In the
futu r e and they can be developed properly when the economics are
wo ,..k il ble.
Than~

Response 1: Mitigation meas res necessary to eliminate or reduce impacts
to the various resources within the GW A II as a result of proposed
development have been provided in the EIS. 1be operators have provided
mitigation measures in Chapter 2 of the EIS. and additional mitigation
measures not identified by the operators have been developed through
analysis in Chapter 4. These measures will become a part of the Record of
Decision prepared by the BtM. Potential impacts to wildlife have been
analyzed in detail in Chapter 4. Environmental Consequences. and
appropriate mitigation to reduce or eliminate impacts identified.

yo u for conslderlrg my comments.

\I~

2.2.21 Leiter from Independent Petroleum Association of Mountain States, Continued

IPAMS
.lndeIL~
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Assodation
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General Response: Thank you for taking the time to review the DEIS and
providing your comments.
)O)I6'S_1 • fAX , )0)11".0109

... ... or •
1 1,.

~.~,: ~

i

Gi.:

John Spehar
;.,
Bureau of Land Manage_ent
Rawlins District Office
P.O. Box 670
Rawlins, WY 82)01
Dear Mr . Spehar :

Pu lJ ZHc:1\t
C..nf,Q

61.0. .. ., (1 •••• iI';"

RESPONSE

r,t lt ..o/tJ , 1 T,tI,,,I"

The Independent Petroleum Association of Mounta i n
States (IPAMS) is a non-profit, non-partisan
trade sssociation representing the interests of
over 750 independent oil and natural gas
producers, royalty owners, industry consultants
and service/supply co.panies operating in a tenstate Rocky Mountain area: New Mexico, wyo. ing ,
Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, Utah, Nebraska,
South Dakota, Nevada, and Arizona .
The Gas Research Institute (GRI) based in Chicago
has designated IPAMS aa the GRI Rocky Mountain
Reqional Technology Transfer Agent (RTTA) . IPAMS
snd GRI have for.ed a strategic alliance to
transfer technology to independent producers,
service co.panies, and consultants in the Rocky
Mountain states. In line with GRI's goal of
reducing exploration and produr ' . .,., costs and
assuring an adequate long-ter - " ' y of natural
gas, the objective of thi s p'"
1\
: to increase
the nu. ber of independent pro,:
w~o are
implementing advanced technologl c J , IPAMS/GRI is
al s o co. . itted to working with gove ~ ~.ent agencies
i n order to sake the. aware of the opportunities
and infor.ation available from the IPAMS/GRI
progr... .

=

IPAMS submits thes e co. .ents in response to the
Bu r eau ot Land Manage.ent's (BLM) Draft
Environ.ental Impact State.ent (DEIS) Union
pac i f ic Resources Company Greater Wa.sutter Area
II Natural Gas Developme nt Project .

nc l*prftdrfllf PYttok.,. Aaocillbofl 0( M~ Su.en IrPAMS' u .. ,..-pretll. NM-,.,hM ndr utonMioe,.,....... ........ et ~
oil Mid MfInt au ~. toplI, O-Nft. aadItIttyc............... ~,~ •• .,.,.... . . . . . . . .• •.., . . . . . . . .:
AriUJM. Cokndo. WIN, MOMM&. P'tbnJ.U. ........... ,..,. Me.ico. 1'iorfrI OU-. Orr.-.
DMou. ......,.. ............. ..,.,.......
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2.2.21 Letter from Independent Petroleum AssoeUJtion of Mountain Stales, Continued
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John spehar
24 Karch 1995
Page 2
The DEIS analy.i. aree enco.pa •••• 334,191 acr •• of .ixed
fed.ral, .tat., and private land. located in Sweetwat.r and
Carbon countie.. Approxiaat.ly 146,912 acr •• are owned by ~~e
federal govern.ent. The DEIS analyze. four alternativ... The
Propoaed Action ellow. a d.v.lopaent .cenario of 750 veIl. and
three hundred location.. The BLM .tata. that the develo~nt
sc.nario VQuld i.pact 2,416 acre., bringing the total di.turbance
within the evA II ar.a to 14,943 acre. of land which aaount. to
4.5 percent of the .urfac. area in the evA II .urface are ••
IPARS re=-nda the IILM edopt tile ~ed Action and tbet the
BLM work .xpeditiously to eppro•• and finali •• the project with a
tinal enviro,..."tal iapllct . t a t _ t and record of decI.ion. In
addition, IPARS urg. . the BLM to diligently work with tile
operators to .nsure tbet the appll.:.tion for penait to drill
(APO) prcx.. ,. occura in • ti_Iy .anner.
The BUf is aubject to aany lava and requlation.. Ttle priaary
statutes and requlationa are the Min.rel Lea.ing Act, MUltiple
Uae and sustained yield Act, the r.derel Land Manage. .nt and
policy Act, and the Metional Environ. .ntal Policy Act. The BLM
ie re.pon.ible for . .naging the .ineral. on federal land.. In
order to ac hi eve thi. goal, the BLM'. requlation. at 43 Code of
rederal Requlation. 3160 require th.t the ag.ncy en.ure that the
ultiaate aaxial~ recovery of the oil and natural ga. resource
occur.. IP1<JIS balieve. th.t the BUf n.ed. to .pprove the
Propos.d Action in ord.r to fulfill it. own requletion. of
ensuring the aaxiaue ultiaate recov.ry of the oil and ga.
resource.
EconOMic ond Indultry II'U.'

IPAMS vi.we the docu. .nt a. a .iqnificant .eqa.nt of dose.tic
energy policy. In particular, it i. v.ry iaportant for produc.r.
in the Rocky Mountain reqion. Thi. proj.ct will allow the
develop •• nt of natural ga., a clean-burning fu.l, with ainiaal
environa.ntal i.pact . Natural ga. i. a clean fuel which viII
i.prov. that nation'. air quality.
Oil and ga. production in Wyoaing aake • • ignificant &conoaic
contribution. to the fed.ral gov.rn. . nt and the stat.. The HMS
di.tributed $215.4 aillion to the stat. of Wyoaing froa fed.ral
aineral production in the state in 1994 . The federal governaent
received approxiaately $224 ail lion in royalty r.v.nu. froa 1994
aineral production in the .tat••
sweetwater county'. (ranked 2) proportion of taxable valuation in
the stat. for 1994 wa. 17 . 08 percant. Carbon county'. (ranked

?
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2.2.21 ulter from Independent Petroleum Association of Mountain States, Continued

John spehar
24 March 1995
Page 3
11) taxable valuation in 1994 was 3.19 perc.nt. Oil and natural
gas production peid approxi.at.1y $129.9 .illion in s.v.ranc.
tax •• to the stat. of Wyo.ing in 1994.
IPAMS i. a.tonished that the BLM fail. to . .ntion any po.itiv.

.cono. ' ~ contribution. fro. natural gas production fro. the

1

Proposed Action. Tha f.d.ral gov.rn..nt vill rec.iva ••veral
.il1ion in royalty r.v.nu. ov.r the 1if. of the project a. w.l1
as the stat. of Wyo.ing. The State will al.o r.ce i v••• v.ral
• i11ion in tax rev.nue. A .ignificant portion of thi. inco.e
will be r.turned directly to the counti •• and the local .chool ••
Th. BLH n••ds to r.coqnize that r.v.nue. to f.d.ral, stat. and
local gov.rnaents are a .ignificant portion of the tax baa. in
Nyo.ing. In add it ion, local ••p10yaent incr.a ••• fro. natural
gaa d.v.lop. .nt. When .in.ral dev.lop.ent occur., the co. .unity
aa a whole ben.fit.. Th. d.v.10pa.nt of oil and ga. creat•• a
r.v.nu. baa. which fora. the v.ry fabric of co. .uniti •• in
Wyo.1ng. Nyo.1ng ha. be.n bl ••••d with rich oil, natural gas,
coal, and oth.r .1neral. which hav~ all contributed to the
.cono.1c ~ ealth of the stat••
A bri.f ~x a.pl. d.aonstrat •• the .cono.ic contributions which
th1s project w1l1 sake to the fed.ral gov.rn •• nt and the state of
Nyo.1ng.

Response 1: As stated in the BlM Mission Statement printed on the inside
cover of the DEIS , the BlM is responsible for the balanced management of
the public lands and resources and their values so that they are considered
in a combination that will best serve the needs of the American people.
Management is based upon the principles of multiple use and sustained
yield. The mineral resource is but one of many resources that are to be
considered in the management of the public lands .
Response 2: See pages 4-86 to 4-88 of the DEIS. The economic analysis
of the proposed action includes a detailed discussion of the economic
benefits that would result from the project in the form of employment.
income. and tax payments to the state and local units of government. In
addition. the analysis clearly states on page 4-88 that the long-term effects
of the project would be positive overall.

-

A.su •• that each v.11 aske. 1 Bef or 1,000,000 Mcf over the life
of the w.ll. Th. fed.ral gov.rn•• nt tak.s it. royalty shar. of
12.5 perc.nt vhich i. 125 , 00 Mcf per vell. Th. project propos ••
to drill 750 w.lls. Th. royalty rev.nu. fro. th1. project if the
natural gaa pric. av.raged $1.50 Hcf would be approxi.at.ly
$140,625,000 over the life of the proj.ct. Thi. i-.not an
in.1gnif lcant aaount of r.venu.. Again, the stat. of Wyoa1ng
would rec.iv. approxi.at.ly 50 perc.nt of the rev.nu.. Lik.vi •• ,
if tho gas pr1c. r.aained at $1.50 Hcf for the life of the
res.rve s , 1n tax incoae this project would generate approxi.at.ly
$90 , OOO, vJ O for the Stat. of Kyo.1ng. Th••• ar• • iqnificant
econoaic contribution. and abould be consid.red to facilitate the
approval of the Proposed Action.
The BLH states that the project's aocioecono.1c 1apacta aay be
negative under the Proposed Action. Psrticularly in wa.sutter,
the BLM states that th.ra aay be hous1ng shortagss and oth.r
adjust.ent probl •• s associated vith rapid econoaic change . Whil.
this aay occur 1n the short t.ra, the ov.rall econo.ic benefita
of the propos.d action are v.ry positive •
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Response 3: See Response 8 to Letter No. 2.2.10 (Amoco).
I.pact.

~

In general, the 8LM' analyai. find. in.ignificant .nvironaental
iapacta to the natural re.ource.. lapact. to air quality, .oil.,
water resourc •• , .nd paleontological r •• ourc•• would be aini .. l.

~

Th. 8LM raise. conc.rn. regarding the projeet'. iapact to
wildlif. resourc.s and habitat. IPAHS point. out that this area
has a long history of oil and gas dev.lopeent occurring with
aignificant wildlife reaource.. The 8LM and operator. have
l.arned to deal with wildlife concern. in a sanner vhich ellova
for the developa.nt of the oil and ga. r.aource vhile ai ~ iaizing
iapacts to wildlife.

I
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Response~: Net surface disturbance is calculated in the cumulative impacts
analysis. See Response 14 to WGFD Letlel' No. 2.2.15.

IPAJIS .uqgesta that the 81M analy.e tbe net .urfece di.turbanCe
i8pllcta to wildlife fr. . thi. project. Ttl" 81M .tate. that the
developaent .cenario would iapact 2,416 ac ce.. Oil and ga.
developeent i. a teaporary di.turbanc. of the .urface. Onc.
drilling occur. the prieary .urface di.turbing activity has tak.n
place . Th. drill pad i. reelaieed and the well. are produced
until th.y ar. plugged and abandoned. Ttl. land i.
th.n totally reelaieed and returned to a natural .tat.. IPAJIS
reco. .end. that tha 8LM con.id.r thi. iaportant fact wh.n
analyzing the iapact. of oil and gas dev.lopeent on the .urface
re.ources. IPAJIS believe. that the industry and the 8LM can
achieve aini .. l iapact to wildlife through iaple. .ntation of
a ttigation aeasure. which adequately addr.s. th •• e i •• u•• at the
site-specific level.

-

IPAHS and ~ne indu.try are co. . itted to working with the land
aanaging ag.ncies to ensure that oil and ga. developeent occur.
in an environaentally .en.itive aann.r . Further, the co.panie.
operating in the Greater Ma.s utt.r Ar•• II heve proven th.... lv ••
a. consci.ntious .nvirona.nt.l steward • •
IPAHS appr.ci.tes your consideration of ' our co. .ent.. A. always,
pl •••• fe.l fr •• to contact u. with .ny que.tions or for further
inforsation.

Alexander Moodruff
Director of Regulatory Affair.
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